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#300 - UK Bribery Act 2011 applies to Australian organisations & individuals 

The Buyer - Monday, September 26, 2011 

On 1st July 2011, the new UK Bribery Act came into force. It makes bribery illegal. Though most 

buyers sort of know that anyway. No change there then you'd think? Think again. 

The significance of this new UK law is not so much making the obvious illegal, but where it seeks to 

apply the new laws; ie; outside of the UK. Both Australian businesses with operations in the UK as 

well as Australian subsidiaries of UK parent companies will be directly covered by the new act – as 

well as being subject, of course, to existing Australian anti-bribery laws. So it applies to bribes 

OUTSIDE the UK, as well as those enacted in the UK. It also applies directly to individuals. It also 

makes ‘failing to prevent a bribe’ taking place to be an offence. And the definition of "bribery" is also 

widening. 

Penalties are severe, with significant fines and up to ten years in jail the principal penalties. And the 

Act is largely intended to be enforceable overseas – as far as anything is, anyway. Certainly across 

jurisdictions with close ties like Britain and Australia have [except when playing each other at cricket 

or rugby union]. Extradition between ‘close’ countries is getting easier nowadays, as some have 

found to their cost of late- including the alleged Sydney coller bomber. 

Mr Google helpfully offered 3,380,000 hits on “UK Bribery Act” to offer a humble buyer with UK 

connections some real and focussed advice. 

Some choice cuts from the front page were: 

KPMG notice - UK Bribery Act ups the ante for Australian organisations in the UK  

http://www.kpmg.com/au/en/issuesandinsights/articlespublications/press-releases/pages/press-

release-uk-bribery-act-30-jun-2011.aspx 

 Freehills advice - Beware the UK Bribery Act http://www.freehills.com/7230.aspx 

 Deloitte report - UK Bribery Act 2010 http://www.deloitte.com/assets/Dcom-

Australia/Local%20Assets/Documents/Industries/Financial%20services/Regulatory%20Review%20Au

gust%202011/Deloitte_Regulatory_Review_August_2011_UK_Bribery_Act.pdf 

 CIPS summary of advice is on their website at   http://www.cips.org/en-au/Resources/Tools-

Templates/Politics-Zone-AUS/newlegislation/  or you can download key elements in PDF by clicking 

here 

 Caveat emptor. 
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The views of THE BUYER are personal and are not necessarily those of Procurement Professional 

magazine, BTTB Marketing nor CIPS. 

#301 - TARGET bullying of suppliers is the antithesis of SRM 

The Buyer - Wednesday, September 28, 2011 

The news reported in The Australian yesterday, that retail homeware group TARGET are universally 

awarding themselves a 5% reduction in all their suppliers’ prices -  through helping themselves to a 

rebate of monies spent - is a genuine shock. 

“DISCOUNT store Target will cut 5 per cent from the prices it pays all suppliers for the next three 

months as it battles depressed retail conditions, but may not pass the savings on to customers.” 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/companies/target-takes-aim-at-suppliers-with-5-per-

cent-price-cut/story-fn91v9q3-1226147391482   

 

Surely, in this day and age, organisations do not behave like that? Well, think again, TARGET do. 

What must the suppliers’ think? One of their primary customers just slashing 5% off agreed prices, 

then helping themselves to the cash by short paying the next order …. Without so much as  a ’by 

your leave’. In fact, they just get a letter from the Target boss in their mailbox. And then read about 

it in the press – like the rest of us. Not even a ‘phone call…?? 

 

At best, such a step is likely to be a contractual breach, certainly with larger suppliers where prices 

are agreed in  a Volume Purchase Agreement [VPA] in advance, usually annually. 

 

At worst, it is an abuse of a dominant position, and perhaps something the ACCC might be even 

interested in? As large retailers in small markets can take advantage of their position of course, as 

can very large retailers in large markets – like Wal-Mart are accused of quite often it seems  

http://www.businessweek.com/debateroom/archives/2007/04/stop_the_bullyi.html    

http://www.fastcompany.com/magazine/77/walmart.html 

 

But it is certainly a flagrant abuse of the relationship with the supplier. Every professional in 

procurement knows that building a relationship with the supplier [especially regular ones] offers real 

returns. And, more importantly, failing to build a relationship with the supplier has consequences 

[see previous blog #270, and then blog #248]. Supplier Relationship Management (SRM) is a whole 

sub-topic within the procurement subject today, with growing standards, thinking and case study 

evidence of success. The value of the relationship over the contract is even standard thinking 



nowadays. All trade is ultimately built upon ‘give and take’ – a sharing of risk and return. But not at 

TARGET.       

 

So TARGET must see their suppliers base as commodities? Providers of universal boxes, widely 

available from elsewhere. Just stuff they buy and flog to hapless consumers like you and me. No 

added value at all. And no give and take there either. There is no word that TARGET are even 

considering passing on their ill gotten gains to consumers. Just trousering the cash to bolster their 

margins. Like spoilt children refusing to share the lollies. ‘Things are tough, so we’ll just help 

ourselves, stuff everyone else.’ The ‘Lord of the Flies’ is alive and well on the Australian high street it 

seems. Even consumers deserve to be repelled [see previous blog #280]. 

 

But pity the buyers – both the procurement team and the marketing merchandisers that choose 

stock – they are the ones that will have to front the angry suppliers. They are the ones that are out 

on a plank, after their doubtless fine words of the past. They are the ones trying to build a 

relationship with their suppliers to improve terms, quality, performance, innovation, support  and 

delivery of stock. They have just had all their work destroyed in a trice. 

 

Some hope of building any relationship now. But clearly TARGET seem not to value such an 

investment, or perhaps any investment in professional procurement either? Maybe if they had of 

done, they wouldn’t need to unilaterally rob all suppliers of 5% over the next three months? 

 

They, Target, are now the ones that will have to convince the suppliers to keep on supplying the 

beast. In a small market some vendors may have no choice. But they will try and find a choice now. 

Maybe TARGET will become the target of suppliers treated with disdain? Securing supply is the first 

responsibility for a professional buyer, and it just got a whole lot harder for the TARGET buying team. 

 

Bullying suppliers can be tempting for large brands facing tough times, but in procurement it is 

WORST PRACTICE not BEST PRACTICE. It can offer only the shortest of short term gains. Even in the 

medium term it will payback badly. Everyone is facing tough times [except the resources sector], and 

SRM and teamwork is a better way than bullying. As any schoolkid will tell you.  But maybe not this 

lot below …. who are all at it too… Maybe TARGET is just the tip of a nasty iceberg; with a range of 

brand bullies lurking under the surface for unwary suppliers including some surprising names even 

beyond Wal-Mart;  eg; Toyota, Coles, Woolies, Hyundai and numerous firms in the IT sector...  

 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2010/03/09/us-toyota-suppliers-idUSTRE62819920100309 

 



http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business-old/industry-sectors/milk-price-war-hots-up-as-coles-

slaps-processors/story-e6frg9h6-1226020757656 

 

http://www.smh.com.au/opinion/politics/price-war-could-spell-the-end-of-fresh-milk-on-

supermarket-shelves-20110405-1d1tr.html 

 

http://knowaboutthat.com/go/bernama-hyundai-kia-under-probe-for-forcing-suppliers-to-cut-

prices/ 

 

http://www.computerweekly.com/blogs/inside-outsourcing/2011/07/businesses-are-forcing-indian-

it-suppliers-to-cut-their-charges-by-up-to-20.html 
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#302 - Buyers ‘awarding themselves tender’ reveals procurement hubris .... 

The Buyer - Thursday, September 29, 2011 

Long ago, when The Buyer was a lad, he was briefed to buy a long security  fence surrounding the 

factory - to keep the bad guys out. It was to be 4m high and covered with CCTV cameras with a 12m 

high portcullis enabled with access control systems and fronted by fearsome security guards. The 

$7m quotes were out of sync with the measly budget though - just $1.5m. Scope then for The 

Buyer’s colleague and the office rascal, Denzil Ratbane, with his two immature colleagues, to submit 

their own bid for 5km of chicken wire, a large ‘KEEP OUT’ sign and two guard dogs - all for just $850k. 

A bargain, and under budget too. They didn't win the tender for the want of cheek. Though it was 

just a misplaced office joke, it caused quite a fuss at the time. 

 

Imagine The Buyer's surprise then, when the news broke recently that two likely lads at the VIC 

Government had allegedly faced a similar situation - and won their bid.  "Workers award selves 

tender" THE AGE   http://m.theage.com.au/victoria/workers-award-selves-tender-20110905-

1juce.html  



   

If it is all true, it is a step too far for sure. Likely we’ll be getting new guidelines on stopping such 

japes in future; and even more from those dull twins – “probity n process” – as a result. But, to be 

clear, these guys have done the profession no favours at all. 

 

It must often be tempting for humble buyers to bid, though. Faced with pompous suppliers 

overbidding for contracts and parking their expensive sports cars in the visitors' spots, it can be too 

much to bear. Especially whilst watching their daily mistakes and supply stuff-ups. Who are these 

jokers? Why can't they get it right 100% of the time? They're being paid enough, strewth! I mean, 

how hard can it be? I could do it myself! In fact, I will..... and for less than they do it for. It’s easy 

really… they must be making a fortune. 

  

But the hubris of the professional buyer must be resisted. Things are harder than they look. Just 

because we can buy it, doesn't mean we can do it too. Suppliers live their product or service 24/7. 

Buyers are temporary experts. Sometimes very temporary. The Buyer as an IT procurement manager 

was once fleetingly the biggest buyer of modems in the country; but spent only 15 minutes a week 

managing the modems VPA.  

 

Of course, anything done well looks easy, does it not? Even sloppy suppliers have know-how, 

corporate experience, experts, R&D, solid processes, QA, competitive advantage, market awareness, 

alternatives & substitutes, other options, back-ups and reserves, helpers/stakeholders and they 

know a man who can. They have a rich investment from the past which enables them. They should 

not be underestimated. 

 

There is one similar exception though of course, the NBN. The federal government invented a similar 

‘extra option’ of accepting their own bid when disliking the tenders on the table from the industry 

back in April 2009. 

 

[See previous blog #29; and then blog #255 and a dozen or more previous blogs too]. It was okay for 

them to go in-house, but not two blokes in VIC government of course…..  :) 
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#303 - The FOUR key challenges facing Procurement since the GFC 

The Buyer - Sunday, October 16, 2011 

Sat in the back row for most of the 7th annual CIPSA conference last week at Crown in Melbourne, 

The Buyer couldn’t help musing on the theme for the event – RISKY BUSINESS. 

 

All business has an element of risk of course, as the genial host of the event pointed out in the 

opening presentation on the first morning,  “[since the GFC] organisations are also accepting more 

readily that business is absolutely about the trade-off between COST and RISK, to ultimately deliver a 

return on investment. They are looking to procurement people to help re-balance this business 

equation” he said. 

 

But, to follow this point, one of the most refreshing things to read at the event was actually in the 

CIPSA blurb – the handbook for the event. It identified FOUR key challenges facing procurement in 

the immediate future in the face of volatile times;  

 

Professional procurement today faces four key challenges [since the GFC]; 

 

 - Firstly, to secure supply lines in a volatile world – the first responsibility of any professional buyer. 

 

 - Secondly, to identify and manage risks in the supply chain, and put in place options & alternatives 

for the organisation. 

 

 - Thirdly, to ensure a certain cost base not a fickle one – to bring certainty back to the business 

model, and to capture the full opportunity of cost. And, at the same time, to rebalance ‘total cost’ 

against risk. 

 

 - And, fourthly, to build confidence in stakeholders by improving both process and probity standards. 

Stakeholders wanted more oversight on how exactly things were bought to sustain their business.  

On what was happening on the supply side. 

 



These four things frame a new normal, a new normal in which procurement is expected to deliver. 

To add real corporate value. To bring certitude in a capricious world bringing inevitable supply 

disruptions. 

 

Source: CIPSA handbook for RISKY BUSINESS event 7th Annual Conference 12-13 October 2011 

www.cipsaconferences.com.au 

 

The new objectives for procurement in the “new normal” business context perhaps?  
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Comments - Have your say   

 

There are no comments yet. 

 

#304 - How not to manage your suppliers #2 

The Buyer - Monday, October 17, 2011 

Watching the Rugby Union World Cup semi-final last night, after reading about the TARGET bullying 

of suppliers debacle recently [see previous blog #301], …. 

 

it occurred to The Buyer that maybe organisations that want to truly bully vendors properly could do 

the Haka before every negotiation? That should work well …. 

 

The scariest Haka’s ever: YOU TUBE 

 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ha47xuGF2b0   
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#305 - Sometimes, splitting the business makes perfect business sense 

The Buyer - Tuesday, October 18, 2011 

The news a fortnight ago that Rio Tinto Procurement [RTP] had decided to sign deals with both 

principal Australian airlines was a salutary reminder of the value of sometimes splitting the business 

- and letting two vendors both win the contract: 

 

RTP awarded contracts to QANTAS [for international & domestic air travel] and to VIRGIN AUSTRLIA 

[for domestic travel]. CPO Scott Singer explained on Sky News that such an arrangement would be 

convenient for Rio's busy employees and offer them extra choices - especially in the west. Both 

suppliers appear thrilled. 

 

http://www.etravelblackboard.com/article/123909/qf-secures-rio-tinto-contract   

 

http://www.virginaustralia.com/AboutUs/Media/NewsandPressReleases/P_018658.html   

 

 

Of course, with margins so tight in the airline business, it is highly possible that RTP simply had 

enough volume to squeeze the best possible price out of both carriers. Any extra volume could not 

be rewarded as the margin doesn't exist for the airline to offer more. In which case splitting the 

business makes perfect sense as it offers flexibility of choice to Rio's travellers and gets the best deal 

from the carriers. It also drives better acceptance of staff travel policies and less maverick spend. 

Everyone is happy. 

 



But then, RTP's decision also seems prescient, given the possibility of ongoing strikes at QANTAS in 

the run up to Christmas: 

 

http://www.skynews.com.au/national/article.aspx?id=670718&vId=2759855&cId=National   

 

 

There are several scenarios when it is good business strategy to split the business; when it can be 

the right decision to make; 

 

for example; 

 

 - when there is enough volume to ensure the best deal from both bidders 

 

 - when it makes sense strategically to dual source, to ensure security of supply for instance 

 

 - when you want to encourage a lesser supplier to develop, or threaten an incumbent to buckle up 

 

 - when you want to sustain the threat of real competition 

 

 - when you want or need both variants of product 

 

 - when suppliers are equal, and you want to encourage future differentiation 

 

 - when political factors demand a twin solution 

 

Splitting the business can be more handy than you realise - especially in the public sector; not every 

tender has to have one clear winner. 

 

The Buyer - posted 17 October 2011 



 

#306 - Do Bunnings Master their supply base? 

The Buyer - Wednesday, October 19, 2011 

Accusations by the American CEO of new DIY store Masters, Don Stalings, that suppliers to hardware 

monolith BUNNINGS are refusing to supply them, the new kid on the block, is hardly surprising in 

many ways. 

 

http://www.theage.com.au/business/masters-cries-foul-20110830-1jk3y.html   Especially given the 

recently developing trend for brand bullies to knock about their suppliers [see previous blog #301]. 

 

Bunnings have been top-dog in the DIY retail trade for donkey’s years. Suppliers value their high 

volume business. Why risk such lucrative trade, just for the prospect of low volume supply to the 

fledgling Masters DIY chain? 

 

Of course, nothing is proven. No one has threatened suppliers that sell to the new competitor will 

not be able to sell to Bunnings. But the fear Is there, in the background maybe; the implication 

entirely possible. And the suppliers’ seem to know where there ‘bread is buttered.’ 

 

If it is true, and suppliers to Bunnings have been less than entirely co-operative with new retailer 

Masters, then these suppliers seem to have got the message one way or another, and may not be 

readily supplying the new rival Masters chain? But is that not normal business? ‘Most favoured 

nation’ clauses are relatively common in contracts negotiated by big buyers. Suppliers usually 

prepared to sell their soul for guaranteed volume from the biggest buyer in town. Guaranteeing best 

prices is a term that is earned not demanded. And volume has to be proven before best deals are 

triggered. 

 

On the other hand, Bunnings may be emboldened by that other paragon of SRM within the 

Wesfarmers Group – TARGET; who have being showing one way to treat suppliers [back to blog 

#301]. 

 

So, what to do? The $40 billion growing home DIY retail market is well worth fighting over – maybe 

more so now people are choosing not to move but to stay n renovate more. Maybe the ACCC have a 

viewpoint? Yet again, a small Australian market with monopolistic characteristics is alleged to be 

taking liberties. Maybe that is what Don the CEO was aiming for when he mentioned the whole thing 

last month. 



 

The Buyer – posted 19 October 2011 

 

#307 - The fastest growing profession in Australia is …….. 

The Buyer - Friday, October 28, 2011 

The Procurement Professional Awards night on 12th October at Crown Palladium, amidst the 7th 

annual CIPSA conference, had more than the usual big ten surprises in revealing the 2011 PP award 

winners – which included the bashful Chris Browne of New Zealand Government Ministry of 

Economic Development [MED] who took away the prestigious CIPSA Leadership Award   

http://www.pponline.com.au/html/cipsaawardsdinner.cfm     

 

It was privately leaked to the audience, on a strictly confidential basis, that PROCUREMENT seems 

on course to achieve the long coveted status of becoming an official profession in Australia. In fact, 

The Buyer only reluctantly and quietly passes on the good news, since all 500 dinner guests were 

sworn to secrecy. Anyway, back at the last census in 2005, less than the required 300 souls ‘fessed 

up to working in “procurement” in the occupation field on the census form; meaning, despite ticking 

all the other boxes for professional status [standards, ethics, a professional body, degree courses at 

Uni - see previous blog #95], procurement couldn’t be considered one of the chosen as too few 

people enacted the art & science of professional procurement. Never mind the CIPS Royal Charter, 

of course. 

 

Although all the 2011 census forms are not yet counted [72% are stuck on hard copy in a Canberra 

warehouse], apparently fully 28% of the Australian population filled their census form in online – 

and ABS have full access to the data already. So, not counting category managers, vendor managers, 

contract managers, analysts, expeditors, general managers and other non-procurement titled 

professionals, some 4,900 people got the P word into the occupation field on the night of 9th August 

2011 = Census Day. Suggesting up to 17,500 people use the word "procurement" in their job title 

alone. 

 

Since less than 300 people used the P word in 2005 – it is highly likely PROCUREMENT has just 

become the fastest growing profession in Australia. Or, put it like this, there can’t be many 

professions in Australia that grew by more than 5,800% in the six years between 2005 and 2011. 

 

…. Funny that CIPSA started operations in Australia 2005.  
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#308 - The next great challenge for the CPO – to become the CSO? 

The Buyer - Saturday, October 29, 2011 

Current CIPS President, Peter Rushton FCIPS, travelled from England as the guest-of-honour for the 

7th annual CIPSA conference RISKY BUSINESS in October. In addition to his obvious ceremonial role, 

he also got the chance to pitch one of his recent observations from trends in Europe  …. The rise of 

the genuine supply side manager.  

 

He argued fairly convincingly that the classical role of the CPO is already changing in Europe. That 

CEOs want one person responsible for supply side management of their business and are 

uncomplicated by exactly whom and from what discipline they are from. Just want a supply manager 

ensuring supply really. Increasingly, Peter explained, they are being called CSOs – chief supply 

officers. But he cited other labels he had seen for the same beast such as chief supply side officer, 

chief network officer, chief supply chain officer and so on. Didn’t matter really – the point was made. 

 

In the same way the top sales and marketing roles are often merged in to one principal role, with 

top-line revenue accountability [often called chief marketing officer or group sales & marketing 

director], the supply side is slowly being merged into one common role as CEOs and business leaders 

see supply chain vulnerability as the new primary risk in business. 

 

Organisations that buy much stuff would look for a CSO with procurement background. Firms that 

move and stock many goods would want a more logistics orientated CSO perhaps. But still one 

person atop the supply chain. One person responsible for fulfilling and delivering against the 

marketing-led definition of the customer proposition calculated to meet customer needs at a profit. 

With two such departments at work – one defining client needs and profitability, the other 

delivering its value chain – suddenly every other discipline is relegated to a support role = a shared 

service. 

 

Beware the rise of the CSO then – and expect the procurement subject to creep inexorably over 

towards the supply chain side in future …..     

 

#309 - Is good procurement process indivisible from good software? 

The Buyer - Tuesday, November 01, 2011 



The presentation by the CPO of Rio Tinto Procurement (RTP) , Scott Singer, on the first afternoon of 

the recent CIPSA annual conference RISKY BUSINESS seemed at first glance to be heading towards a 

glorified advert for his favourite suppliers. Software vendors too. But then, through the haze, things 

became clearer and the context was slowly revealed as the fog lifted and his core points revealed. 

The Title of his slot hinted at the content - Building a better procurement function - The role of 

innovation in securing supply in a volatile world. He went on to talk about their vision of elevating 

their P2P process into the cloud computing stratosphere. 

http://www.cipsaconferences.com.au/html/7thannualday1prog.cfm   

 

Procurement capability improvement needed three levers argued Scott – people, process and 

technology. CIPSA had already written up RTP for their world-class people development programme, 

and the process-software angle was becoming increasingly obvious. Straight after Scott’s speech, the 

genial but pointed CIPSA host posed the question – “is then, good procurement process increasingly 

indivisible from good software?” A loaded question if ever there was one. 

 

At the end of that first day, however, things became clearer still as THE SUPPLY SIDE initiative was 

revealed. That fine website and home of The Buyer, PPONLINE www.pponline.com.au ,  would be 

launching a new feature called THE SUPPLY SIDE it was briefly explained – a webinar portal for 

software suppliers to demonstrate their wares to harassed buyers looking for neat solutions to 

growing workloads, without the tiresome business of actually listening to supplier pitches. Suddenly 

the afternoon session looked very neat – almost set up perhaps with it as the future for 

procurement. 

 

Nonetheless, a software window-shopping facility for overburdened buyers still sounds very 

welcome – even if it is just for frustrated buyers examining what their current software doesn’t do?  
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#310 - Lindsay Tanner FCIPS deserves his CIPSA gong 

The Buyer - Wednesday, November 02, 2011 

The next PP magazine (PP40 Dec 2011 issue - www.pponline.com.au) Will apparently feature a piece 

on the eve-of-conference VIP dinner at the 7th CIPSA Annual Conference,  when former federal 

minister of finance and deregulation Lindsay Tanner was awarded a CIPS honorary fellowship. It was 

presented by visiting CIPS President, Peter Rushton, and was the first CIPS honorary fellowship 

awarded to someone outside of the UK – quite a coup for our Lindsay. 

 



Other previous recipients include three Lords and nine Knights of the realm – including Sir Peter 

Gershon who ran the federal IT review here for the commonwealth government back in 2009-10. 

The list was leaked at the CIPSA new office opening back in late August. LT officially opened the 

swish new CIPSA facilities at 520 Collins Street on 24th August – see previous blogs #297 and 284.  

 

Of course, The Buyer effectively predicted this a long time ago; on  1st July 2010 actually - see 

previous blog #163, which outlined how Lindsay Tanner had used his brief to demonstrate fiscal 

responsibility for the new Rudd Government to change the culture in federal government in favour 

the ‘razor-gangs’ war on waste – creating a climate for procurement to succeed. For the attempt 

alone he deserves an Honorary Fellowship thinks The Buyer.    

 

The Buyer – posted 2 November 2011 

 

#311 - How to read between the lines of your supplier’s marketing bluster 

The Buyer - Wednesday, November 09, 2011 

Sometime MC for the annual Procurement Professional awards each year at CROWN hosted by 

CIPSA, the sparky Brett Rutledge has been taking on all comers in his blog again. 

 

http://www.brettrutledge.com/editorial-august-2011   

 

On this occasion, QANTAS CEO and new public whipping-boy Alan Joyce got a tagging – particularly 

his email to frequent flyers [only around 4 million of us] which launched their new high-profile 

‘Stronger QANTAS’ campaign – justifying two new airline start-ups, cost cutting at home, some 

redundancies and buying cheaper aircraft – just before the big grounding at the end of October [see 

previous blog #291]. 

 

Brett’s favourite subject is COMMUNICATION (of lack thereof) … and he often has a point 

somewhere in his rhetoric. His dissection of Alan’s memo to loyal flyers is a lovely case study of ‘how 

to see through the bluster of modern marketing department’s copy’. And QANTAS’ copy is some of 

the best in the business – by one of the strongest brands in Australia. 

 

To read between the lines of what your suppliers’ really mean in their sales and marketing bumpff, is 

a very useful skill for all buyers ….  Anyway, seems the unions and QANTAS staff were also doing just 



that, reading between the lines of the new low-cost strategy, given the subsequent IR bust-up that 

led to the grounding of the fleet a few short weeks later.   

 

The Buyer - posted 9 November 2011 

#312 - Three daunting questions face buyer’s on the new carbon tax 

The Buyer - Thursday, November 10, 2011 

This week the federal government [with help from their mate Bob, and three other blokes] finally 

reneged on their election promise and the senate passed the new carbon tax into law 

See www.theaustralian.com.au   and www.afr.com.au  , along with every major news outlet in 

Australia. http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/carbon-plan  and 

http://www.afr.com/p/national/what_next_how_the_carbon_package_IjTQTAK5GascVHWR8wW1E

K   

 

All this presents three daunting questions for professional buyers in Australian then:  

 

1.       How will this new carbon tax affect your supply chain, exactly? 

 

2.       If carbon prices in Australia remain around double that of carbon prices in Europe, how might 

that change sourcing decisions here? 

 

 3.       How do buyer’s hedge their bets, given the federal opposition are consistently leading the 

polls and threaten to repeal the carbon tax law if elected at the next election in 2013 [or sooner]? 

 

 Answers on a postcard to The Buyer please …. because he doesn’t know either.  

 

The Buyer – posted 10th November 2011 

 

#313 - When NOT to go tender #2 – for PR reasons 

The Buyer - Friday, November 11, 2011 

The news reported in The Age newspaper on Saturday 5th November 2011, revealed that the VIC 

Government are to “put out to public tender … contracts for more than 50 Melbourne bus routes 



worth $150m annually …  to shake up the city’s public transport network”  

http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/tenders-to-bring-city-bus-shakeup-20111104-1n04n.html   

offered another salutatory lesson for the public sector on when NOT to go to tender. 

 

Of course, The Buyer has blogged before on the folly that is the growing tendency for the humble 

administrative process known as the ‘tender’ to become the default procurement process for all 

public expenditure. There are many reasons when it is actually right NOT to go to tender – The Buyer 

conveniently listed Paul Roger’s handy list of ten scenarios for tender mercies in a previous blog 

#278.    

 

But, the new Liberal Government in VICTORIA have just invented another reason not to go tender it 

seems. Hidden away in the final line of the article, perhaps even illustrative of a throwaway line from 

a junior press officer at the end of a tenacious press conference, is the exact reason the government 

decided on their procurement process: “A spokeswoman for [state Treasurer] Mr Wells said a public 

tender process had been chosen because it was the best value”. What? They did it for PR reasons? . 

 

Tenders do not offer value in themselves – the outcomes achieved are supposed to. And there is 

more than one way to ‘skin a cat’ as the saying goes. Certainly we should not be training the public 

that the only way to get value is to run a ruddy tender. In a market with few players and heavy 

public requirements threatening stringent penalties for missing KPIs there are few realistic potential 

bidders. A fact noted in the article which explained that in the past the Bus Association had helped 

the state government in negotiations with vendors. Maybe there is a better way than a large open 

and clumsy tender process? 

 

For instance, in a small market with few bidders, building relationships with vendors, adopting early 

contractor involvement [ECI] methodologies to formulate achievable goals & realistic specifications 

and using the help of experts is a sensible SRM strategy, and some face-to-face negotiations with 

qualified vendors is a quite conceivable strategy to reach a better outcome than a public tender 

process, especially if constrained by limitations on freedom of action or interaction by the 

procurement team. Especially when the press officer also announced the value of the deal to the 

government – the not insignificant sum of $150m.  

 

The Buyer – posted 11th November 2011 

 

#314 - When not to go to tender #3 – for political reasons 

The Buyer - Tuesday, November 15, 2011 



The news that the $223m federal government tender for the international TV service ‘Australian 

Network’ has been scrapped by the federal government cabinet and communications minister 

Senator Stephen Conroy, and that the contract is to remain with incumbent ABC TV, (as reported in 

The AFR newspaper on page 1 and in  ‘Comment’ on page 7 on 8th November 2011 

www.afr.com.au  – the story was also reported widely elsewhere including 

www.theaustralian.com.au , illustrates yet another poor reason for going to tender – for political 

reasons. 

  

Allegations abound on this project; that the tender committee twice recommended that Sky TV 

should be awarded the deal; that the tender process was contrived to suit Kevin Rudd’s political 

ambitions; that Kevin Rudd sought to influence the specification and the process; that the process 

was designed to alleviate ABC of the contract? There are doubtless many other allegations flying 

around now it has been cancelled and recriminations fly? Apparently the Australian Federal Police 

have been called in to investigate alleged leaks.  

http://www.afr.com/p/national/rudd_not_told_of_australia_network_fFE6eTqRn4aq83Z3lKjFFM  

The official reason quoted by the minister, that the confidentiality of the tender process had been 

breached ensuring that a fair outcome was unlikely, seems spurious at best. Tenders are a blunt tool, 

but are a means to justify an end – not an end in themselves, as so many in the public sector 

increasingly seem to believe - politicians [see previous blog #312] and auditors [blog #134] amongst 

them. If confidentiality has been breached it is not always the end of the world. In fact, in small ways, 

confidentiality is often breached on large tender processes [see previous blog #189] as well-meaning 

engineers and users too often, and wrongly, coach favoured vendors towards better outcomes 

either directly or indirectly.  

  

But the most important thing from any procurement process, tender or not, is to get the right 

outcome for the stakeholders. [That is not to say that the ends always justify the means – they 

don’t]. The problem with this procurement example is that there seems to be wholesale 

disagreement between politicians on exactly WHAT the right outcome from the procurement 

decision looks like? Value for money and a good commercial outcome looks to be way down the list 

of objectives for the economic decision makers on this project... 

 

# 315 - QANTAS demonstrate the ultimate power of the supplier 

The Buyer - Wednesday, November 16, 2011 

The decision by QANTAS to ground their airline on 29th October [reported everywhere by everyone 

in all media] , was a salutary reminder of the power of the incumbent supplier – as almost everyone 

uses QANTAS at some point.; including the hapless 100,000 passengers at airports everywhere who 

were quoted as being directly affected by the stoppage. 

  



Putting valued clients “ON STOP” is a tactic of last resort for concerned suppliers. Usually there are 

only two principal reasons why a supplier would take such a draconian step:  

1.       Continued non-payment for previous work, or, 

2.       As a negotiation ploy  [as in the QANTAS example] 

  

The Buyer, of course, once pushed a duopolistic supplier too far, and they put The Buyer’s 

organisation “on stop” to teach a lesson. It was a painful lesson too – as they undermined the 

buyer’s first professional responsibility, to secure supply. In an operational supply chain [like an 

airline’s] the ‘production line’ stops pretty quickly when key widgets do not appear. The ultimate 

total cost for stoppage far outweighs marginal gains from any negotiation.  

  

Of course, there is risk for the supplier in such dramatic action too. They may lose the business to 

competitors – if they exist, that is. In niche manufacturing sectors they often do not. And in far flung 

places [like Australia] at the end of long global supply chains [like in Australia] where there are often 

monopolistic or duopolistic markets [like in air travel], the power resides more with the supplier 

than the client. As the unlucky 100,000 punters found out to their cost. Unavoidably, many will find 

they have to fly QANTAS again in future, victims of the domestic market share held by the flag 

carrier. Not that they will mind so much if they are on compensatory free tickets of course 

www.qantas.com.au. 

  

The Buyer – posted 16th November 2011 

 

#316 - The relevance of FORCE MAJEURE in procurement contracts 

The Buyer - Monday, November 21, 2011 

The recent QANTAS grounding due to "industrial action" [see previous blog #314] left many stranded 

passengers belatedly reaching for the small print on the back of their tickets. What were their rights? 

What compensation is there? How can the airline be penalized? Surely they must fly me on another 

carrier at their cost right now? A private Lear jet even, it is only reasonable? 

 

But no, the small print dictates. Usually the first thing any standard supply contract excludes is 

consequential loss from the supplier's potential act or inaction. The second thing in any standard 

contract from most suppliers most of the time excludes is liability from acts outside of their control - 

covered by the FORCE MAJEURE clause - see  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Force_majeure   which 

helpfully even includes suggested copy for a standard clause.    

 



Despite their being much common law and legal precedent in this long standing concept of 'it wasn't 

my fault mate', there is still much wiggle room in the way the clause is drafted. Originally it was a 

clause to protect suppliers from devastating acts of god like earthquakes, floods, tsunamis, 

hurricanes and fires - which were quite common in the old days apparently. Anyway, over time the 

clause widened and included wars, civil commotion and riots - there were quite a few in the 20th 

century The Buyer learnt in Grade 9. But the clause widened again - to cover strikes, industrial action 

and lock-outs - which used to happen in the 1970s The Buyer's dad reveals. 

 

So, what the clause expressly covers does matter. But don't take The Buyer's word for it. Check with 

your own legal firm if you can afford the bill, or your own in-house legal counsel if they will return 

your calls, or try and catch the friendly lawyers that frequent CIPSA Conferences with free advice [try 

the bar], or, if all else fails, read the Wikipedia entry. 

 

Caveat emptor. 

 

#317 - Sam Walsh offers SIX hard won lessons for procurement 

The Buyer - Tuesday, November 22, 2011 

The high profile Rio Tinto Australia CEO, Sam Walsh, recently addressed the new CIPSA event – the 

grandly titled ‘CPO AGENDA Top 100 event’ back at the end of August. 

 

The story is featured on the cover of the new issue of the redesigned cover of Procurement 

Professional magazine ….. [Issue PP39  Oct 2011] www.pponline.com.au   

 

His talk was entitled “You can’t cost cut your way to greatness”, and during his business breakfast 

address, he offered SIX core essential factors for procurement success from his own direct 

experiences – In case you missed them, they are; 

 

Business integration 

 

Ensure that the procurement function, philosophy and discipline are integrated with the business 

and are conscious in every decision made and every project implemented. 

 

Relationships 



 

Create and nurture constructive relationships between our business and our suppliers and 

contractors. The support of our supply base is essential to achieving our growth plans. 

 

The  human resources of procurement 

 

Given the importance of relationships, having the right people in the right roles is critical. But who 

are the right people and have they got the broad-based skills? 

 

Technology and innovation 

 

Technology is the key to an efficient and productive procure-to-pay workflow – managing 50,000 

suppliers in Rio’s case 

 

Think long-term 

 

Strategic procurement is as much about managing the day-to-day seamlessness of transactions as it 

is about planning for the future, staying informed about market intelligence and identifying and 

managing risks 

 

Engage community, respect culture 

 

Work with your community, and understand and respect the cultures of various stakeholders such as 

local Traditional Owners and aboriginal businesses - socially responsible procurement is essential to 

our growth. 

 

Source: Sam Walsh Rio Tinto at CIPSA CPO GENDA 100 business breakfast, Gold Coast,  30th August 

2011; Reported in PP39 magazine Oct 2011    

 

It was all good and valid stuff; but all the more valid since Sam Walsh FCIPS just happens to be long 

standing procurement professional – having started his career in Holden GM purchasing department. 



 

In fact, he is one of the very few examples of genuine procurement professionals making it to the 

very top of business. So CPOs need not lose heart – it is possible.  

 

The Buyer - posted 22nd November 2011 

 

#318 - The next great challenge for Procurement – can it truly create EBIT? 

The Buyer - Friday, November 25, 2011 

An interesting and important new debate truly emerged at the 7th annual CIPSA conference RISKY 

BUSINESS. It started with an established global BPO provider of managed services to procurement 

alleging loudly and obnoxiously in the PP Awards Dinner after-party that “procurement cannot 

create EBIT, only generate cash.”  His theory was that savings and cost avoidance generated by busy 

buyers in supplier negotiations get lost in the maelstrom of corporate life and don’t actually make it 

to the bottom-line – like ‘sperm fighting towards the egg’ in his colourful simile.  [Wikipedia defines 

BPO quite well, by the way - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_process_outsourcing  , : 

Wikipedia also covers reproduction quite well too, The Buyer’s young son helpfully adds]. 

  

In itself this thinking is not 100% new. Craig Lardner’s famous ‘Leaky Bucket’ explained how pouring 

savings into a bucket with nine holes in it often ended with disappointed  CFOs wondering just 

where all the savings actually went to [see previous blog #130]. The truth is the money saved in 

negotiated discounts gets spent on extras, greater volume, other things, traded for something else 

and so on…. Anything except dropping to the bottom-line.  

  

Our friendly BPO salesman did concede that procurement savings could save cash out of the door, 

but that it was likely to end up falling out the door at some point in future as cash-happy budget 

holders worked out other things they “needed” to spend on. Of course, he concluded, the best way 

to make the savings real was to outsource to a friendly BPO provider, who could own your supplier 

relationships for certain categories [and haggle better discounts], manage your volume [through 

stricter demand management] and therefore save money on your actual budgets [by stopping 

spending on other things] concluding with a real saving on the bottom-line for all volume billed 

through your managed service provider. Outsourcing your business discipline was his core 

proposition. Other ways to successfully outsource procurement have been listed by The Buyer 

before – see previous blog#143 – BPO was only the sixth of eight main options.     

  

However, there are other ways to get cash savings to reach the bottom-line. One enterprising old 

procurement pro known to The Buyer traded his -30% ongoing discount with a commodity supplier 



for a -20% rebate cheque at the end of each quarter. He delivered a rebate cheque drawn on the 

supplier for real cash to the CFO every quarter. Turning honest discount into real cash four times per 

annum; which dropped straight on to the bottom-line in real terms and delivered hard EBITDA.  

  

Finally, one prominent speaker at the annual CIPSA conference fuelled the debate still further. He 

added his spiky viewpoint that procurement does indeed struggle to put the P into the P&L account. 

And seemed to authenticate the idea that genuine EBIT contribution was too long a journey down 

the P&L for humble cost avoidance to travel. Maybe his pyrrhic argument was too convincing for his 

organisation, as he left them very shortly after the conference?       

  

But if both our friendly IBM salesman and conference speaker are correct – the next big challenge 

for all procurement people has just started to gain some traction, and CFOs are rarely slow to pick a 

trend.  

  

  

The Buyer – posted 25 November 2011 

 

#319 - The E7 is the new G7 

The Buyer - Sunday, November 27, 2011 

Yet another definition of the forthcoming economies popped up in a presentation at RISKY BUSINESS 

the 7th annual CIPSA conference recently – the E7. 

http://www.e7countries.com/  

  

Of course, The Buyer has trod this ground before hunting for the secret formula to new global 

sourcing locations – is it the BRICS, The Next 11 or MIST [see previous blogs #294 and #222]. 

  

The answer was always so obvious - the E7 is the new G7 apparently; informed speculation suggests 

that aggregate GDP of the E7 will overtake the GDP of the old G7 by around 2020! 

Indeed, fully 50% of the GDP of the E7 will come from just China and India alone by 2025 it is 

forecast …. http://www.iesf.com/user_files/48/aag7becomese7.pdf   

  

The Emerging Seven E7 are defined as the principal economically emerging countries, and are;  



 

The new E7 

 

China, India, Brazil, Indonesia, Turkey, Russia, Mexico 

 

The old G7 

 

US, Japan, Germany, UK, France, Italy, Canada 

 

Country Population Ave Age GDP GDP Growth 

China 1.3bn 32 2228bn 10.6% 

India 1.03bn 22 785bn 6.9% 

Indonesia 220m 27 287bn 5.6% 

Brazil 184m 28 794bn 2.3% 

Russia 143m 38 764bn 6.4% 

Mexico 103m 25 768bn 3.0% 

Turkey 73m 28 363bn 7.4% 

Source: IESF search-consult ISSUE 30 2007 

  

Don’t forget to get visas before visiting E7 countries, and check your passport has a clear six months 

validity before the travel date ….. 

  

Caveat emptor.  

  

The Buyer – posted 27th November 2011 

 

#320 - What happens to your stuff after you have bought it? 

The Buyer - Monday, November 28, 2011 



The UK defence department has been savaged in the press again – this time for losing stuff. As the 

headline in the UK newspaper ‘The Telegraph’ put it so succinctly "MoD under fire for 'losing' £7 

billion of equipment." 

 

 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/defence/6052162/MoD-under-fire-for-losing-7-billion-

of-equipment.html 

 

    

Apparently, it has happened before - rather a lot. 

 

 

It reminded The Buyer of the old days, when buying basic capital equipment for use in the operation 

at the organisation at which he worked as a lad in Purchasing. We 'lost' a great deal of stuff. Simply 

vanished. 

 

 

But, actually, upon audit, much of it was found. Usually just in the wrong place. Often being used for 

the wrong purpose, so not where it should have been. Or just broken and stuck in a corner 

somewhere - whilst someone ordered a shiny new one from The Buyer. For almost the price of a 

new Rolls Royce in some cases. 

 

 

In fact, that was the biggest problem - people not caring about the equipment, feeling no sense of 

ownership. The rough presentation of a hand made-to-spec equipment belying its cost. The 

operators treating it badly and considering expensive materiel as disposable, effectively. But it would 

never happen at the Department of Defence here, of course - or at your organisation. But it did at 

The Buyer's; and at the UK defence department too maybe? Although someone might just have 

nicked it from there? 

 

 

But The Buyer's inventive engineering manager came up with his own solution to operators treating 

pricy kit as junk - he hand painted the purchase price on the side of all operations equipment – “This 



equipment cost $183,450 + GST” he painted for example. And then, when people saw the real price 

of a fork-lift, or a large trailer unit, or a hydraulic lift flatbed truck, they suddenly treated them with a 

great deal more respect. More like a Rolls Royce even. 

The Buyer - posted 28th November 2011 

#321 - The answer to the most asked question in procurement is 26; not 42 or even 32 

The Buyer - Tuesday, November 29, 2011 

The most asked question in procurement, according to CIPSA, is this;  

Exactly how much should each procurement professional be managing in terms of spend, ideally? 

  

And the answer is hidden in the new CIPSA white-paper written by AT Kearney’s following the boost 

in Australian data included in their quadrennial Assessment of Excellence in Procurement AEP survey.  

http://www.cips.org/en-au/Resources/Publications/   And the answer is not the famous number 42 

from “The hitchhikers guide to the galaxy” – though it is not far off… 

  

ATKs revealed the number at the recent CPO AGENDA 100 event on the Gold Coast run by CIPSA. 

The Buyer got a copy of the slides of his tame CPO, as well as a copy of the new white-paper from 

the 7th annual CIPSA conference RISKY BUSINESS on 12/13 October 2011 at Crown; supported by a 

brief presentation by ATK’s San Francisco based VP for Procurement & Analytics: Carrie Ericson. The 

white-paper was circulated at the conference and with the OCTOBER 2011 issues of Procurement 

Professional magazine PP39 – which goes to all CIPSA members and subscribers. 

  

Anyway, the number: ATKs said that in Australia, as “fast followers” it was typical for average 

procurement professionals to be managing around $45m expenditure personally. Ideally, it should 

be nearer the global average for high performance procurement terms – the equivalent of $32m, as 

they have achieved a new efficiency level; with global laggards [diplomatically called ‘followers’ by 

ATKs] managing around $26m per professional procurement head. 

  

The Buyer   

Source: Slide #20 Carrie Ericson’s ATKs plenary presentation at 7th annual CIPSA conference 12th 

Oct 2011 

  

So, might an average Australian procurement team that is fast-following with average spend on 

relatively normal categories of around $500m reasonably justify a headcount of around 11 FTE 

people currently, and be looking to increase that to around 15 people? Well, if they can win the 



argument for resources and, doubtless, have the opportunity analysis to validate the business case. 

Easy. Except the ATK data also revealed that average savings in Australia by bust procurement teams 

averaged around 5.8% whilst the best global teams were scoring 8.5% savings – a tough gig on 

maturing addressable spend.  

  

How is your team going in comparison then?  

The Buyer – posted 29th November 2011 

 

# 322 - P2P the new black - if procurement isn't careful 

The Buyer - Monday, December 05, 2011 

The idea that PROCUREMENT not FINANCE nor OPERATIONS teams should be looking after the P2P 

process is taking hold it seems. 

 

Harassed finance departments looking to let go are targeting sanctimonious procurement teams for 

P2P responsibility - it's all about invoices isn't it? Right down your street, surely? 

 

Organisations that are living in cloud-computing land seems especially keen to dump P2P 

responsibility on procurement - much better than delegating payments to a puff of dust in the sky; 

give it to the guys who benefit from the improvements eh? 

 

But Procure-to-pay [P2P] process is just that - process  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Procure-to-pay   

The business of process, system and compliance issues - then accounting, IT and software solutions. 

Hardly the highest and best use of procurement time. Certainly not when there is a clear and 

present shortage of good procurement people. And not when there is still real opportunity to build 

lasting savings and better commercial outcomes form the supply side. 

 

Any relatively competent and professional business administrator with some commercial awareness 

can manage a large administrative process. Even improve it. Perfect work for a SIX SIGMA green belt. 

Better than any old accountant for sure. And better than diverting valuable procurement people on 

to a task others can do. 

 

To help these newbie managers get to grips with the idea, The Buyer borrowed some copy listing the 

pros & cons of implementing current state-of-the-art P2P systems: 



 

Pros of a P2P system 

 

1.      Procure to pay systems are designed to provide organisations with control and visibility over 

the entire life-cycle of a transaction – from the way an item is ordered to the way that the final 

invoice is processed – providing full insight into cash-flow and financial commitments. 

 

2.      Improved procurement-to-payment process efficiencies e.g. reduced paperwork, electronic 

invoicing and matching. 

 

3.      P2P enables Procurement to produce better spend analysis and supplier performance data to 

facilitate future strategic sourcing decisions. 

  

Cons of P2P systems 

 

1.      Implementing a procure-to-pay system requires significant knowledge of the as-is business 

processes as well as the to-be. Change management is a key component in implementing a procure-

to-pay solution. 

 

2.      P2P can cause problems across the supplier base. Suppliers, particularly smaller ones often 

need to change their own internal business processes before they can totally eliminate paper based 

transactions. 

 

3.      Cost – P2P system implementations can be costly and take several months to implement; if not 

longer. 

 

Source: PMMS Consulting Group 2011 

 

Experienced procurement managers are rare in Australia; and best used managing the supply side 

risks most organisations in Australia face daily. 

 



Clearly, a higher and better use of time for rare skills. Procurement managers should be the user of 

P2P process, not the manager of it. 

  

The Buyer - posted 5th December 2011 

# 323 - How to know your suppliers are at least trying to source ethically 

The Buyer - Wednesday, December 07, 2011 

The recent ZARA case study, where slave labour was apparently being utilised by one of their 

suppliers in Brazil [see previous blog #289], raised a key question yet again – how far does a buyer go 

to establish that their supply chain is clean and socially responsible? In practical terms then, it boils 

down to a one simple question;  how much valuable resource does an organisation deploy to ensure 

the supply chain is sound, and that there will be no surprises downstream for their brand? 

  

The answer somewhat unhelpful alas - you have to go as far as the risk realistically dictates, and as 

far as resources allow. Ultimately all business is a trade-off between total-cost and risk. The two 

have to be weighed. The GFC taught us that business stakeholders are now more cognisant of this 

equation and, maybe, more ready to balance the two nowadays. Or, at least, to define where they 

want the balance to rest in the new normal of a volatile business environment. Increasingly this 

judgement is a real responsibility for the procurement professional -  and yet another reason why 

professional procurement judgement should take precedence over process, the corporate sausage-

machine or even the computer saying ‘no’.     

  

But there is another tactic of course. An old buyer’s trick – get the supplier to do it.  

  

Suppliers’ that sign up to the ETI ethical trading initiative (ETI) at least have declared an intent. It 

would be reasonable to expect them to complete a realistic investment down the supply chain. To 

ensure everything is ‘socially responsible’ and sustainable and properly done. In line with the law, 

your risk plans and consumer expectations. Many good suppliers today are signing up to the ETI. 

Ensuring most if not all of their suppliers down the chain are too. It may not completely prevent 

transgressions of good CSR behaviour, and it may not prevent unsustainable practices, slave labour, 

under age employment, below-minimum wage employment, poor OH&S practices, counterfeiting, 

patent infringement, non-compliance and risk. But it is a start, and a declaration of intent against 

which they can be held to account. 

  

The ETI base code, demands NINE key commitments; 

 



1. Employment is freely chosen 

2. Freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining are respected 

3. Working conditions are safe and hygienic 

4. Child labour shall not be used 

5. Living wages are paid 

6. Working hours are not excessive 

7. No discrimination is practised 

8. Regular employment is provided 

9. No harsh or inhumane treatment is allowed 

  

SOURCE: ETI  http://www.ethicaltrade.org/  or click here for the PDF download  

  

Proactive buying organisations are now increasingly insisting suppliers sign up to the ETI  as a 

condition of business. It may be a bit of a short-cut, but it also starts to define where to look for risks 

and what success looks like in a sound supply chain.  

  

  

The Buyer – posted 7th December 2011 

 

#324 - How to buy from India 

The Buyer - Thursday, December 08, 2011 

Like any other country, India has its mysteries. And only slowly are they being revealed as India 

moves towards becoming a genuine economic powerhouse. 

  

It is lazy to think of India as just "the next China", as there is much more to it than that. India has 

more [English speaking graduates than the USA has children]. 

  

More than anything, even China, India screams opportunity. The PR issues last year between 

Australia and India were particularly ill timed.  



  

But like other fast developing nations, doing business in India is not quite so straightforward.  

  

Many reference sources exist, of course, three good ones are;  

"Sourcing in India" book by Guido Nassimbeni & Marco Sartor 2008 

www.palgrave.com ISBN: -13 978-0-230-20536-9 [CIPSA have a copy in their library] 

 

The WORLD BANK have a useful page on their website on how to buy from there; 

www.worldbank.org.in/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/COUNTRIES/SOUTHASIAEXT/INDIAEX 

TN/0,,contentMDK:20225351~menuPK:475789~pagePK:1497618~piPK:217854~theSite 

PK:295584,00.html   

  

So do the Australia-India Business Council  

http://www.aibc.org.au/   

  

The Economist also ran a 14 page special report on business in India "INDIA INC" in their recent 

edition dated October 22-28th 2011 

http://www.economist.com/node/21533396   

  

But, of course, The Buyer asked CIPSA to find a friendly procurer with hands-on experience for the 

real tips from someone who has worked there extensively in the last few years for real-world advice: 

  

TOP TEN TIPS on how to buy from INDIA 

 

Visit the supplier in India prior to placing the order. 

Know where and how they are transporting your goods (you need to see this process working) 

Prepare an Australian quarantine AQIS presentation and personally go through and explain the 

reasons behind the  



If manufacturing is involved, organise and gain written agreement on the Inspection Testing Plan 

before issuing the Purchase Order and ensure your budget covers the testing process 

If  using air freight, procure on Ex-works basis and appoint an international freight forwarder who 

you use in Australia. 

Make sure that you have written warranty clauses in place and a shared understanding of what it 

Allow at least two months for contract negotiations especially in regard to manufacturing (things 

such as bank guarantees are not the norm in India) 

Work with your finance department to determine if you should procure in INR, AUD or USD 

If the manufacturer is in a SEZ (Special Economic Zone) these were established in the last decade and 

the facilities are generally of a high standard 

If it seems too cheap, it probably is so trust your instinct.... 

SOURCE: Antoinette Brandi FCIPS 2011  

  

Rumour has it that CIPSA Conferences might even be running a gig on "buying from India" during 

2012 - watch their space www.cipsaconferences.com.au for details .. It might be on Tuesday 7th 

August in SYDNEY one of the girls in the red CIPSA Conferences crew shirts told The Buyer.   

  

The Buyer - posted 8th December 2012 

 

#325 - The Seven Summits of Procurement 

The Buyer - Saturday, December 10, 2011 

Mountaineering legend has it that there are seven summits. The seven hardest peaks to climb in the 

world, if not the highest. There are no gold medals in mountaineering - completing all seven makes a 

champion mountaineer, http://7summits.com and 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_Summits The seven being Kilimanjaro, Vinson Massif, Kosciuszko, 

Carstensz Pyramid, Everest, Elbrus, Mount McKinley, Aconcagua. And we think it's tough in 

Procurement? 

 

So, what are the comparable seven summits of procurement? Trepidatiously The Buyer called CIPS 

to ask, and was put on to the resident CIPS brain - the pensive Gerard Chick in the UK, who offered 

seven things a mature procurement department might achieve before considering itself world class: 

 



What does a world class procurement department look like? 

 

A CPO sat on the senior management team of the organisation; reporting directly to the CEO, CFO or 

certainly only one level down the organisation 

Over 90% addressable spend under procurement coverage - maybe even more 

Systemised ERP and P2P processes in place 

CIPS Certification of procurement policies procedures and 

processes achieved - preferably to GOLD standard 

Proactive risk plans in place for top 20 strategic suppliers that imagine disruption 

A talented professional procurement team in place with modest staff turnover and sustainable 

professional development 

A stable and well managed supplier base, with sustainable sourcing practices and targeted 

improvements identified and agreed 

SOURCE: CIPS 

 

But, Gerard's base procurement maturity models say it all really, and somewhat better than a clumsy 

checklist of the somewhat introspective procurement triumphs above: 

 

The journey from "doer" to "enabler" 

 

Supply Assurance 

Purchase Cost Reduction 

Total Cost of Ownership Reduction 

Demand Management 

Value Management 

*       If you are fire-fighting then you are LAGGING 

 

*       If you are effectively reducing cost then you are ACHIEVING 

 



*       If you are supporting business strategy you are EXCEEDING 

 

*       If you are influencing business strategy you are LEADING  

 

SOURCE: Gerard Chick at CIPS UK 

 

At the end of the day though, the core value proposition of professional procurement, and the key 

role of supply side management, has to be fulfilled in the eyes of the stakeholders - and that is 

ultimately just increasing economic value and developing supply-side capabilities. 

So, how are your team doing? Truly? 

The Buyer - posted 10th December 2011 

 

#326 - The TEN most surprising things about business travel 

The Buyer - Tuesday, December 13, 2011 

The recent listing in THE AGE of the ten most surprising things about thrifty travelling, spurred The 

Buyer into action, at the end of another long year as a business traveller:. 

http://www.theage.com.au/travel/blogs/the-backpacker/top-10-most-surprising-things-about-

travelling-20110821-1j519.html    

 

If these are the ten things most surprising to innocent backpackers, what are the ten most surprising 

things for rookie business travellers' to discover. 

 

The Buyer simply had to make a list; 

The TEN most surprising things about business travel 

 

All business hotels are brown, and they are all mostly the same - so book the cheapest 4 star place 

Business travellers always over pack; but always forget something  - so leave your travel bag 

permanently packed 

Airline food is inedible - eat before you fly, even airport food is better 



Always join (one) frequent flyer scheme - once you get GOLD status it is worth keeping to miss the 

check-in queues alone 

The food in airline lounges is crap too - eat before you leave 

Car parking is hideous money at the airport - but TAXIs can be the highest cost of any business  trip, 

use the long term car park 

Not everyone takes AMEX cards - take your own Mastercard or Visa card along too 

Hotel TVs never work properly - use your laptop to get the news; but take a dongle to avoid obscene 

$29 a night internet charges 

Everyone is grumpy on the flight home - be patient & good humoured 

There is not enough room to use a laptop in Economy seats - take your own reading material 

This is just the first ten things that The Buyer remembered; there are many more lessons for rookie 

passengers to learn from weary 

business travellers - add your own below: 

 

The Buyer - posted 13th December 2011 

 

#327 - Category Week the pick for 2012 

The Buyer - Wednesday, December 14, 2011 

The new CIPSA Conferences programme for 2012 is inserted in the current issue of PP magazine 

www.pponline.com.au listing the slightly less ambitious programme of 14 major events set for 

next year 2012 - not the 23 major events delivered by them during 2011. 

 

Even The Buyer couldn't manage to attend that many.. 

www.cipsaconferences.com.au   

A stand out in the programme seems to be the new concept of 'Category Week' set for w/c 28th 

May 2012 - all the category events squeezed into a single week of bustling activities at the Australian 

Technology Park [ATP] south of Sydney - on the way to the airport. Seminars on all the top 

categories, surrounding plenary day on the WEDNESDAY. Optional training courses, exhibition 

stands and evening events are on all week to choose from. Dropping in and out of the week's 

programme by subject seems to be the go - judging by the modular pricing scheme.  

 



The Buyer will certainly be attending the widgets seminars for sure. But, surprisingly, that's not the 

most compelling reason to go. A CIPSA Conferences staffer told The Buyer that "Australia's Next Top 

Model" will be filming at ATP in the rooms next door to the CIPSA event all that week from 28th May 

onwards 

http://www.fox8.tv/shows/australias-next-top-model/models The Wednesday is the 'best day' 

apparently.   

 

See you there then. 

The Buyer - posted 14th December 2012 

 

#328 - Dilbert defines Procurement as the order-prevention department 

The Buyer - Wednesday, December 14, 2011 

Everyone in business is familiar with the old business cliche of a "sales prevention department." It is 

used as a label for unco-operative and ill-focussed teams. Hindering the client, as their focus remains 

entirely on their internal process & goals - and never on actually meeting the customer need: the 

antithesis of customer-focussed. 

 

But it seems, having witnessed the malady first-hand and so often, 

Procurement has learnt the trick well and, unwittingly maybe, learnt the art of true 'demand 

management' - making a purchase so difficult, people give up. 

 

The order-prevention department - abstinence as a virtue even. 

 

DILBERT, as ever, is ahead of the game. And a cartoon strip on his website www.dilbert.com 

illustrates beautifully the old "110 metre Hurdles trick" - as The Buyer's old manager used to call it. 

The Buyer - posted 14h December 2011 

 

#329 - The best joke at the annual CIPSA conference 2011 

The Buyer - Thursday, December 15, 2011 

For a festive farewell, at the end of the year, it seems yuletidingly 

appropriate to repeat the best joke from this year's annual CIPSA 



conference: 

 

At the very end of the 7th CIPSA annual conference last October, at the close of the final plenary 

session on day two, as has become customary it seems, the biggest prize from the sponsor's 

giveaways and competitions is drawn from the hat. 

 

This year gold sponsor Fleetcare had donated a Vesper motorised scooter, and the Top Ten players 

of the arcade driving game on their exhibitor stand over the two days were in the hat to win the 

moped www.fleetcare.com.au  

 

Fleetcare sales manager Colin White from Perth did the honours, a man often scarred he had joked 

the day before, by impatient corporate senior managers awaiting delivery of their brand new 

company motor.   

  

"And the winner is ." barked Colin,  

"a procurement manager;  from Adelaide. Mr So and so." he yelled  

 

triumphantly:  The expectant winning delegate leapt from his seat at the rear of the auditorium,  

  

as Colin quickly added; ".. Sorry mate, that's eleven weeks ex-works for an Adelaide delivery"    

 

As a public service to conference delegates the one-legged CIPSA 

Conferences producer, Mr Nigel Wardropper, posts all the official prize winners lists on 

www.cipsaconferences.com.au after all CIPSA events  ..  

 

The Buyer - posted 15th December 2011  

 

PS: The Buyer will be taking a well earned break for the Christmas summer holidays again, and will 

return around Australia Day to resume the region's finest blog on procurement matters   

 

#330 The Buyer's 2011 Predictions: right or wrong? 



The Buyer - Friday, December 16, 2011 

Way, way back on 16th January 2011, The Buyer boldly [and foolishly] set down 17 rash predictions 

for the year in blog #218 – so how did he do? 

 a)  Carbon trading will come back on to the corporate agenda as a Greens influenced senate forces 

the issue 

The most politicised debate of the year – the new Carbon tax, was introduced into Parliament on 

September 13. The Senate voted to pass the legislation on 8th November 2011 and the Carbon Tax 

passed into law despite the Gillard pledge not to do so at the last federal election in June 2010.   

OUTCOME: RIGHT 

b)  Procurement professionals’ role will grow more into the supply chain space, generally 

Increasingly, a broader supply chain perspective has taken hold in business it seems as supply chain 

vulnerability becomes all too obvious. The SCM topic has increasingly crept onto the CIPSA 

professional agenda, into CIPSA Conferences and into numerous topical blogs during the year.  

OUTCOME: RIGHT   

c)  More consolidation will develop amongst support services vendors to the profession 

Ariba bought Quadrem, and other well know firms made unsuccessful bids for others. And some 

“alliances” and partnerships were forged, especially on the training side. But few major service-side 

‘consolidations’ took place. 

OUTCOME: WRONG 

d)  But more fragmentation in the recruitment market supporting the profession, due to low barriers 

to entry 

Less fragmentation than expected; although several well known recruitment firms seemed to back 

off the procurement subject, just as others have been notably expanding their operations, or being 

integrating as part of a global group, or increasing their bases and offices, or recruiting high profile 

staff, or just plain starting up, growing their business or exporting to new markets like NZ or 

Singapore. Some have been getting more involved in our subject or entering the space for the first 

time really. A busy place – see if you can guess which agency fits which descriptior?? It will be 

interesting to see how the new CIPSA accreditation scheme for specialist procurement recruiters 

influences the marketplace in 2012? 

OUTCOME: RIGHT      

e)  More firms will move towards wholesale ERP implementations 

CSG, Billabong, City West Water, ANZ, Leaseplan are just some of the companies which have 

engaged in ERP implementations this year – many others also did, whilst many existing ERP sites 

expanded or refined their systems. Also, Telstra renewed their three year deal with IBM to 

outsource indirect procurement based on the IBM system. 



OUTCOME: RIGHT 

f)  Oil will top $100 a barrel at some point in the year, petrol $1.50 litre, gold $1500 oz & RBA cash 

rate 6% 

Oil did hit $100 latterly [Brent crude at $106 this morning] during the year, Petrol $1.55 and gold 

over $1800 - but the RBA cash rate fell from 4.75% to 4.25% by December. 

OUTCOME: WRONG   

g)  Inflation in China will grow and cause supply concerns 

Inflation did grow... so much so that China cut fuel prices for first time of the year in October in a bid 

to tackle inflation - http://www.businessweek.com/news/2011-10-10/china-cuts-fuel-price-first-

time-in-2011-to-tackle-inflation.html. The unofficial rate is widely believed to be significantly more 

than the published rate; some say over 20% - will China remain a “low cost” country, and for how 

long? 

OUTCOME: RIGHT 

h)  The procurement skills shortage will worsen; wage rates will rise more & contractors more 

prevalent 

Anecdotal evidence suggests so, informal recruiters data confirms wage rates rising, and the census 

data is very likely to brand procurement as the fastest growing profession in Australia during 2012 

following the “Say it on the census” campaign by CIPSA. 

OUTCOME: RIGHT 

i)  Buy local policies will evaporate, and local councils will take procurement more seriously now        

Yes, but persistent industry lobbying has lead to reassurances and even changes to Commonwealth 

Procurement in a federal government bid to appease the local industry and keep jobs local – this has 

been perhaps the second biggest political discussion of the year, behind the carbon tax. It followed 

anger from workers and the manufacturing industry after events at Bluescope Steel and also with 

the consistent buying from Chinese companies of Australian land, particularly in WA mining regions.  

OUTCOME: WRONG   

j)  E procurement technologies will become more widespread, so will decision support software  

Yes, cloud computing, ERP, cost-cutting software and a major switch from paper based to electronic 

systems. Australia Post as an example of a company which has introduced more online services and 

software programmes in a bid to keep pace with the online shopping boom - 

http://www.heraldsun.com.au/business/aiming-to-be-first-past-the-post/story-fn7j19iv-

1226163382972. 

OUTCOME: RIGHT 

k)  Many more procurement teams will have to formally take on full P2P responsibilities 



Again, anecdotally true: the P2P focussed presentation by Rio Tinto CPO Scott Singer at the CIPSA 

annual conference was one good example. Queries on the P2P subject have risen noticeably 

according to CIPSA insiders, and the topic is creeping onto CIPSA Conferences agenda.  

OUTCOME: RIGHT   

l)  Linked IN will go ballistic – for online networking and as a ‘Facebook-for-business’   

The statistics around social media adoption in the Forbes Fortune 100 alone support this fact: 69 per 

cent had company pages on LinkedIn.\ 

“As of June 30, 2011 (the end of the second quarter), professionals are signing up to join LinkedIn at 

a rate that is faster than two new members per second.” 

“As of August 4, 2011, LinkedIn operates the world’s largest professional network on the Internet 

with more than 120 million members in over 200 countries and territories” 

http://press.linkedin.com/about. Their IPO was demonstrably successful, and their share price solid 

and growing. 

Also, over 1,500 people have joined the CIPSA Linked IN site this year they report – many non-

members of CIPS it appears too – but with an average of 200 connections each, this community 

offers a reach of over 300,000 2nd contacts now; in less than one year. 

OUTCOME: RIGHT 

m)  More procurement stories will feature in the press 

There has been an increase in procurement stories in the news... noticeably even since January. The 

CIPSA cuttings book is bulging. But despite this, a large proportion of procurement related news is 

negative (just like the majority of news is negative maybe?). There is an increasing focus on 

government spending and accountability at both the federal and state levels, and the standard five 

procurement stories seem ever prevalent [see previous blog 288]. 

OUTCOME: RIGHT 

n)  And stakeholder opinion will be less tolerant of sloppy ethics, probity, standards and process 

Stakeholders are noticeably interested in HOW things are bought, from WHOM, and from WHERE, 

and WHY. Audit reports focus on process more than results still; but corporate opinion [driven by 

the consumer] is also interested in learning about the origins of their supply chains post GFC – Zara 

being the latest example of high profile supply chain negligence [see blog #289]. Probity and ethics 

have never been more popular it seems. The ICAC report in NSW June 2011 was crudely pointed, 

even over-the-top, in identifying corruption risks in the NSW government value chain.  

OUTCOME: RIGHT  

o)  Almost everyone will move towards category management as a primary organisation structure in 

procurement; but most cat managers will carry too many categories to manage properly, thereby 



defeating the objective of category management in having the time to invest in proactive 

management of both market and process 

The CIPSA white-paper ‘The state of the Art of Category Management’ validates this viewpoint 

almost entirely. 

OUTCOME: RIGHT 

p)  Singapore will become a more obvious venue as a regional head office for more procurement 

teams in large companies  

At least eleven large Australian procurement departments amongst the ASX200 firms now report 

through a Singapore office, CIPSA have counted. Rio Tinto moved their INDIRECT expenditure 

management to Singapore during the year.  

OUTCOME: RIGHT 

q)  Avoiding supply disruption will become a pre-occupation for most direct supply lines and risk 

plans in anticipation of possible earthquakes, floods, fires and volcano’s 

No kidding.     

OUTCOME: RIGHT  

Not bad for an old buyer eh?  

SCORE FOR THE BUYER: 14/17 or 82%. That's a High Distinction in university talk. 

The Buyer – posted 16th December 2011 

 

#331 - What’s in store for 2012; and what could be if we really tried? 

The Buyer - Sunday, January 29, 2012 

Given The Buyer’s stunning success with 14 correct predictions for 2011, he is gracefully retiring 

from the prediction business whilst at the top. 

 

Instead, it is easier, and much more fun, to point out others’ predictions and ridicule them at year 

end. A few choice cuts then might include; 

 

TIME magazine predictions for 2012  

 

http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,2103287,00.html   were interesting if 

predictable; 



 

1.            The US election will throw up a few surprises this year – prior to the actual poll in November  

2.            Three main trouble spots will be Iran, Syria and Yemen  

3.            North Korea will remain belligerent, as Russia seeks to pursue its agenda there  

4.            Drones will continue to evolve quickly, and become the face of modern US warfare  

5.            The cost of volatile weather will continue to grow , for everyone 

6.            People will continue to irrationally fear things that won’t harm us [cell phones, asteroids, 

gluten]                   and not fear things that will [smoking, obesity, viruses]  

7.            Links between countries and companies and stocks and bonds will blur more  

8.            China will buy more of everything – including, energy &, food as well as second hand stuff 

like others’, debt, real estate, star athletes, movies, warships 

9.            Some countries may leave the Euro 

10.          Cash will reduce further in popularity, in favour of cards  

11.          TV and movies will grow – but on the internet  

12.          The Olympics will be great  

13.          Reality stars will grow even more – and the WAGS of the famous will join the trend  

14.          Social networking will go even crazier – especially advertising online through such channels  

15.          The end of the world may happen [this time], or may not, on 21st December 2012  

    

SUPPLY MANAGEMENT CIPS UK magazine predictions for 2012 –  Reader Survey end 2011 page 7 – 

Jan 2012 issues  http://www.supplymanagement.com/ 

 

1. Reducing cost will top priority for CFOs in 2012    

2. SRM will come second as a priority for buyers in the UK in 2012 

3. Better stakeholder management is needed as a third priority   

  

HBR – essential skills of rall managers in the 21st Century; starting now – HBR Jan-Feb 2012  

http://hbr.org/2012/01/three-skills-every-21st-century-manager-needs/ar/1  

 



1. Code switching between cultures – to work well with foreigners you have to risk feeling phoney  

2. Wielding digital influence – effective use of online networks will be crucial as companies become 

less hierarchical  

3. Dividing attention deliberately – embrace distractions and make them work productively  

  

HBR – A list of 12 audacious ideas we may be ready for in 2012 and beyond  

http://hbr.org/2012/01/the-hbr-list-of-audacious-ideas/ar/1  

 

1.Give people shares in GDP   

2. Stop tying pay to performance  

3.Declare 20% of the ocean off limits  

4.Double investment in business start-ups  

5. Give electricity free to those without it  

6.Give NASA a real mission  

7.Stop collecting customer data – let them do it  

8.Let people die the way they want to 

9.Get China to partner in Afghanistan 

10. Crowdsource reviews of managers   

11. Turn Universities into for-profit firms  

12. Pay businesses to keep people out of prison  

   

But WARREN BUFFET’s audacious ideas are also challenging [TIME magazine pg 18 January 23rd 

issue]: www.time.com  

 

1. Don’t lower corporate taxes  

2. Do levy higher taxes on the rich – especially the super-rich [like Warren] 

3. Don’t let companies repatriate profits off-shore tax free  

4. Do curb speculative gains – by taxing short term market profits   

5. Do get tough on directors – the un-performing ones  



6. Do get rid of private schools – so the rich invest in state education too  

7. Do reform US healthcare [again] 

  

That’s enough to be going on with thinks The Buyer... with plenty of SUPPLY SIDE implications too.  

  

  

The Buyer – posted 29th January 2012 

 

#332 - Will consolidation in Procurement’s support sector be a good thing? 

The Buyer - Monday, January 30, 2012 

So, IBM to buy Emptoris, a few weeks after ISM buys ADR, Forge buys CTEC in WA and Infosys 

bought Portland Group on Christmas Eve. 

 

http://www.pponline.com.au/html/ibmtoacquireemptoris_1.cfm 

 

http://www.pponline.com.au/html/ismacquireadr.cfm 

 

http://www.pponline.com.au/html/forgeprocurement.cfm 

 

http://www.pponline.com.au/html/infosysbuysportland.cfm  

  

Who said there would be more consolidation in the procurement profession’s support sector then? 

Ah, yes, The Buyer did in blog # 218 way back on 16th January 2011... you heard it here first folks…  

  

But, here’s the question – is this a good thing, or a bad thing? Answers below please ….. 

  

  

The Buyer – posted 30th January 2012   



 

#333 - The secrets of arbitration, revealed 

The Buyer - Monday, February 06, 2012 

Glancing through THE AGE newspaper last Saturday, 28th January, The Buyer happened across a 

funny little ad on the penultimate page. 

 

An advert for a training course in the gentle lost art of arbitration.   

 

The ARBITRATION clause is one of those small clauses deep in the small print. In the past they were 

usually always within the 'boiler plate' of long contractual agreements. Less so nowadays, in a more 

litigious world eager to dash into the courtroom. The clause allowed for an arbitration process with a 

pre agreed arbitrator ]often the institute of arbitrators & mediators] in the event that the parties 

failed to agree on remedies for a material breach within, say, a certain time period. 21 days maybe. 

It suggested the arbitration would be binding and both parties would proactively [and always 

questionably] "agree to agree" - just in case of course. 

 

It was always a well meaning clause - just that it planned so obviously for failure. It assumed failed 

performance, failed remedy and failed agreement - but still an element of goodwill to arbitrate. Thus 

avoiding an expensive legal argument.  Such clauses still exist, but are rarer in this climate of 

consumer awareness and expectation. Buyers being less ready to accept that things might not work; 

that failure may be acceptable.  

 

Anyway, the training course.  Well, it was an advert for a "6 day 

practical course" leading to the 'Practitioner's Certificate in Mediation' and offered by The Institute 

of Arbitrators & Mediators. A fine body, naturally.  

 

Surely it'd be useful for buyers to understand the arbitrator's mindset. To see the view from the 

middle - with the chance of an insight into the supplier's viewpoint. You might even bump into 

someone you know - from Fair Work Australia maybe; or Qantas perhaps?  

 

You never know, it might even be a  great second career for buyers? Book now then.. 

www.iama.org.au   

 



#334 - Supplier power is growing 

The Buyer - Tuesday, February 07, 2012 

To coincide with DAVOS, The Economist offers the idea that corporate bosses are not as powerful as 

they used to be:   

 

http://www.economist.com/node/21543117?fsrc=nlw%7Cmgt%7C1-25-

2012%7Cmanagement_thinking  

 

There are a number of reasons, which may include, inter alia, less 

accommodating bankers, less pliable cronies reporting in, greater compliance needs, more onerous 

CSR obligations, stronger watchdogs, enboldened media scrutiny, increasing regulation, 

consumerism & globalism driving more competition - with consumers having [almost] perfect 

Google-market knowledge.  

 

So, are buyers next? Will procurement be harder in a world of scarer resources and competing 

purchasers willing to always pay more to secure supply in a volatile world? 

 

Basic economics demands that the scarcer things become, and the greater the demand, the stronger 

the seller's position comes ..  

 

A bracing thought for the new year then .. 

 

The Buyer – posted 7th February 2012   

 

#335 - Retail buyers need to train up 

The Buyer - Monday, February 13, 2012 

An advertisement in THE AGE newspaper last weekend, 11th February 2012,  sought a BUYER; not 

any old buyer of course, but a super specialist retail buyer. Actually a GM Buying for a ‘national retail 

network’ www.whogroup.com  

  



A quick search on the mycareer website yielded around twenty other retail buying jobs on offer that 

day… 

http://mycareer.com.au/search/?s=777&sq=buyer  

  

Retail buying has long been considered the last bastion of the purchasing profession to not embrace 

the professionalism of procurement. They see their role more as a merchandising or marketing 

function [buying what will sell well] rather than a procurement one [the five rights]. They are wrong 

of course.  

  

THE FIVE RIGHTS are lesson #101 on the CIPS “Introduction to Procurement” training course. It is the 

professional buyer’s responsibility to ALWAYS ACHIEVE the five rights: 

That is to get the RIGHT goods at the RIGHT spec to the RIGHT place at the RIGHT time and at the 

RIGHT price.  

  

When you have done this, of course, is when stakeholders’ start adding more RIGHTS …. For example; 

from the RIGHT supplier with the RIGHT process under the RIGHT probity rules with the RIGHT level 

of sustainability using only the RIGHT sources within 50kms of the office steps, preferably with the 

RIGHT mix of SME sized companies getting orders, who have the RIGHT number of women on the 

board and all whilst only printing purchase orders on the RIGHT sort of recycled paper. In this way at 

least our profession is getting more difficult by the day. 

  

Anyway, IF you are sourcing to the five RIGHTS, surely that includes procuring the RIGHT goods at 

the RIGHT spec – in the retail buying scenario – those that will sell. In any case the skills that trained 

procurement professionals learn so well such as negotiation techniques are entirely transferable to 

retail buying from manufacturers – as are market intelligence techniques, sourcing methodologies, 

contracting knowledge, supplier appraisal and SRM skills.  

  

If in any doubt on the recent track record of supplier management, you could ask the retail chain 

ZARA [see previous blog #289 and #323], accused of using slaves in their supply chain, or the TARGET 

CEO, whose brand took a reputational hammering after they  were reported for enforcing unilateral 

price cuts on the invoices of their desperate suppliers [see previous blog #301] or the high-end 

fashion shops unwittingly buying dog furs [blog #265] or the hardware stores allegedly preventing 

suppliers’ selling to competitors [see blog #306]. Maybe, just maybe, retail stores would be doing 

better in the current economic climate with better supply side management, and better trained 

buyers? 

  



In the UK, the tide seems to be turning already. Premium retailer ‘Marks and Spencers’ put many of 

their time-served retail buyers through the MCIPS programme; and it was apparently a revelation. 

The CEO at the time, Sir Stuart Rose, turned up at CIPS to award the trophies and to hear tales of 

mass-learning and revelationary negotiation successes first hand. 

http://www.marksandspencer.com   

  

Time for other retailers to follow suit perhaps - - or for well trained procurement professionals to try 

their hand at merchandising; how hard can it be, really? 

 

#336 - Real and lasting savings are in the supply chain; not in redundancies 

The Buyer - Wednesday, February 15, 2012 

The news that the VICTORIAN Government are to slash n burn is not so much of a surprise as 

inevitable budget gaps loom. Nor is the notion that cutting jobs is their best shot at savings. 

 

http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/baillieu-razor-gang-to-slash-jobs-20120207-1r5j3.html 

 

Many organisations arrive at similar conclusions. They think "our largest single cost is payroll = cut 

jobs and save money = budget gap closed." 

 

The temptation for CEOs is also to act before it is too late in the financial year - so that payoff costs 

do not swallow all the savings that can be made against the towering staff budget in the annual 

accounts.Private companies often do this too; as almost daily news flashes of imminent job losses 

attest. 

 

But redundancies offer a one-time saving. They only reduce the payroll budget in the short run – and 

then only after payoff costs. Often, over a surprisingly short time, headcount creeps up again, to 

where it needs to be to sustain service levels. 

 

The apparent problem is that CEOs are enticed by the quick saving of cutting heads. But the real 

problem is really that they struggle to see where there is a real alternative to find the savings 

needed. 

 



Too few CEOs recognise that real and lasting savings are available in the supply chain. That waste 

levels are still high in their supply chain. Margins can be heavy or duplicated downstream, and 

supply chain links are rarely properly managed, leading to higher costs. 

 

Investing in professional procurement and supply chain management offers real and lasting savings, 

lower risk profiles and an instrument for corporate policy to be implemented. 

 

Enlightened CEOs see the supply side as a world of opportunity. Redundancies are rarely the answer 

for lasting savings. But real savings are usually always available within the supply chain, with just a 

modicum of proactive investment in procurement. 

 

#337 - BREAKING NEWS: Oil prices may go up this year; or down; or stay the same. 

The Buyer - Friday, February 17, 2012 

Oil prices have hovered around the $100 per barrel mark for some months now. 

 

But some are predicting a spike in oil prices this year. They cite differing factors including, inter alia, 

the Arab spring, uncertainty over Iran’s nuclear ambitions, the imploding Euro economy and pure 

market speculation. 

 

However, others are predicting oil prices could yet drop this year – they cite, inter alia,  the Arab 

spring, uncertainty over Iran’s nuclear ambitions, the imploding Euro economy and pure market 

speculation. 

 

One of them might be correct. 

 

Although oil prices might just stay the same? 

 

But it doesn’t really matter; the point is this, are you clear on the implications for your supply chains 

if oil prices changed dramatically? Is your oil price sensitivity analysis up to date and in place? 

 

No, neither is mine. 



 

#338 - Learn to be a good manager, by watching bad ones 

The Buyer - Tuesday, February 21, 2012 

By many accounts, it is primarily Kevin Rudd's poor management skills that is the real fear factor 

preventing many of the federal Labour MPs supporting him as a viable candidate to replace Julia 

Gillard as leader of the ALP and, therefore, as Prime Minister (again). They know what he is like. Last 

time he was too much, and as a body they are not convinced he has changed enough. 

 

http://www.theage.com.au/opinion/forget-saints-we-need-to-see-the-real-man-20120219-

1th9n.html  

 

Most in business are familiar with the problem - when a technocrat excels and is promoted to 

become manager of the team. They go home Friday night as the office smartypants, and arrive on 

Monday morning as a rookie manager. With zero training usually. Promoted from technical 

excellence to managerial incompetence in over weekend. 

 

This is as true in Procurement as anywhere else; such as politics, in this case. The Buyer was lucky to 

work for one of the very few companies that insisted newly promoted managers took a whole week 

off before returning as the new manager to attend the "Managing People First" course. To learn to 

be a manager. In just one week. But it was something, and quite good. It at least helped young 

managers focus on what a good manager looked like, and how a good leader is a slightly different 

thing. It also gave hands on people management training. 

 

But the best place to learn how to be a good manager - is sitting outside the office of a bad manager. 

Like The Buyer did for a few years when young. Watching every mistake of his chaotic and irrational 

purchasing manager in HD close-up. Thinking all the while, "when I am a manager, I won't do that; 

and not like that, either." Watching how NOT to do it is a valid way to learn, so is watching good 

managers at work. And, especially, good leaders. 

 

The course defined 'leadership' as creating a vision and getting people to buy in; they defined 

'management' as achieving the objectives expending minimum resources - or just getting the best 

out of the team. There are many definitions of course - try Google. 

 



But, ideally, new young managers deserve a quality management development programme 

specifically designed in a procurement context that helps transition them from technical capability 

towards managerial competence. Sounds like a job for the peak body actually... over to CIPS then. 

 

The Buyer - posted 21 February 2012    

 

#339 - The job of public procurement is slowly becoming impossible 

The Buyer - Wednesday, February 22, 2012 

Finance Minister Wong and Minister for Small Business, Mark Arbib, took time off from the 

deafening “will Kevin, won’t Kevin, challenge Julia” public debate yesterday, to issue a press release 

congratulating government procurement efforts to divert at least 10% of federal government 

expenditure targeted to reach small businesses. 

 

Title: Gillard Government Supports Small Businesses: URL: 

http://www.financeminister.gov.au/media/2012/mr_feb_2012_21.html  

  

Favouring small suppliers for government contracts is fine in principle and sounds harmless. And it is 

not such a bad idea in itself. The UK government targeted 25% of their spend to go to SMEs [see 

previous blog #172] and recently announced they had achieved 31% [see blog #239]. But these small 

suppliers, SMEs, have to meet a growing laundry list of preferred criteria to win such business – and 

it is getting harder, not easier, to do so. In fact there are at least fifteen or so generic criteria now in 

the public domain it seems that government suppliers, even small business suppliers, could be 

scrambling over to win that coveted deal.  

  

But, really, it is the humble government procurement officer who has the tough gig. The layers of 

policy demanded of government expenditure is becoming far too restrictive. How buyers are to 

determine value for public expenditure is becoming almost impossible. What does a successful order 

actually look like now …. do the team BUY the lowest cost or least risk option? Or the most 

sustainable, least carbon emitting or highest social responsibility choice? Or, alternatively, the 

option of maximum SME engagement, meeting FTA aims, buying local to save jobs or to support 

marginal constituencies? Or do they just aim to buy onshore to pay GST & hedge on exchange rates, 

or to maximise process & probity, or to support firms with indigenous owners & enough women on 

the board?  

  

Where will it end? What is true “value” for government expenditure nowadays? Is value for money 

not enough? [blogs #263 and 275 tries to answer the question of Value Definition]. 



  

Everyone accepts that procurement is an instrument of policy – at least to a sensible point. But 

loading more than 15 straws (big heavy ones) on the back of the camel is too much. Of course, if 

they just achieved one core aim – good value for money – then the savings could perhaps pay for 

any number of other policy goals more directly?  

  

But, truly, unless there is greater clarity for humble procurement people in the front line, buying 

anything at all will become such a trial, the certainty of supply will begin to suffer. Already vast 

swathes of the private sector absent themselves from the public expenditure market because it is 

too tough to supply government [blog #124]. This means less suppliers, less competition, smaller 

markets, worse service, higher prices for government. A bad deal for taxpayers.  

  

In relatively small markets like Australia, government should be seeking to maximise market size, 

make itself a customer of choice and be investing in supplier relationship management. That might 

just get a better deal than layering flawed policies on their increasingly desperate suppliers.  

  

Alas, with more and more policies and purchasing criteria being shovelled into the procurement 

process by governments, see previous blogs # 246 and 267, the public procurement job is gradually 

becoming impossible – it’s a wonder they ever place an order to be honest.  

  

  

The Buyer – posted 22 February 2012 

 

#340 - The secrets of arbitration, revealed 

The Buyer - Monday, February 27, 2012 

Glancing through THE AGE newspaper last Saturday, 28th January, The Buyer happened across a 

funny little ad on the penultimate page. 

 

An advert for a training course in the gentle lost art of arbitration.   

  

The ARBITRATION clause is one of those small clauses deep in the small print. In the past they were 

usually always within the ‘boiler plate’ of long contractual agreements. Less so nowadays, in a more 

litigious world eager to dash into the courtroom. The clause allowed for an arbitration process with a 



pre agreed arbitrator ]often the institute of arbitrators & mediators] in the event that the parties 

failed to agree on remedies for a material breach within, say, a certain time period. 21 days maybe. 

It suggested the arbitration would be binding and both parties would proactively [and always 

questionably] “agree to agree” - just in case of course. 

  

It was always a well meaning clause – just that it planned so obviously for failure. It assumed failed 

performance, failed remedy and failed agreement – but still an element of goodwill to arbitrate. 

Thus avoiding an expensive legal argument.  Such clauses still exist, but are rarer in this climate of 

consumer awareness and expectation. Buyers being less ready to accept that things might not work; 

that failure may be acceptable.  

  

Anyway, the training course.  Well, it was an advert for a “6 day practical course” leading to the 

‘Practitioner’s Certificate in Mediation’ and offered by The Institute of Arbitrators & Mediators. A 

fine body, naturally.  

  

Surely it’d be useful for buyers to understand the arbitrator’s mindset. To see the view from the 

middle – with the chance of an insight into the supplier’s viewpoint. You might even bump into 

someone you know – from Fair Work Australia maybe; or Qantas perhaps?  

  

You never know, it might even be a  great second career for buyers? Book now then…. 

www.iama.org.au    

 

The Buyer – posted 27 February 2012 

 

#341 - A great example of rainbow chasing 

The Buyer - Tuesday, February 28, 2012 

Remember the blog about chasing rainbows?  

Yes, blog #233.  

  

When two firms “merge” and the merger firm [the victor] says they have been working hard with 

the mergee team [the defeated], they always quote the BIG NUMBER. That’s the big number which 

is equivalent to the obvious and imminent savings which the procurement team has assured the CEO 

are only too easy with the combined might of the newly acquired [sorry, merged] entity on board 

and the chance to aggregate spend and cut better deals with suppliers cherry-picked from each 



supply side. Usually it involves substantial IT savings; of course. The aim is to convince analysts that 

the deal is a good one and synergies will be real. 

  

Well, there was a good example of synergy chasing on PPONLINE (after the Sydney Morning Herald) 

yesterday; that’s all. 

 

http://www.pponline.com.au/html/sabmiller_procurement.cfm  

“The SMH reported that, the management team at global brewing giant SABMiller will use 

procurement as they key to extracting value from its $12.3 billion acquisition last year of Australian 

brewer Foster’s. Cost savings would be gained from leveraging SABMiller's global scale to forge 

better procurement and supplier relationships and synergies from its Pacific Beverages arm, which 

was a joint venture with Coca-Cola Amatil but is now wholly owned by the company.” 

  

It’s that easy folks. 

  

 The Buyer – posted 28 February 2012 

 

#342 - Virgin just the first to raise price and cite carbon tax 

The Buyer - Wednesday, February 29, 2012 

Domestic airline Virgin Australia is to surcharge passengers up to $6 on domestic flights to cover the 

new carbon tax, it was revealed in THE AGE newspaper yesterday.  

http://www.theage.com.au/business/virgin-lifts-fares-to-cover-carbon-tax-20120228-1u0jc.html    

  

It is not the first price increase blaming the carbon tax for cost-plus price push, and it won’t be the 

last. But it is, really, the first high-profile retail price rise specifically aimed as the new federal 

government tax. Others are sure to follow -  high profile or not – and likely to include your suppliers; 

probably the utility companies most obviously where large carbon costs are fully expected. 

http://www.smh.com.au/opinion/political-news/power-groups-face-huge-carbon-bill-20120228-

1u13z.html   

  

Naturally, some sharp vendors might even take the chance to pop a bit more margin into prices 

whilst having the carbon tax tables out on the desk to recalculate their new price list? 

  



Of course, the government argue that the carbon tax benefits will ultimately make their way back 

into the pockets of everyday folks via the circumlocution office. But it won’t feel like that when 

people are forking out repeatedly for new price increases at the sharp end. Nor will it feel like when 

professional buyers start being inundated with price increase requests. Are you ready with your 

carbon tax tables, to haggle them down?  

  

Thought not.    

  

The Buyer – posted 29 February 2012 

 

#343 - What is the perfect panel size? 

The Buyer - Monday, March 12, 2012 

The use of a “panel” of approved suppliers by large organisations is commonplace; pre-selected 

suppliers offering their wares internally on pre-agreed terms. Effectively given a “passport to sell” to 

internal users by the procurement manager, following extensive due diligence, spec approval and 

agreement on terms of supply.  

The competitive tension amongst vendors on the panel keeps prices tight, service keen and quality 

on the rise – it also ensures supply, as someone is usually always available to supply large volumes 

immediately, especially over wider geographies. And, if the same best price is available from all 

vendors, why not?  

  

But what is the perfect size of panel? Too few and competition is stilted and an oligopoly is 

enthroned. Too many and prices rise as volume falls, and the bewildering choices leaves actual 

purchase decisions to the irrationalities of the users. The answer is, as always, whatever is right for 

you. But most use panels to optimise the size of the market – keep the benefits of choice, but 

capturing the benefits of aggregation.   

  

Certainly if a panel is worth forming at all, it must have more than two approved suppliers, 

otherwise a duopoly is ennobled.  Three is the minimum, probably, for most categories. Three 

quotes is lore in B2B purchasing of course. But many panels have more than three suppliers; which is 

fine so long as terms are not affected really and the volume justifies a reasonable volume to each 

over time. Or if the service need demands it. Managing competing grumpy suppliers is bad enough 

most days, but managing a grumpy supplier with little business can be very high maintenance and 

will undermine your panel solution. Some governments add numerous (small) suppliers to meet 

their wide and (big) volume - like legal firms. Often tens of 'approved' providers.  

  



But some panels are much, much, much larger than three suppliers. In fact, have many suppliers. 

The VIC government e services tender over the last year or so reputedly attempted to reduce the 

number of panel IT suppliers for VIC government from a massive 300, down to a much more modest 

and manageable 200! Only to allegedly be overturned after spurned suppliers and IT bodies 

apparently complained to the ministry – and subsequently some 368 suppliers were appointed to 

the VIC GOVT e services tender panel; though one insider claimed some 500 suppliers have now 

made the list..  

 

http://www.itwire.com/it-industry-news/tenders/50774-vic-govt-expands-e-services-panel-  

  

Frankly, The Buyer is lost for words ….. 

  

  

The Buyer – posted 12 March 2012 

 

#344 - Coles & Woolies suppliers go to ACCC 

The Buyer - Tuesday, March 13, 2012 

Unsurprisingly perhaps, suppliers to the duopoly that is Coles & Woolworths, have heeded the call 

from new ACCC chair, Rod Sims. 

 

And dobbed in the two behemoths for bullying, reports The Age newspaper recently: 

http://www.theage.com.au/business/suppliers-tackle-coles-and-woolworths-with-complaints-to-

accc-20120305-1uefi.html  

  

Mr Sims recently made the supermarkets one of his top five ACCC priorities for this year… 

 

… and specifically invited complainant suppliers to step forward and name n shame anti-competitive 

practices and abuses of market power by the big two who own 70% of the market between them. 

http://www.theage.com.au/business/dob-in-your-supermarket-accc-tells-suppliers-20120220-

1tjqh.html   

Of course, you read it all here first folks; in Blogs #335, 323, 289, 265 and particularly blogs 306 and 

304 and 301. 



Maybe retailers just need to have more respect for their supply side generally? 

 

The Buyer – posted 13 March 2012 

#345 - BREAKING NEWS: Politicians spend budget for political gain 

The Buyer - Saturday, March 31, 2012 

The headline in The Australian newspaper last week, www.theaustralian.com.au on 23rd March 

2012, “Tanner slams politics of spending” signalled the news that the former federal cabinet minister 

of finance, and new honorary fellow of CIPS, Lindsay Tanner has accused his former colleagues of 

directing public expenditure for political gain “irrespective of merit” seemed feisty at first, but quite 

obvious after thinking about it for a few minutes. In fact, a statement of the obvious perhaps? 

 

The story is still rolling, with ‘business’ coming out to agree with LT in the shape of the Business 

Council of Australia and Infrastructure Australia head Sir Rod Eddington; 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/treasury/business-backs-tanner-on-

funding/story-fn59nsif-1226308661662   

 

Putting aside the obviousness of it, he was still quite disparaging about the motivations for the 

directional spending. Even contemptible. And Lindsay’s comments were certainly a consistent 

extrapolation of the thinking in his recent book “Sideshow” which also disparaged the ‘political and 

journalistic circus’ that he was part of for a while [see blog #268].   

  

But, it is a wonder why he should feel so surprised. Politicians have always directed funding to pet 

policies – that’s what they do.  And procurement has always been an instrument of policy – to a 

point at least. But maybe it is getting worse? Appreciably worse even? The Buyer certainly thinks so, 

and maybe others do too judging by the general feedback to the recent blog #339 “The job of public 

sector procurement is slowly becoming impossible”.  Or blog #246 back in March 2011 which started 

the subject perhaps “Government policy is loading too many straws on the procurement camel’s 

back.” 

 

Indeed, the most recent blog #339 was smartly reprinted by the CIPSA Conferences team to 

mischievously fuel the Q&A debate at the recent 7th CIPSA Public Sector Procurement Forum in 

Canberra www.cipsaconferences.com.au   The Buyer had a good seat for the show, as it happens, 

and the initial debate centred on the growing list of PCPs – procurement connected policies. This is 

how the federal government seeks to influence public procurement – each of the now 24 PCP 

outlines one of their policy goals, and how they intend it should be governed and implemented 

though public procurement [by enforcing it onto hapless suppliers as a condition of purchase 



actually]. The PCPs are listed on the federal department’s DoFD website www.finance.gov.au  and 

are at  http://www.finance.gov.au/procurement/procurement-policy-and-guidance/buying/policy-

framework/procurement-policies/principles.html   

 

Meanwhile in France, President Nicholas Sarkozy was complaining loudly that the generosity of the 

European Commission in allowing ‘foreign firms’ to bid for up to 40% of EU contracts was not being 

properly reciprocated. And that without reciprocity, the EU may close the market down to non-EU 

based suppliers. The Economist reported it all faithfully in their 24th March edition on page 57 

“Unfree Trade” http://www.economist.com/node/21551064  ; and added in a dissection of the 

dangers of distorting markets through protectionism – free markets have long been a favourite topic 

of The Buyer of course as a default starting position on any debate [see blog #3 and many other 

blogs]. 

 

But there is something strikingly in common between these three examples - LT’s criticism of 

distorting spend lines for political gain, the PCPs distortion of procurement objectives and the EU 

potential to distort markets through protectionism – that is this: They all miss the point. If 

procurement is briefed to achieve lifetime value for money, the real savings it can deliver can fund 

any other weird or wonderful scheme that policymakers dictate. But distorting the objectives of 

procurement so thoroughly at the outset is a recipe to achieve neither commercial nor policy gain. 

 

 

The Buyer – posted 31 March 2012 

#346 - Should the government make or buy cars? 

The Buyer - Sunday, April 01, 2012 

The public debate over the rights and wrongs of subsidizing the domestic car industry lately, 

highlights the very essence of the old ‘make or buy’ decision – nowadays called “OUTSOURCING.” 

 

All sides of the political debate are present on this issue and have been widely reported; 

http://www.theage.com.au/opinion/political-news/holden-secures-200m-subsidy-20120321-

1vko6.html  Views come freely from those that think supporting local car manufacturers protects 

jobs, generates local wealth, serves the local need for manufacturing capability in a service based 

economy and should be subsidised – versus those that think it won’t create jobs, is a waste of 

money and that local car companies will inevitably fail in a global market. A cagey sub-theme is 

whether the government money is a subsidy or an investment – or neither? Both HOLDEN and FORD 

have recently got some dosh from Julia - $275m and $34m respectively. She will certainly be hoping 

that the multiplier effect will reflate local economies; and not just appease her mates in the trade 

unions. 



 

But the FORD CEO, Alan Mulally, recently hinted at the Geneva Motor show that the Aussie designed 

and made Ford Falcon faces a truncated future – subsequently reported as “safe until 2016” but 

maybe not thereafter http://theage.drive.com.au/motor-news/ford-falcon-future-safe-until-2016-

20120110-1psav.html   

 

Of course, the super high Aussie dollar is not helping export potential for Aussie built cars …. as 

economically efficient build quantities always exceed domestic demand … meaning exports for local 

car companies are essential to survive. But the real driver is that the car industry has been heading 

to more efficient common global platforms for cars for years – with more generic ‘global’ models the 

future of the industry. Holden are already sharing global platforms throughout the GM network. It is 

standard practice amongst the European manufacturers like Volkswagen-Audi and Renault-Nissan. In 

fact, local sales suggest that Aussie drivers no longer revere local designs at all really; the reasons 

that different locally designed cars are needed are dissipating fast.  So why prop up firms that may 

have it coming anyway? Why indeed? Maybe timing is an issue? Maybe other [more political] factors 

apply? – See previous blog #345, featuring Lindsay Tanner’s blast at pollies politically directing 

government spend.  

 

Surely, though, it makes sense to only support industries [or firms within those industries that have a 

natural strategic or competitive advantage already – one that can be further invested in. That way 

the ‘investment’ stands a chance of being properly rewarded downstream. Investing in firms with a 

comparative advantage  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparative_advantage     

makes sense and builds on inherent strengths. Investing in firms without any obvious comparative 

advantage looks at best short-term and at worst politically expedient.  

At least under the laws of comparative advantage, some strategic benefit falls more naturally to the 

country’s economy over time. Aussies are now sceptical of the pure need for Aussie designed & built 

cars over USA, European or Japanese models – even Korean and Mexican built models nowadays. 

 

But maybe the real answer truly lies in which industries Australia possesses true comparative 

advantage – which are unlikely to get political support under the present federal government, but 

may need financial support at some point in time:  No, not socks [like Bonds], but more unpopular 

places like; 

 

• Banking [four unpopular triple AAA rated banks that now ignore the RBA],  

• Iron ore & Coal [almost unlimited supplies & several newly taxed powerhouse mining companies, 

who may be finding markets a bit tougher in future]  



• Uranium [politically unpalatable at present]  

• Airlines that have to compete against other governments who subsidise flag-carriers and who 

enable business by carrying us all around [QANTAS are probably a little unpopular in Canberra 

following their victory in the FWA debacle] 

 

Given this list of unlikely other options for government subsidies, where Australia does have 

comparative advantage, maybe the car companies are a good bet after all – except Mitsubishi that is;  

they got negligible help so have already gone to the wall. 

 

So, the moral for deciding when to make or buy (outsource or not) is this:   

 

 - The decision to outsource should be driven by efficiency largely - outsource things that others are 

better at, and you will gain efficiencies too; just define your business model first.  

 - Retain in-house those things that are a strategic advantage and differentiate you from others - for 

they are worth investing in properly, and will bring longevity and comparative advantage as a core 

competence.  

 

Now, about that national broadband ‘make or buy’ decision, again….. 

 

 

The Buyer – posted 2nd April 2012 

#347 - A step towards the end of the rainbow for Procurement 

The Buyer - Monday, April 02, 2012 

Global brewing giant SAB Miller were wooing investors in London late last week [29th March 2012] 

with further details on the vast benefits that would accrue following their recent acquisition of 

Fosters, all of 100 days ago – as reported in the Fin Review and the Fairfax press  www.afr.com.au  

and www.theage.com.au   The CEO, Ari Mervis, apparently revealed a target of $180m for cost 

savings at Fosters as part of their new business plan for the Aussie icon and stable of ‘down-under’ 

beer brands. 

 

Now, regular readers of this blog will be familiar with the idea of chasing rainbows [see previous blog 

#341] – the idea that post takeover [or merger] planning by any typical CEO of the acquirer and his 

special advisors demands massive cost saving to justify the acquisition. The dollar target for the cost 



saving, the big number, is usually first revealed to the eager investor community – and the 

procurement team are then briefed to make it a reality, and quickly; and it is usually assumed by all 

that it will just happen. Except it usually doesn’t. 

 

The problem is, mostly, that the procurement team are rarely consulted in the first place on what 

size the savings numbers should be; the secret squirrel takeover team often just guess you see. The 

special advisors think it is easy, and that they will be ‘in the ballpark’ – so how hard can it be? And 

the actual number is quite often completely unrealistic; and perhaps ever so slightly compiled to 

shore up the business case to help justify the deal in the first place which has other principal drivers; 

like strategic reasons, competitive imperatives, a desperate need to achieve growth or just to feed 

the CEO’s ego and share options. 

 

But, yesterday, and very rarely, the SABMiller CEO yesterday went further than is normal. Not only 

spelling out the cost savings target of $180m and some of the ways this figure [20% increased from 

100 days ago, after scoping work] may be achieved, but, unusually, specifying exactly the rational 

target taken on by his procurement team. They are targeted to contribute $35m in local savings; a 

realistic 3% or so of the approximate $1billion spend of the Fosters group in Australia. It all sounds 

unusually feasible, if a drop in the beer pitcher against the $12billion that the conglomerate paid for 

Fosters.  

 

Moreover, rumour has it that SABMiller-Fosters are set to recruit additional local procurement 

professionals to help chase this particular “rainbow” … which is actually suddenly starting to look a 

little bit more like an achievable spotlight rather than a vanishing rainbow. They might even do it 

then. Good luck folks. 

 

 

The Buyer – posted 2nd April 2012 

 

#348 - Why oh why do some organisations charge tenderers to bid? 

The Buyer - Thursday, April 05, 2012 

The Buyer got caught in a corridor conversation the other day – with some CIPS people. The chat 

was centred around their training team recently being charged to put in a tender bid for some 

training work. CIPS do a surprising amount of procurement training to both ‘help people do a better 

job’ as they say, and to help make ends meet. They often get invited to pitch for such work, only this 

time they were being charged to bid; though admittedly only a paltry $200 or so. 

  



But it raises the question why? The Buyer has heard several justifications over the years; as the trend 

has been growing sporadically – perhaps in Europe more than anywhere else it seems to appear.  

  

Reasons for charging vendors to tender that have been explained to The Buyer included; 

1.      To prevent spurious & frivolous bids 

2.      To cover the costs of reprinting/copying and distributing bid copies to the decision making unit 

[DMU] in the buying organisation  

3.      To help recover the cost of the procurement effort itself – as a levy on suppliers almost to 

recover operating costs 

4.      Because they can, as sellers are desperate for the work – and it adds to the tangible benefits 

realised by the procurement effort & makes money 

5.      To cover the base costs of many a meeting to discuss specs and entertain marginal vendors 

  

Maybe there are other good reasons? The Buyer is keen to hear, and will dutifully compile a longer 

list. 

  

But all this misses the central point, surely? That the objective of the procurement team is to build 

completion and ensure improved options; not to close down options and dissuade potential 

suppliers or put obstacles in the way of proven suppliers. And do they not think that eventually the 

costs will work their way back into the suppliers’ coffers? 

  

The worst aspect though, is that charging tenderers to bid reeks of contempt of the humble vendors 

and their expertise and professionalism. They are the poor sods who to win an order have to 

speculatively prepare volumes of documents for consideration often including detailed design work 

& artwork, detailed costings & estimations, extensive surveys & research, consultants’ time & sub-

contractors inputs, market sourcing & appraisals and feasibility & scoping studies all wrapped in 

expensive presentation work. 

  

For large scale capital projects the work going into tenders can literally cost $millions. Even for 

smaller projects it can easily cost $thousands. And we want to charge them for the privilege too?  

Hardly the best way to become a customer of choice or develop the best outcomes thinks this 

humble buyer.  

  

  



The Buyer – posted 5th April 2012 

 

#349 - Finally, a direct route to India? 

The Buyer - Friday, April 06, 2012 

Would you believe it, it looks likely that you will soon be able to fly directly between Australia and 

the 9th largest economy in the world, and one of the major emerging BRIC economy’s, India. Finally. 

 

It was reported last week in The Age 29th March, http://www.theage.com.au/business/direct-india-

flights-nearer-20120328-1vyor.html   that the Indian civil aviation authority has given permission to 

AIR INDIA to fly from Delhi to Melbourne and/or Sydney direct. 

 

Currently, hapless business travellers [out of the 330,000 travellers each year between the two 

countries] have to fly through regional hubs like Singapore to reach India; adding time & money to 

the cost of doing business with the ninth largest economy in the world. And an increasingly 

important outsourcing destination for us all. 

 

In fact, CIPSA Conferences is running an event on “Doing business with India” on 7th August 2012 in 

Sydney http://www.cipsaconferences.com.au/html/sifs2012.cfm   Such a shameful plug is surely 

worth a chicken madras with a keema naan on the side and a schooner of Cobra beer …. from the 

parsimonious Mr Wardropper, thinks The Buyer. 

 

 

The Buyer – posted 6th April 2012 

 

#350 - UK Government re-open existing contracts to find good news... 

The Buyer - Saturday, April 07, 2012 

The UK government are a bit strapped, as everyone knows, and the UK Cabinet Office had targeted 

£5billion in procurement savings  from the overall £100billion UK government budget spent on “staff 

pay and supplies” for UK tax year 2011-12 …. 

 

They are on course to exceed £9billion in savings from suppliers this year alone – with mostly IT 

companies ‘coming to the party’ as we say in our game. 



http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/yourbusiness/9178327/Government-squeezes-suppliers-for-

savings-of-5bn.html   

The story was also covered on PPONLINE too 

http://www.pponline.com.au/html/governmentdemandscontractcostcutsfromsuppliers.cfm 

  

So, how did they do it? Well, they confess to “smarter buying” and “relationship building” with the 

supply base. But it seems, they pretty much just brand-bullied them. “There were a number of 

suppliers... that had not quite believed us when we said we would reopen contracts and look for cost 

reductions. They were horrified to find that we meant it,” said under-fire UK Cabinet Office minister, 

Frances Maude, who endured two political scandals last week already – public comments leading to 

panic buying of fuel in the UK, following a cash-for-access fundraising fuss. 

 

The Cabinet Office oversees the central procurement effort in the UK at the OGC successor the 

efficiency reform group (ERG) headed by UK plc CPO, John Collington FCIPS .... the spin-doctors must 

have felt that procurement was a good news story to counter balance Mr Maude’s torrid week. It is 

not often you can say that about procurement. 

 

Basically the suppliers involved [mostly ICT companies cited] wanted to keep their “special 

relationship” with UK plc, so offered up hard cash savings from existing contracts already long 

negotiated and in place. There appears some admittance of profiteering by the supply base – one IT 

consortium offering £200m cash savings before 2017; off the top of their contract. The suppliers 

mostly seem to be pragmatically trading super-profits today for long-term business in future. 

Sensibly. 

 

But is it okay for a major public sector buyer to “reopen contracts” – is it ethical or even legal? On 

the face of it no, a contract is a contract – though the UK govt here were very careful not to say they 

intended to break any contracts. Of course, it is okay for suppliers to voluntarily offer up savings 

from existing deals in place; if they are persuaded to do so. Consenting parties can do what both 

agree. 

 

So is it ethical? Ultimately yes. A contract is only a firm agreement made at the time. If later both 

parties agree to change it, fine. Is it ethical to over-charge, and then claim “unethical” when found 

out? Nobody did. The minister admitted some discussions didn’t start smoothly. Ultimately ‘ethics’ 

are what we understand as accepted RIGHTS and WRONGS. They are only accepted practices, the 

ways in which it is accepted we behave. If all parties accept it, what’s not to like? In some way it just 

becomes the new accepted RIGHT. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethics. The CIPS code of ethics goes in to some detail ….  



 

The Buyer once worked at a major brand that did the same. Our CPO ‘passed the hat around’ the 

suppliers asking for savings. It was more than begging and less than blackmail, and it worked. He 

argued that suppliers shared in the good times, so they had to share the bad times. That we wanted 

long-term suppliers with long-term relationships, partners in other words, and partners “shared the 

gain and the pain”. And there’s nothing wrong with that …. well, not until it became S.O.P. whenever 

the quarter three started to look tough, and the suppliers coined the phrase “partnerschaft”.  Too 

much of a good thing can always go too far. 

 

The Buyer – posted 7th April 2012 

 

#351 - A job in procurement consultancy services is strategically sound 

The Buyer - Wednesday, April 18, 2012 

As we keep saying – in global terms, Australia is a relatively small market. And largely a service based 

economy at that – with less and less manufacturing steaming up the continent. Which means that 

many in the procurement profession are buying mostly INDIRECT categories; more than DIRECT ones 

that traditionally service manufacturing and the core production of goods.  

  

Therefore, increasingly, we see the application of strategic procurement techniques onto INDIRECT 

categories, even more than upon the DIRECT categories they were designed for. The procurement 

profession is getting good at managing INDIRECT spend – the by-cost of doing business.   

  

This means sponsors of procurement effort expect more, and understand when goals are largely 

achieved – when diminishing returns have set in. They rarely get to see true strategic procurement 

at work on DIRECT categories; so they struggle to see the potential on INDIRECT ones. They are less 

versed in the scope or potential of the profession. ‘Get the price of the indirects down eh folks, and 

thanks … ‘ 

  

Then they move on. The searchlight of their attention sweeps around to some other pressing 

problem or fleeting opportunity. They don’t need a central procurement team now – split them 

down and split them up; the best saving we can make now. Thus many good procurement teams do 

not get to harvest the potential they have created. They never get the chance to be strategic. They 

make the saving, and get moved on. 

  



Sometime later, the opportunity returns. Inattention begets complacency. Prices rise, costs have 

grown. A procurement team is called in, and we chase down the cycle again. The tactical GM’s 

searchlight has returned to the cost base; the team have been briefed. 

  

Organisations that constantly follow such a cycle do not invest in procurement. Unwilling to take the 

overhead, they ramp up and down as needed. Ironically on the same ole categories – the usual 

suspects; the twelve primary categories of INDIRECT spend – IT & ITC, FM, fuel, energy & utilities, 

office furniture & supplies, temporary labour & recruitment, travel, professional services, print, 

insurance, marketing services and, maybe, MRO for those that need. A lexicon of jargon to describe 

where the other cost of doing business resides. The unstrategic.  

  

Specialists in such fare will make hay over time. Feeding off the cycle of short sightedness at work 

amongst the elite. Those that do not see, and do not buy-in.             

  

There is a living there – a good living. Moving from firm to firm applying gained knowledge & 

processes and doing so on repeated cycles capturing best practice capability along the way. And a 

small-ish economy unwilling to carry the overhead, but needing cyclical support from the INDIRECT 

profession is prepared to pay; and still make a fair return themselves. The peaks n troughs of 

INDRECT send will feed a growing service sector to the fastest growing profession in business. In 

many ways it is a safe place to be in the long run in an economic environment such as Australia – or 

New Zealand. Small but well developed markets.   

  

The growth of managed services seems assured. 

  

The Buyer – posted 18th April 2012 

  

The Buyer PS:  CIPSA Conferences note: the CATEGORY WEEK event in Sydney 29-31 May will offer 

seminars and workshops in each of the top twelve INDIRECT categories and delegates can attend by 

individual session during the week. www.cipsaconferences.com.au 

 

#352 - Is PROCUREMENT on the home page of your corporate website? 

The Buyer - Thursday, April 19, 2012 

Surfing the web the other day, The Buyer happened across the website of infrastructure supplier 

McDonnell Dowell – they make train stations and bus stops and bridges n things. 

http://www.cipsaconferences.com.au/


 

http://www.macdow.com.au/ 

 

Anyway, there in dark 11 point type, at the top right of the screen, in the sub menu, next to ‘contact 

us’ and ‘publications’ was the word PROCUREMENT. Yes, a menu tab for quick access to the 

procurement team.  

  

An excellent way to serve your suppliers and potential suppliers, as well as raising the profile and 

relevance of the profession – all at the same time. Why don’t we all do that then – get the 

webmaster to create a homepage menu tab just for procurement at every major organisation in 

Australasia? That’d help raise the profile a bit wouldn’t it? 

  

The Buyer – posted 19th April 2012 

 

# 353 - The true cost of no strategic procurement 

The Buyer - Saturday, April 28, 2012 

The news that a supplier, yes a lowly supplier of widgets, has stopped the mighty Ford production 

lines both at the Broadmeadows and Geelong plants is a surprise. In this day and age, and at Ford, 

such a thing rarely happens. 

 

http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/ford-workers-stood-down-as-parts-supplier-pushed-into-

receivership-20120426-1xo2j.html   

 

Maybe that money for Ford from the federal government not so long ago would have been better 

spent at poor CMI Industrial instead? [see previous blog #346]. 

  

It is particularly ironic at Ford, given that Henry J Ford himself had a hand inventing modern 

procurement back in the thirties [when CIPS was formed incidentally] – see blog #166 for the fable. 

It was the major production line manufacturers like Ford who first realised the true cost of stopping 

the line dwarfed everything else through lay offs, lost workers, stock shortages, delays, lost orders, 

bottlenecks, disorder, chaos and strife. A cost risked that far outweighs the price advantage haggled 

by eager buyers. The mantra soon became, “don’t stop the line” at all costs …. and it remained, even 

till today.  



  

The Ford supplier in question, CMI Industrial, who supply suspension bits, has fallen into receivership 

triggered by unpaid rent. The parts have stopped being delivered, so Ford is stopped too. Falcons 

unable to fly without suspension – as it were. A production line missing a vital part is quintessential 

strategic procurement territory [see blog #9]. Imagine McDonalds without Beef, Bluestar printers 

without ink, PaperLinx without wood pulp. Or the Caterpillar trucks on mine sites with no spare tyres. 

Everything stops. The brand frozen. Market momentum halted. You get the idea. Strategic supply 

lines that freeze are costly things. The most costly.  

  

The first responsibility of a professional buyer is, contrary to popular opinion, not to reduce price but 

to secure supply. It is the strategic procurement team’s job, therefore, to anticipate possible 

strategic supply failures. And, as far as possible, to prevent them. Disruption is ultimately 

inevitable – for whatever reason. It can be anticipated and planned for. Professional buyers should 

be ahead. 

  

So, how would you know if your supplier is close to the wall? Would you see such a calamity coming 

before it did? Have you got closely monitored risk plans and early-warning indicators for your top 

ten strategic suppliers? With alternative qik sourcing strategies in place too? Nope; thought not.  

  

The Buyer – posted 28th April 2012 

 

#354 - Non-accountants called to account 

The Buyer - Monday, April 30, 2012 

Almost every senior manager has, it seems, at some point in their career, been on the training 

course "Finance for the non-financial manager". 

 

But the news in THE AGE newspaper 9 April - indirectly from the ASIC v CENTRO test case currently 

trolling through the courts - has begun the conversation that this is simply not enough anymore. 

That company directors (the whipping boys of business) should be held to a much higher standard 

and auditor’s should pass judgement on directors knowledge & capability in accountancy. Their 

knowledge of accounts should be, well, of accountants’ standard. We are all accountants now. 

http://www.theage.com.au/business/called-to-account-on-accounts-20120408-1wjcl.html   

 

How long then, before this drifts down to the “corporate policeman’s” department? How long 

before we should know in detail, not so much our own accounts, but our suppliers’ accounts? Before 



vicarious liability seeps down to the purchase contract again? Are procurement professionals 

destined to also be accountants? Proactively protecting our company director’s from nasties on the 

supply side … against accusations of “why didn’t you know?” We don’t have to look far for an 

example – the recent Ford plant closures in Victoria after a supplier fell into administration – see 

blog #353. 

 

The Buyer has previously advised growing CPOs to attend the excellent AICD corporate governance 

course http://www.companydirectors.com.au/Courses/Courses-for-the-Director/Company-

Directors-Course as a matter of course [see previous blog #256]; but that may not be enough, now. 

 

Buyers also need to know more, to correctly appraise suppliers (and to understand better their 

contribution to the company scorecard). For them, try the CPA courses   

https://www.cpaaustralia.com.au/apps/training/browse.aspx?CPSSessionID=SID-A35FE3C5-

DD947A52    

or CIPS do a basic ‘finance for procurement’ course as well  

http://content.yudu.com/Library/A1vwko/CIPSATrainingGuide20/resources/index.htm 

 

More to learn, more to do. Caveat emptor. 

  

The Buyer – posted 30th April 2012 

 

#355 - HSU show us all the price of “no procurement policy” 

The Buyer - Thursday, May 03, 2012 

The interim audit report into the financial controls of the HSU is a salutary lesson of what an 

organisation can develop in to, without any procurement ethos or methodology at work.  

Former HSU official, now the freshly independent  federal MP, Craig Thompson, is of course at the 

centre of a media storm and controversy over allegations of financial irregularities when he worked 

there; but completely denies any wrongdoing whatsoever at all ever. But the case is prompting a 

closer look at HSU practices. 

 

http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/sydney-news/report-blasts-hsu-as-julia-gillard-given-an-

ultimatum/story-fn7q4q9f-1226343114918 

 



http://www.theage.com.au/national/health-union-spent-millions-with-few-controls-report-

20120430-1xv5m.html   

 

The auditor was looking into allegations such as credit card misuse, kickbacks, unapproved loans, 

contracts let without contracts, poor procurement practices and apparent conflicts of interest. 

 

His report, THE TEMBY REPORT, the interim version of which was published 30th April, found, “HSU 

was leaving itself open to risks of unauthorised acquisitions, duplicate payments, excess prices and 

fraud''. And he was generally scathing about all aspects of the financial controls in place [or not] at 

HSU, “in all my 40 years as an auditor, I have never …..” he said.  Particularly he found [or didn’t find 

to be more precise] in one extract reported by the ABC -  “REPORT EXCERPT: No procurement policy, 

no tenders or contracts for large supply agreements, no pricing comparisons, no formal purchase 

order system, no credit card policy, and no budget controls”. 

 

http://www.abc.net.au/am/content/2012/s3492441.htm   

 

So, is this what a company can become without the applied  influence of professional procurement, 

and all it brings? 

 

If so, next time you are begging the powers that be for more procurement resource, or pleading for 

more stakeholder buy in, or extra control processes, or CEO support, or merely justifying your 

existence [again], why not try the ‘negative sell’ if your culture will wear it? Just simply explain what 

a place can become like with no procurement support whatsoever – just like the HSU. 

 

The Buyer – posted 3rd May 2012 

#356 - Apple try to learn Nike’s procurement lesson 

The Buyer - Monday, May 07, 2012 

Everyone in business has heard of the Nike example. When they were 'caught' using child labour in 

Vietnam, far down their supply chain, and took enormous reputational brand damage as a 

consequence [see blog #170]. And still are. We have seen numerous examples since of major brands 

suffering substantial reputational damage from shocks within their supply chain. Rarely are these 

major brands guilty themselves of anything other than having very close oversight of their suppliers. 

But then, who has? Even today? Really? 

 



The profession, or more precisely, the stakeholders who commission our efforts [business leaders in 

other words, and their investors] are not prepared generally to invest what it takes to insure their 

supply chain. Headcount-to-spend ratios in professional procurement are usually too low to explore 

far down the supply chain; or even to produce superficial risk plans for strategic supply lines – ask 

Ford [see blog #353]. 

 

Which, given even recent examples is increasingly surprising. Zara were found to have a primary 

garment supplier in Brazil utilising slave labour [blog #289], Mattel toys Chinese supplier of providing 

toys coated with lead paint and Fonterra of selling contaminated baby powder from their supplier in 

China, Sanlu Group [blog #115]. 

 

Now, after the prompts of the media over the (not so abnormal) suicide rates at their primary 

supplier in China, Foxconn [see blog #169] the new Apple CEO, Tim Cook, the CEO of the richest 

company on the planet no less is trying to understand how to do it better. Procurement that is; and 

from Nike too, ironically reports the UK newspaper, The Independent: 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/comment/article7624749.ece 

 

It is laudable that Apple are trying to do the right thing. But two glaring facets of this story still 

amaze The Buyer; 

 

1.       That, Apple seem to be finding it so hard to understand WHY they need to better manage their 

social responsibilities down the supply chain 

 

2.       That, any major consumer brand, in 2012, still needs to be convinced of the dangers of major 

reputational damage from their supply chain 

 

When will they learn eh? 

 

The Buyer - posted 7 May 2012 

 

#357 - All procurement consultants should have MCIPS 

The Buyer - Tuesday, May 08, 2012 



Just the other day, The Buyer interviewed yet another new procurement consultant. A time served, 

worthy and credible freelancer; with enough grey hair. Taken the opportunity that voluntary 

retrenchment offered to strike out on his own. 

In a buoyant profession with a vibrant support sector he should do okay – whether as a consultant or 

contractor; though the line is somewhat blurred nowadays. 

 

But, other than the vital experience, this consultant struggled to present his procurement 

credentials. Never studied the subject formally, no qualifications, no peak body memberships. 

Nothing really. Just the obvious experience & knowledge of the subject. 

 

A shame. A missed opportunity. We could have spent the time talking about the client’s need, rather 

than the prospective consultant’s credentials and asking for references. 

 

MCIPS sort of gives you that – with the prized five letters after your name, you have far less need to 

press your credentials as a consultant. And you can spend the time saved discussing the client need 

and selling your insight. 

Why don’t all procurement consultants have MCIPS then? 

 

 

The Buyer – posted 8 May 2012 

 

#358 - Sliding Aussie dollar set to question US dollar contracts 

The Buyer - Wednesday, May 09, 2012 

The Aussie dollar seems to have started its almost inevitable slide against the greenback   

http://www.theage.com.au/business/federal-budget/dollar-sinks-towards-parity-as-euro-tensions-

rise-20120509-1yc0y.html  reports today in THE AGE, and everywhere else, indicate … The Aud$ is 

almost at parity again with the US$, having hit an average monthly high of $1.07 during July 2011. 

  

So, what does this mean for YOUR overseas sourcing solutions, particularly where US currency is 

used? Or is that just the ForEx department’s problem do you think? Nope, thought not…. time to get 

all those US dollar contracts out the drawer then… 

 

The Buyer – posted 9th May 2012 



#359 - The perfect LEGAL panel – in New Zealand? 

The Buyer - Monday, May 14, 2012 

Legal services is often cited as the last bastion of addressable spend for progressive procurement 

teams. The in-house General Counsel defends their patch stoutly, generally booming with hubris 

that they are ‘the only person in the world’ qualified to decide whom best to outsource legal work to. 

But they’re not. 

  

Of course many organisations have a requirement for specialist legal advice. An energy company 

might want specialist advice from one of only a few practitioners of specialist energy law, for 

example. Or a federal government may want specialist advice on leaky-boat people arrivals maybe. 

But 80% or more of outsourced legal work is generally bog standard stuff. Contracts, employment 

law, trademark infringements, company law and the like. So could be sourced from any number of 

firms. Splitting the business between the really specialist stuff [the domain of the general counsel] 

and the general stuff [price can decide] gives a passport for a market exercise – 20% direct sourced 

to specialists say; the rest out to market. 

  

In fairness, there has been some very innovative practices around the world to explore other pricing 

models for legal services – beyond the six minute block against an hourly fee rate split by seniority. 

Elaborate bonus schemes, blended rates, fixed price work, annual retainers and no-win-no-fee have 

all been tried by private firms. In the USA, not so long ago, one firm revealed they were remunerated 

by one major client by minimising the number of cases that went to court versus the number last 

year.  

  

But in a case study presentation at the CIPSA Public Sector Procurement Forum [PSPF7] event in 

Canberra recently, the New Zealand Ministry of Economic Development [NZ MED] central 

procurement team http://www.business.govt.nz/procurement outlined how they have completed a 

humble but rewarding market sourcing exercise for the NZ public sector . They even used an e 

auction market strategy to reduce some 300 legal firms being used by whole-of-government to fulfil 

a spend of NZ$100m [an average spend of only $330k per firm is too low to ensure full economies of 

scale] down to a much more manageable 37 firms on their new legal services panel for the entire NZ 

public service (plus Crown Law) – most unusually for a governmental jurisdiction. Some 37 firms 

sounds like a lot – but it leaves scope for coverage from Auckland to Dunedin and for conveyancing 

and specialist lawyers too. Impressively, The Buyer had already heard informally that stakeholders 

[allegedly ministers] even had to fend off drop-in senior partners from some firms [including former 

cabinet ministers] who readily accused the process of ‘commoditising the legal profession’.  But 

aggregate cost was reduced by a substantial around 18%, and the NZ taxpayers are paying less for 

their six minute bursts today. Savings could total $NZ18m or so in year one alone. 

  



So, 37 is a lot of legal firms – but with a volume, scope and spread of work to justify it of course. And 

is a lot less than 310, and even much less than reputed 500 or more IT companies available for a 

“maximum fee” on the panel list of providers in Victoria [see blog #343].  

  

  

The Buyer – posted 14th May 2012 

 

#360 - Australians need global standards in procurement 

The Buyer - Tuesday, May 15, 2012 

As we all know, Australia, although the 13th largest economy in the world, is a relatively small 

market in global terms and is a difficult one to supply at that. But it is a market that knows what 

quality looks like nonetheless. What international standards look like too. Yes, our consumers are 

world-class for sure, and live in the richest of lands compared to most. The Australian shopper bows 

to no one. 

  

So, world class supply chains deport their goods at Botany Bay, in Port Melbourne, in Freemantle. 

Ready to be freighted straight to the eager and world-class Aussie punter; pre-eminent in our service 

economy landscape. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economy_of_Australia 

  

That is why, simply, Australia needs (indeed it must have) a world-class procurement profession and 

world-class supply chain management industry – sandwiched between a client base that demands 

world-class standards and our incoming international supply chains from world class sources. 

Nothing less than world-class management in between is required. The Aussie concept of “she’ll be 

right” is a myth. She won’t be right – not without hands-on supply management in an environment 

where the challenges are often greater than the rest of the developed world [bush fires, floods, 

earthquakes and many risky supply interruptions along the way out here], or in a place where 

procurement is often harder, like in Australia & New Zealand – see previous blog # 299 for an 

explanation of the BIG FOUR reasons [we are far away, a large land mass to cover with small 

volumes and a service based economy that has fewer suppliers to choose from and so more 

relationship dependant].   

  

The benefits of an investment in this pivotal management supply need will become real, even taken 

for granted  - our consumers are fulfilled with the right goods at the right time at the right place to 

the right quality at the right price. The FIVE rights. People soon spot when one of the five is missing. 

  



Our economy has again recently [Feb 2012] slipped into a negative balance of trade, 

http://www.dfat.gov.au/trade/balance/index.html 

Illustrating our heavy dependence on imports (which total around $300bn pa or almost 20% of GDP) 

to meet consumer needs, especially on finished goods - where consumers can be at their fussiest. 

Such dependency demands a seamless supply chain to ensure continuity. Maybe best not left to 

chance. Certainly not, given the growing risks of global supply side management – as procurement 

types know so well, as do regular viewers of the evening news on TV [disasters, oil spills, wars, SARS, 

political change, riots, volcanoes and the like all interrupt supply quickly]. 

  

So, world class supply side management is needed. Which means world-class standards, and real 

professionalism that builds relationships, anticipates problems, deploys good judgement, minimises 

mistakes and secures supply – all through good leadership [see blog #95 for a definition of 

professionalism in procurement]. Which we don’t always have. 

  

Accepting a lower standard of leadership, and implicitly lower standards of education in 

procurement, will not enable the global standards we must have. ‘Global markets demand global 

buyers’ trumpet CIPS … and they are right. But, although CIPSA push the 24 tertiary courses now 

available at 12 Aussie universities (plus Lincoln Uni in NZ)  http://www.cips.org/en-

AU/Qualifications/How-to-achieve-MCIPS/ , there is still limited professional procurement education 

around …. which is why MCIPS is so important. It is widely regarded around the world as the 

definitive international standard for procurement competence. Of course, MCIPS actually is 

supposed to be a start point for a procurement career – not a reward for great service or experience 

in the profession as some elders seem to feel. It is actually designed to be done either vocationally 

[taking 15 exams from scratch through three levels 4/5/6 over 2-3 years], or as a post-grad type 

course for existing graduates, who may have a few exemptions  – in either case, MCIPS is best done 

in your twenties ideally. 

  

Local vocational qualifications are a great start point for a learning journey in procurement – 

especially the relatively new GSA diploma in government procurement and contracting, as well as 

the forthcoming business skills package diploma (both set to be accredited by CIPS too). They are 

even a fine place to stop learning if you want, and will serve a practitioner’s career in the 

procurement department well. But they are not an international standard of procurement 

competence to a professional level. MCIPS is. Consumers in Australia & New Zealand will not accept 

anything less than world-class standard goods & services, so why would they deserve anything less 

than world-class standards in procurement and supply management? QED. 

  

  

The Buyer – posted 15th May 2012 



 

#361 - Another corrupt non-procurement person? 

The Buyer - Thursday, May 17, 2012 

The headline news in THE SYDNEY MORNING HERALD today  

http://www.smh.com.au/national/woolies-executive-fixed-40m-computer-contracts-court-told-

20120516-1yrd4.html   that a former GM for ICT at Woolies is on trial for alleged corruption in liaison 

with an IT supplier, is surprising because of the sheer numbers apparently involved. The former GM, 

David Wills, is alleged to have received $3.7m in kickbacks - a staggering amount, but still less than 

10% of the IT contracts awarded on his watch it seems. 

 

So, caveat emptor and all ... let the buyer beware. Autocratic GM level users are capable of maverick 

spend beyond ordinary imagination. This is one reason we have good procurement process. Use the 

example of the hapless Mr Wills next time you are justifying the three way match, a new P2P process 

or just convincing bosses, even stakeholders, that procurement has a role to play in any good 

business process.   

 

The Buyer  - posted 17th May 2012 

 

#362 - Ten reasons why CATEGORY MANAGEMENT isn’t really working yet 

The Buyer - Monday, June 04, 2012 

“All great truths begin with blasphemies” said George Bernard Shaw in 1919 …. 

 

Though he didn’t carry on to add that CATEGORY MANAGEMENT isn’t working – but the wise & 

cranky MD at Grosvenor Management Consulting, Denis Henry, argued it is not yet fulfilling anything 

like its potential during the Q&A at the recent CIPSA Strategic Procurement Forum in Auckland; it 

was reported to The Buyer. He may very well be right. Dennis is also a CIPS trainer, consultant and 

experienced practitioner in procurement – though also an engineer and managing director; 

traditional non-believers in procurement notes The Buyer .  

 

Cat Man is, of course, the new black in procurement land. The holy grail of procurement led business 

management. It is “the entire art & science of procurement applied to a single genre of spend” say 

CIPSA. But, Denis, and one or two other wise but quiet voices, are starting to  argue that several 

factors are undermining its potential. 

 



The topic surfaced again last week at the CIPSA CATEGORY WEEK event in Sydney, and The Buyer 

simply felt compelled to garner a list of reasons that CAT MAN isn’t working properly: 

 

Ten reasons CATEGORY MANAGEMENT isn’t working: 

 

1. Category managers are insufficiently trained – often sent home Friday evening as a Strategic 

Sourcing Specialist and arrive on Monday morning to new business cards saying “Category Manager” 

 

2. Cat managers have too little time to do the job – because they carry responsibility for too many 

categories; they need more time to be proactive up and down the supply chain and manage markets 

not suppliers, not 20, 30 or 40 categories to manage 

 

3. Category managers are more market focussed than demand focussed – reducing, streamlining or 

modifying demand is better & easier to achieve real results than developing or manipulating markets 

which is a long term project  

 

4. “Category management is a business improvement tool, not a new procurement process” says 

Denis Henry 

 

5. “Newly appointed category managers often spend their first semester merely wrestling with 

stakeholders in unproductive turf wars,” said an anonymous Cat Mgr at a major Aussie brand 

 

6. Cat Mgrs actual market knowledge & technical knowledge is too low – they have rarely worked in 

the category itself, and tend to be a buyer turned CM, rather than an expert turned buyer; so the 

users’ know more of the category than the CM  

 

7.  Definitions of CATEGORY MANAGEMENT are equivocal – so role definition is weak, and lack of 

focus and defined approach can result 

 

8. “Category managers can often confuse managing categories with managing commodities,”  says 

Dennis again. 

 



9. Gain shares can be a key tool of category management - but are distrusted by suspicious suppliers, 

sceptical, stakeholders and ambivalent buyers 

 

10. Organisations invest very little to support Cat Mgrs – too little in training, systems, process, 

support and market knowledge 

 

Sources: Dennis Henry, The Buyer, gossipy buyers at networking events, CIPSA Category Week forum, 

google 

 

Seems like we still have some work to do folks. 

 

 

The Buyer – posted 4th June 2012 

 

#363 - Consolidation of IT service providers to procurement is likely because 

The Buyer - Tuesday, June 05, 2012 

 

The news on PPONLINE last week, 25th May 2012, that SAP is set to buy ARIBA is not exactly earth 

shatteringly unexpected news …. 

 

 http://www.pponline.com.au/html/saptoexpandcloudpresencewithacquisitionofariba.cfm 

 

As The Buyer has hinted before in previous blogs #288 and #221, consolidation in the service sector 

to the fastest growing profession in business seems obvious. 

But WHY exactly Is the real question; assuming the stated reason [SAP want to be in the Ariba cloud] 

is not just the real reason? 

 

The Buyer might hazard a guess to three quick reasons…. 

 

1. Fast growth in the procurement profession itself, means new entrants are quickly attracted to the 

obviously growing support needs 



 

2. But, the ultimately low volume in the Australasian market will mean quick consolidation 

 

3. And, the emergence of new data technologies and an increase in the understanding of how big 

data sets can be manipulated, suggests a few big firms chasing the analytic dollar 

 

Why not suggest you own theory below in the comments section…? 

 

Of course, the straw poll at the recent CIPS NZ Auckland conference hinted at another more obvious 

reason – a market share grab. 

 

It was only a rough show-of-hands straw poll, but the indication from the enthusiastic audience of 

over 150 seemed valid from the back of the room … that around 30% of the audience ran SAP, 30% 

Oracle and 30% other systems including Ariba. 

 

You heard it here first folks …. 

 

 

The Buyer – posted 5th June 2012 

 

#364 -The price of no bad news 

The Buyer - Wednesday, June 06, 2012 

It is always dispiriting when a company hits the wall. Last week’s most high profile example was the 

precariously named Hastie – the engineering group that went into administration at the likely cost of 

2,500 jobs [and possibly $500m of the banks’ money too]. Their share price dived from $2.17 to just 

16c last week reported THE AGE. 

 

http://www.theage.com.au/business/we-failed-you-hastie-boss-tells-workers-20120528-1zfft.html 

 

Interestingly, and rarely, the CEO was honest in sharing out the blame; not just the single accounting 

error blamed as the tipping point. Although only CEO for nine months (since last October), Bill Wild 



didn’t duck the issues. He firstly emailed all staff   ''… I apologise for what has happened. I wish you 

all the very best in the difficult times ahead,'' he wrote. He then told THE AGE ''I wanted to tell the 

staff and workers it's not their fault. They worked long and hard for this company and their 

management let them down.'' 

 

But then, after apologising, Bill explained the real reason behind the accounting error, and really 

why they had failed; “'In the end it wasn't one individual that was at fault, it was a culture of 'no bad 

news' within this company that was at fault. An individual made a terrible mistake because of that 

culture, and is very sorry about what they have done.'' 

 

In the TV show The West Wing http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_West_Wing  one episode covered 

the hiring of a new key aide to the President of the United States [POTUS to you and me]. Within the 

first week he had to pass “the test” or lose his job. POTUS conspired with the other staff, they had all 

been through it before and passed. They set up the new guy to see if he’d fail? Could he tell ‘truth to 

power’ was the test? Could he tell the President something he didn’t really want to hear; tell the 

truth when everyone wanted an evasion? 

 

This was the test one accountant failed at Hastie … and how many but for the grace of god walk in 

his shoes every day? How many buyer’s present supply side UPSIDE rather than the more worrying 

DOWNSIDES, when under pressure to meet corporate needs? 

 

Hastie paid the price of BAD NEWS being culturally unacceptable. Creating such a culture was their 

great failure;  just as Richard Nixon never actually directly ordered staff to break the law in 

Watergate, but he created a culture in the White House that let staff think it would be okay to burgle 

the opposition offices – that it would please POTUS and they’d have done well ... it cost Nixon 

everything of course. 

The Buyer – posted 6th June 2012 

#365 - THE QUEEN’s supply chain strategy – for her supermarkets 

The Buyer - Thursday, June 14, 2012 

Yes, it’s true. The Queen has declared her own supply chain strategy - detailed in her annual Queen’s 

speech to the British Parliament recently, which outlines UK government policy for the forthcoming 

parliamentary year. 

 

The relevant bit of the speech is highlighted in the transcript (click here) – she says, “My government 

will introduce legislation to establish an independent adjudicator to ensure supermarkets deal fairly 

and lawfully with suppliers.” 



 

The UK Groceries Code Adjudicator Bill was published in England on 13th May 2012, and creates an 

independent Groceries Code Adjudicator. He or she will be responsible for enforcing and upholding 

the ‘Groceries Supply Code of Practice’ – probably unheard of by many but very significant for 

farmers supplying the major shops. The Code itself was put in place when the UK Competition 

Commission recognised that the dominance of the big UK supermarkets created the risk of suppliers, 

both at home and overseas, being treated unfairly. Its report in 2008 found that big supermarkets 

were able to abuse their power by transferring “excessive risk and unexpected costs” to farmers, 

growers and suppliers. And they warned that this didn’t just pose a risk for suppliers – if left to go 

unchecked, it could ultimately mean lower quality or less choice for customers because it could put 

producers off investing and innovating in their business. 

  

Which sounds awfully similar to the scenario developing here in Australia – as the watchful ACCC 

pointed out recently [after ‘A Current Affair’ of course] that Coles & Woolies were treating their 

supply chains a little too uncaringly. New ACCC CEO Rod Sim’s even identified hyper-watching the 

two big supermarkets as one of their top FIVE priorities for the year of course – see blog #344 and 

THE AGE newspaper past http://www.theage.com.au/business/dob-in-your-supermarket-accc-tells-

suppliers-20120220-1tjqh.html 

 

It seems that the supermarkets, indeed much of the retail sector, have not yet fully heeded the call 

to REIGN in their bullish approach to the supply side – as mentioned in several previous blogs which 

together paint a litany of examples of retail FORM on this issue – see blogs #335, 323, 289, 265 and 

particularly blogs 306 and 304 and 301, then blog 344. 

 

Maybe the Queen has it right – and legislation is the answer? Who knows, in future, naughty 

supermarkets may even end up staying with the Queen at her majesty’s pleasure? 

  

The Buyer – posted 14th June 2012 

 

#366 - BREAKING NEWS: Suppliers may use Carbon Tax excuse to hike prices 

The Buyer - Friday, June 15, 2012 

The [relatively] new Chairman of the ACCC, Rod Sims, stated the obvious again the other day – that 

some suppliers will use the new Carbon Tax as an excuse to hike prices. 

 



The AFR reported it all 7th June  “ACCC on watch for carbon cons” 

http://afr.com/p/national/accc_on_watch_for_carbon_cons_e6osIhUbQX0dpeVQ3A2DHN 

… and The Buyer has mentioned it once before [see blog #342]. 

 

At least the PR campaign will put some suppliers off the idea maybe? Or at least tone down their 

rises even? We can but hope. 

 

Anyway, all ready for the ‘Bounce’ on 1st July for the start of the Carbon Tax then? 

 

Nope, thought not…. 

 

The Buyer – posted 15th June 2012 

 

#367 - Procurement makes the list of the TOP SIX global skills shortages 

The Buyer - Tuesday, June 19, 2012 

Global recruitment company HAYS, have published their list of the hardest skills to acquire … those 

in the midst of the worst parts of the skills shortages globally. A passing director of HAYS [a firm 

disappointingly not yet a CIPS accredited recruiter for the procurement world 

http://www.cips.org/en-AU/Careers/CIPSA-Accredited-Recruitment-Providers/] helpfully explained 

for Gen Yers that these areas might be good to progress into; therefore, Charles Logan, said: “We 

operate in 32 countries and these skills are the ones that our clients globally say are in most demand. 

For anyone considering their career options in our globalised economy, these are the skills to focus 

on….” 

 

Hard skills 

 

Financial and budgetary 

Green skills (in particular in the green energy and construction sectors) 

Healthcare 

IT (including JAVA, .NET and C++) 

Procurement 



Research & development (R&D – in consumer goods, industrial, life sciences and technology 

companies) 

Source: Hays 2012 http://www.hays.com/index.html 

Interestingly, or not, they also added a view on which soft skills were most in demand globally:  

Languages, Organisation, People skills and communication and Team management & leadership. But 

it was ever thus, surely?  Such a list is hardly rocket science. Many people have such skills, they are 

not so rare contends The Buyer. But their application into new skill and knowledge areas? Well, 

maybe, yes. 

 

Hard skills then, are harder to find we conclude. We all know that business leaders in almost every 

survey and in every business mag personal profile still rate “finding good people” as one of the most 

difficult aspects of business management and, as we upstairs all know, “you just can’t get the staff.” 

 

But, The Economist newspaper http://www.economist.com/ asked a good question recently: Why is 

it then, they asked, that when unemployment levels are so high around the world [44m unemployed 

in the USA and western Europe alone], that we still have a “skills shortage” in so many areas and a 

general “war for talent” through the business world; Easy, they said, because firms want workers 

that are trained in specific skills and NOT unskilled labour. 

 

So, the answer to the skills shortages then is easy – hire good people and train them. Why is that so 

hard? 

 

The Buyer – posted 19th June 2012 

 

The Buyer 

 

#368 - BREAKING NEWS: Auditor issues boring report on public procurement with no scandal. At 

all. 

The Buyer - Tuesday, June 26, 2012 

Just for once, an auditor has issued a sensible, balanced and reasonable report following an audit of 

government procurement efforts. 

No fraud, no scandal, no accusations, no inappropriateness, no sloppy probity, no process myopia, 

no transgressions, no conflict in any interests. 



 

Yes, the Victorian Auditor General’s Office [VAGO] issued a pretty clean bill of health to VIC DTF. 

Their report into the use of VIC DTF’s use of purchasing cards, as well as expenses and T&E 

expenditure. 

http://www.audit.vic.gov.au/reports_and_publications/latest_reports/2011-12/20120502-

expenses.aspx 

 

Unlike the poor VIC Police, of course. They stand accused by that august body of procurement 

experts at ‘The Herald Sun’ newspaper http://www.heraldsun.com.au/  of (wait for it) spending 

money on purchasing cards.  

 

Of course, the newspaper, and everyone’s champion were careful, very careful, of not actually 

accusing anyone at VIC Police or spending fraudulently, wrongly, for personal benefit or anything 

inappropriate. They just published the facts of some examples of what was spent by police – for 

whatever reason. They left it [mostly] to the imagination of the reader to assume all the rest. They 

published facts from the spend data they had obviously ‘come into possession of’ courtesy of the 

Freedom of Information Act … and let reader cynicism do the rest. Examples include police spending 

money on;  flowers, grog, chocolates, and so on …  

http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/national/cops-grilled-over-credit-card-use/story-e6frea8c-

1226302778843 

 

Purchasing cards offer huge advantages for busy procurement efforts, including;  eradicating the 

need for expensive order processing, speed of use by users, better spend data for the organisation, 

variable spend controls and real ease of use. And they allow busy buyers to get on with the real 

business of buying the important stuff – like the weapons, which has been a VIC Police success story 

[see previous blog #106] and even featured at the CIPSA annual conference as a case study last 

October 2011. 

 

Of course, some say that cards actually promote spending and can be used marginally in immature 

organisations with non-business users, as no business-case requirement to spend is required in the 

spend decision process – you just trust the card holder’s judgment. But spend controls can be placed 

on cards to help with restrictions. CIPSA produced a white-paper on the pros & coins of purchasing 

cards [see blog #82] – it was “relevantly” sponsored by Visa (naturally) in 2010   

http://www.cips.org/en-AU/products-services/White-Papers/   

 

The Buyer – posted 26th June 2012 



#369 - Is Fraud a real issue in the procurement industry? 

The Buyer - Thursday, June 28, 2012 

The recent running debate on the CIPSA LinkedIn site, started by Scott Graham, about whether 

FRAUD is an issue in procurement, raises a real question: Is fraud truly prevalent within the 

Australian procurement & supply chain industry, or just a case of the occasional instance being over-

reported in a high profile  way? 

 

Or, as Scott puts it, how big a risk is it really to the organisation? 

 

http://www.linkedin.com/groupAnswers?viewQuestionAndAnswers=&discussionID 

 

On the face of it, the conversation chain on the LinkedIn site presents a convincing case for fraud 

being everywhere – under every desk and behind every filing cabinet. 

 

The irrepressible Jeni Christensen has posted 13 comments herself, highlighting some eight or so 

examples of reports, surveys and consultants’ pitches highlighting the issue.  

  

 

Certainly, there is interest in the question, 23 comments already in the chain, and the publishers of 

this site www.pponline.com.au  cheerfully confirmed that “fraud” stories are the most clicked on the 

site. 

 

But, sounding just a tad too much like the professional buyers’ union rep, the CIPSA MD posted a 

comment suggesting that ‘fraud in procurement’ isn’t perhaps quite the problem that was being 

made out? 

That rarity of instance drove up the profile of such rare occurrence. 

 

The Buyer too is NOT yet wholly convinced fraud is actually such a big issue in procurement… 

because; 

 

Australia is 13th ranked country on the world anti-corruption index – it is a bigger issue in 185 other 

countries than ours 



We have a stifling culture of probity & transparency in Australia – and strong ethics in our profession, 

with negligible cases of procurement corruption reported to CIPS they say 

There are millions of corporate purchase transactions per day – infinitesimally few are dodgy; and it 

is far from a way of doing business here like in some countries 

Even ICAC admit that the majority of cases of ‘procurement fraud’ in NSW are committed by non 

procurement people – usually petty theft by stores & logistics people 

Maybe, the amount of stuff Jeni has uncovered could be labelled, “consultancies drumming up 

business based on irrational fears resulting from media stoked culture of probity paranoia.” 

Perhaps. But then the true answer is probably somewhere between the two extremes …. maybe we 

have been a tad complacent as a profession? 

 

The Buyer – posted 28th June 2012 

 

#370 - The price of lower costs is higher risk 

The Buyer - Monday, July 02, 2012 

Not so long ago, The Buyer was caught in a conversational group with the eccentric head of 

knowledge management at CIPS and that prodigal pom, Gerard Chick - often called one of the few 

genuine thought-leaders in our humble profession. www.cips.org 

 

Gerard delivered one of his legendry off-the-cuff remarks, which actually revealed great substance 

whilst masquerading as flip comment. His great perception and insight revealed a fact that is all too 

obvious in reflection; the sort of obvious comment which demands, “Why didn’t I think of that?” But 

we didn’t. He did. 

 

He challenged that our procurement profession had effectively spent the last thirty years 

successfully managing COST OUT of the organisation - the price of which was to have effectively 

managed RISK IN to the organisation, from the supply side. Of course. Damn it. That is exactly what 

we have done. Hoisted risk outside the organisation where it is harder to manage, in order to save 

cost and concentrate on our ‘core’ business. 

 

That is a primary reason why RISK is the number one issue on the supply side of business today – we 

have taken on more and more risk, with more and more complex solutions, to get costs lower and 

lower. And in the process traded lower costs for higher risks. Now our risk appetite has changed in 

our post-GFC world, we want our security back. 



 

The security of supply so long taken for granted, and in the old days the number one responsibility of 

any professional buyer. Now we have to get it back, in a much more complex and volatile world. Or 

in-source for security of supply – like Delta airlines in the USA maybe? They just bought their own oil 

refinery. http://www.economist.com/blogs/gulliver/2012/05/delta-air-lines 

 

The Buyer – posted 2nd July 2012 

 

#371 - A risky new course for MCIPS qualified procurement managers 

The Buyer - Tuesday, July 03, 2012 

Given all the CIPSA hype about RISK on the supply side of business, it was no surprise really to see 

them pushing a new post graduate unit on RISK MANAGEMENT. 

 

The University of Canberra (an associate member of CIPSA’s ATN cohort of Uni’s promoting 

PROCUREMENT as a subject) is offering a new unit that may be credited towards the Graduate 

Certificate, Graduate Diploma or MBA in Strategic Procurement. The Risk Management unit is based 

heavily on the Australian Risk Management Standard, AS/NZS 4360 and the international standard 

ISO 3100. http://cipsanews.com.au/html/riskmanagementcourse_uoc.cfm 

 

It seems a nice alternative course for interested procurement professionals, compared to the usual 

battery of supply chain management courses so prevalent in the tertiary sector [CIPS have 

accredited 24 courses at 13 Universities with MCIPS standard] http://www.cips.org/en-

AU/Qualifications/aus-unis/  and is a great next step, well beyond the 2006 CIPSA white-paper on 

risk management Risky Business – An Introduction to Procurement Risk Management available at 

http://www.cips.org/en-AU/products-services/White-Papers/  which was re-published at the 

October 2011 annual CIPSA conference last year – the event also called ‘RISKY BUSINESS’  

 

No excuse now then, for the 500 or so people in Australia who already have MCIPS – to keep on 

studying … broadening their business knowledge base into risk management formally. 

 

The Buyer – posted 3rd July 2012 

#372 - The sexiest job in procurement this year 

The Buyer - Wednesday, July 04, 2012 



Ambling through the job vacancies recently, like you do, The Buyer came across an advert for a 

newly created procurement role advertised by THE SOURCE www.thesource.com.au  

A “greenfield” role for someone on the “ball” with a chance to make your “mark” in a high-profile 

organisation looking to contain its cost base …. the AFL of course. 

 

Yes, the biggest game in Australia wants its own shiny new procurement manager. 

http://thesource.com.au/jobs/126/afl-procurement-manager-afl/ 

Whilst experience at AFL is not required, MCIPS, interestingly, is. As is extensive senior level 

experience in procurement across indirect categories – particularly marketing services you’d expect? 

 

Interesting that the line “MCIPS qualification preferred” appears in the ad. 

It might reduce the pool of candidates qualified for the role – but then it may also ensure the best 

qualified candidates put their names forward? 

Though with The Source being one of the new five CIPS Accredited Recruitment Providers [ARPs],  

http://www.cips.org/en-AU/Careers/CIPSA-Accredited-Recruitment-Providers/  it should be no real 

surprise that they are supporting the CIPS standard so obviously. 

 

Anyway, who said PROCUREMENT isn’t a sexy profession – certainly not The Buyer … see previous 

blogs #75 and #141. 

The Buyer – posted 4th July 2012 

 

#373 - BREAKING NEWS: Supermarkets boss suppliers around 

The Buyer - Friday, July 06, 2012 

The news reported in THE AGE newspaper that Woolies stand accused [again] of bullying suppliers 

and abusing their duopolistic position in the market is hardly breathtaking news. 

http://www.theage.com.au/national/woolies-accused-by-food-suppliers-20120705-21k9m.html 

“Woolies accused by food suppliers” lead story, FAIRFAX 6th July. 

 

The supermarkets, mainly, and the retail sector in general, have form on this issue – see previous 

blogs # 335, 323, 289, 265 and particularly blogs 306 and 304 and 301, then blog 344 for a neat 

summary. Much form then; and a tradition of table-thumping in front of small suppliers. A culture 

even. 

 



Of course, as it stresses in the news article, the ACCC are on the case – reportedly over 50 suppliers 

coming forward to “dob in” the supermarkets’ behaviour in response to the ACC Chairman Rob 

Sims’s call to do so back in February … see blog #344 again. 

However, many more suppers didn’t report in to the ACCC – maybe in fear of the consequences. 

 

What the retail sector don’t seem to get is that there is value in being valued as a customer …. a 

longer term [and sometimes a  shorter term] benefit from doing so. In a relatively small market like 

Australia, SRM pays back – more than overly competitive and aggressive behaviour does. Seems the 

supermarkets don’t have the confidence to try? They might lack a vision of what success truly looks 

like; and maybe they don’t see how to measure any benefits from working more co-operatively with 

suppliers? 

 

Maybe it is the consequence of treating suppliers as commodities? They have few strategic suppliers, 

and a very long tail indeed – thousands of small suppliers. Maybe investing more in supply 

management, and in the professionalization of their buyers would help – it reputedly helped Marks 

& Spencers in the UK according to former CEO & Chairman Sir Stuart Rose - when he spoke at the 

CIPS annual conference in the UK some time ago … after putting many of their M&S buyers through 

MCIPS – an almost unique move for retail buying at the time. 

 

The Buyer – posted 6th July 2012 

 

#374 - The two best things on the CPO 100 Agenda 

The Buyer - Monday, July 09, 2012 

The programme for the second CPO Agenda Top 100 event in August was published recently by 

CIPSA Conferences http://www.cipsaconferences.com.au/html/cpo2home.cfm 

It takes a different form to last year, with less ‘training’ type sessions and encouragingly much more 

dialogue. 

  

There are two aspects that catch the eye of The Buyer: 

 

Decision making – a session on the art & science of decision making; which is really long overdue 

considering it is what procurement people are engineering all day long. As a profession we should be 

much more cognoscente of exactly HOW corporate decisions are made – often by the DMU – the 



decision making unit within the organisation. A topic critical to those professional decision makers 

you would of thought  [… that’s you and me by the way]. 

Dialogues – what senior procurement people really want to know is;  how are others coping with this? 

How am I doing?  The opportunities for these discussions are here and litter the programme, though 

the bar is often the best location for such enriched discussions thinks The Buyer. 

The Buyer will be trying to solicit an invitation, at least. 

   

The Buyer – posted 9th July 2012 

 

#375 - The first casualty over Carbon Tax price hiking … 

The Buyer - Thursday, July 12, 2012 

“Brumby's boss quits over carbon tax price-hike memo” reported the THE AGE newspaper – detailing 

the hapless MD of baker’s Brumby’s, Deane Priest, after he allegedly sent a memo to staff suggesting 

they  put up prices and "let the carbon tax take the blame" - and within just a week of Carbon Tax 

coming in to effect too   http://www.theage.com.au/opinion/political-news/brumbys-boss-quits-

over-carbon-tax-pricehike-memo-20120706-21lxs.html 

 

Told yer so  – see previous blogs #366 and 342 

 

The Buyer – posted 12th July 2012 

 

#376 - How happy are procurement people? 

The Buyer - Monday, July 16, 2012 

The BRW survey covered in THE AGE naming the IT sector as the happiest workers, raises a crucial 

question for the procurement profession - how happy are our people? 

 

http://m.theage.com.au/executive-style/management/tech-sector-has-the-happiest-workers-

20120621-20pek.html 

 

Generally, procurement people have a reputation within business of being a little humourless even 

dour – though not to the extent of accountants of course. 

 



So, is it true? Are we humourless & real dull, or gregarious & great fun? 

 

And what would make us happier? 

 

A shiny new desk, office gyms, doona days and free grub – or just stakeholders inviting us to 

planning meetings? A seat on the board? And no maverick spenders? 

 

Tell all below …. 

 

The Buyer - posted 16th July 2012 

 

#377 - The price of an insincere tender 

The Buyer - Thursday, July 19, 2012 

When on those tiresome and lonely sourcing trips in Asia, it is a welcoming feature in one of those 

all-brown business hotels, to flick on the TV for news from home. You often find the “Australia 

Network” channel, http://australianetwork.com/ beamed directly from Aunty Beeb in Australia. 

Somewhere around channel 3 or 4 – usually just after CNN and the BBC World channels and the 

hideous hotel-promotional channel. Sometimes there is only three or so English TV channels 

available around Asia. 

 

The AN website explains their mandate; 

“…Established in 2001, Australia Network is Australia's international television service, beaming 24/7 

to more than 44 countries across Asia, the Pacific and Indian subcontinent. We are part of ABC 

International, a group that facilitates cross-cultural communication, encouraging awareness of 

Australia and building regional partnerships. Alongside Radio Australia, International Projects and 

International Relations, Australia Network keeps our audience connected with the world around 

them.” 

 

Now, you will recall that Ruddy, when PM, commissioned a $223m tender process to decide on the 

best provider for the “Australia Network” channel – Australia’s televisual diplomat overseas. The 

ABC have had the gig almost forever www.abc.net.au Due process resulted in one of the two 

tenderers getting the nod – Sky News actually and not the ABC. The Buyer covered all this once 

before – see previous blog #125. 



 

Only the tender process proved flawed. Sky News twice winning the bidding process and tender 

committee’s recommendation formally and fairly, only for the Minister of Communications, Sen. 

Stephen Conroy, backed by the Gillard cabinet, to ‘pull the rug.’ All sorts of accusations have been 

flying – the gist of which is Sky won the bid, so the Government allegedly ‘bunged’ the deal back to 

ABC, and is set to “fold the diplomatic TV channel into the ABC” permanently according to The 

Australian newspaper on 28th June 2012 http://www.theaustralian.com.au/media/agencies-at-

odds-over-australia-network-tv-tender/story-e6frg996-1226410530043  “Agencies at odds over TV 

tender” 28 June 2012 David Crowe page 6. 

 

In fact, the whole story is all widely covered in the press ….  And on ABC’s website 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2012-05-23/parliamentary-committee-to-examine-australia-network-

tender/4029004 and in the federal Auditor General, Ian McPhee’s report, which is scathing of the 

Gillard Government’s tender process management 

http://australianpolitics.com/2012/04/03/australia-network-tender-report.html 

 

But, sneaked in at the bottom of the article in The Australian seems to be a fact. That Sky News have 

received “about $2m in compensation for its costs in the scrapped tender.” 

 

So, there you have it – the price of an insincere tender, one that the Government allegedly never 

had any real intention of awarding to a non-incumbent, and was run through a “questionable” 

process is ‘about $2m’ – or 1% of the contract value. 

 

The Buyer – posted 19th July 2012 

 

#378 - What will supply chains of the distant future look like; and how soon? 

The Buyer - Monday, July 23, 2012 

Just a few years back, the esteemed Professor Martin Christopher of Cranfield University in the UK 

observed, at a CIPSA regional event in Melbourne, that the price of freight had been rising and rising 

over time, yet the cost of production had been falling and falling. What was this to mean for supply 

chains of the future? A factory on every doorstep perhaps? 

 

He added that the need might be there, not only because supply chains were getting longer, and 

riskier, but as producers sought to standardise, even commoditise for efficiency, so consumers were 

heading in the opposite direction – demanding every variant of colour, size, shape, accessory …. and 



immediately too, please. Martin argued they should have it, after all they were the customer. 

Problem was, he pointed out, they weren’t paying for the flexibility they demanded. If they paid – 

fine. But their expectation was [and still is] every variant, now, free of charge. After all, they were 

the customer. 

 

Soon [and sooner than we think maybe] the solution is here with the realistic arrival of 3D printing – 

the favourite technology subject of The Economist. A recent feature in the weekly newspaper on 21-

27 April 2012 explained all http://www.economist.com/node/21552903 . New age inkjet printers 

inside a Perspex box, 1m or so cubed, could use liquid plastics, silicons, carbons even liquid rubber 

sprayed onto moulds and quick heated or frozen into shape – in layers, to exact specs as designed in 

3D on the digital drawing board of your average laptop. Each slice of the 3D image reproduced 

perfectly in alternate compounds. 

 

The Economist style this potential as the prime result of the new DIGITAL REVOLUTION, citing the 

two previous revolutions – the industrial revolution in England in the late 19th century as cotton 

mills in Manchester mechanised, followed in the 1930s by the era of mass production and the 

manufacturing line revolution based upon the industrial division of labour popularised by FORD [see 

previous blog x166]. 

  

With this digital revolution, objects once demanding manufacturing line set ups, and all the expense, 

just to make one sample, could now be obviated. Units “3D printed” into exact shapes and 

formulated together from the off, no assembly required. In quantities of one, with everything 

costing the same – whether you want one or one thousand. Given even reasonable costing for such 

a printer, every small firm in the world could have one, to make whole units, just parts, spares and 

one-offs. Economies of scale gone forever. Replicators here at last. 

 

Now, imagine what it means for old fashioned supply chains in the distant future – with 3D printers 

in every home. Replicating most things – even food. One global supply chain? Just for replicators 

maybe. The Economist listed several firms in several countries already 3D printing …. How far away 

are the implications?  And what will supply chains of the distant future really look like, and, crucially, 

how soon? 

 

The Buyer – posted 23rd July 2012 

 

#378 - What will supply chains of the distant future look like; and how soon? 

The Buyer - Monday, July 23, 2012 



Just a few years back, the esteemed Professor Martin Christopher of Cranfield University in the UK 

observed, at a CIPSA regional event in Melbourne, that the price of freight had been rising and rising 

over time, yet the cost of production had been falling and falling. What was this to mean for supply 

chains of the future? A factory on every doorstep perhaps? 

 

He added that the need might be there, not only because supply chains were getting longer, and 

riskier, but as producers sought to standardise, even commoditise for efficiency, so consumers were 

heading in the opposite direction – demanding every variant of colour, size, shape, accessory …. and 

immediately too, please. Martin argued they should have it, after all they were the customer. 

Problem was, he pointed out, they weren’t paying for the flexibility they demanded. If they paid – 

fine. But their expectation was [and still is] every variant, now, free of charge. After all, they were 

the customer. 

 

Soon [and sooner than we think maybe] the solution is here with the realistic arrival of 3D printing – 

the favourite technology subject of The Economist. A recent feature in the weekly newspaper on 21-

27 April 2012 explained all http://www.economist.com/node/21552903 . New age inkjet printers 

inside a Perspex box, 1m or so cubed, could use liquid plastics, silicons, carbons even liquid rubber 

sprayed onto moulds and quick heated or frozen into shape – in layers, to exact specs as designed in 

3D on the digital drawing board of your average laptop. Each slice of the 3D image reproduced 

perfectly in alternate compounds. 

 

The Economist style this potential as the prime result of the new DIGITAL REVOLUTION, citing the 

two previous revolutions – the industrial revolution in England in the late 19th century as cotton 

mills in Manchester mechanised, followed in the 1930s by the era of mass production and the 

manufacturing line revolution based upon the industrial division of labour popularised by FORD [see 

previous blog x166]. 

  

With this digital revolution, objects once demanding manufacturing line set ups, and all the expense, 

just to make one sample, could now be obviated. Units “3D printed” into exact shapes and 

formulated together from the off, no assembly required. In quantities of one, with everything 

costing the same – whether you want one or one thousand. Given even reasonable costing for such 

a printer, every small firm in the world could have one, to make whole units, just parts, spares and 

one-offs. Economies of scale gone forever. Replicators here at last. 

 

Now, imagine what it means for old fashioned supply chains in the distant future – with 3D printers 

in every home. Replicating most things – even food. One global supply chain? Just for replicators 

maybe. The Economist listed several firms in several countries already 3D printing …. How far away 



are the implications?  And what will supply chains of the distant future really look like, and, crucially, 

how soon? 

 

The Buyer – posted 23rd July 2012 

 

#379 - Is PREZI the new PowerPoint? 

The Buyer - Tuesday, July 31, 2012 

Yes. 

  

But… 

 

Prezi seems best used to small audiences with an indeterminate brief and a  flexible agenda that can 

be audience directed  … and is unfamiliar to users, as yet. 

Great for client and stakeholder meetings maybe, even explaining to the boss or budget holders.  

 

PowerPoint seems best used as a linear and procedural support in a presentation to a larger 

audience with a defined brief … and is very familiar and easy to use 

Great for presenting to suppliers and colleagues/peers at conferences. 

  

Draw your own conclusions yourself though; 

  

http://prezi.com/  and  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prezi 

  

http://office.microsoft.com/en-au/powerpoint/  and  http://www.slideshare.net/thecroaker/death-

by-powerpoint 

  

The Buyer – posted 31st July 2012 

 

#380 - What doesn’t keep CEOs awake at night? 



The Buyer - Friday, August 03, 2012 

The “Managing Partners’ Forum” in England is for the top 125 CEOs of professional services firms in 

the UK. Their annual CEOs ‘tea-party’ then. Thing is, they spent one session discussing what keeps 

them awake at night – and a handy list ensued; 

 

The report from the event said it all …. “Differentiating the brand remains the CEO’s top priority, and 

marketing (with its focus on client relationships and brand building) is still the C Suite role that is 

most expected to increase in priority/importance.” 

 

Moreover, it went on, “Management teams (and our leaders) are expected to give the greatest 

priority to; 

 

Client relationships (CMO); 

Delivering the firm’s strategy (COO); 

Process improvement (CIO); 

Motivation & reward (HRD); 

System & processes (CKO); 

Profitability (CFO)” 

Source:  http://www.mpfglobal.com/knowledge/CEOPM.aspx kindly forwarded by Melanie Robbins 

 

So then, what’s missing? What doesn’t keep CEOs awake at night? Ahh, yes, getting costs down…. 

The classic Purchasing role …. Now why is that exactly? 

Granted, there are few strategic supply lines in professional services firms – but could it also be that 

CEOs realise that ‘you cannot just “cost-cut” your way to greatness’ perchance, [as mentioned in a 

previous blog #317]. 

 

As, buyers, we sooooo need to remember that you know …. especially in a future where naked cost 

savings become rarer, after the cumulative effects of years of supplier bashing. 

 

And so, over time, buyers’ will have a new set of policy aligned goals developed for them, supporting 

other goals of the company like growth, customer satisfaction, better service, NPD, brand building 

and CSR – not just cost reduction.  



 

There is more to life than shaving a few dollars of the price; as we know already. Maybe our 

profession should be on the front foot a tad more nowadays? 

 

The Buyer – posted 3rd August 2012 

 

#381 - The THREE easiest savings we can all make when on business travel 

The Buyer - Tuesday, August 07, 2012 

Inevitably, from time to time, busy buyers find themselves on the road. Usually visiting hapless 

suppliers of course. And having to stay locally in those four star, brown, corporate hotels. They are 

always painted brown, business hotels. Everything in them is brown. 

 

Anyway, there are THREE hidden savings (but real cash savings nonetheless) which you can easily 

make – with little sacrifice – that multiply up each time you stay in such an edifice: 

 

1. Don’t sign up to their $29 per 24 hours internet service in your room: Simply take your own 

internet dongle. The Buyer uses one from Vodafone that plugs in to the USB slot on the laptop, and 

costs just $17 pcm. It is mobile broadband speed and rarely exceeds its data cap each month – as it 

is only really used when in hotels. Telstra and Optus offer rival products for largely similar 

commitments – even cheaper depending on your chosen tariff plan. A fifty-nights-away-per-year 

business traveller will save over $1,200 per year.  (Of course, the time will come when it is rude not 

to offer people a free wi-fi connection as a basic tenant of hospitality – like many of the 4 star brown 

hotels around Asia do already….. and every company hosting meetings guests should.) 

 

2. Don’t queue up for the monstrous buffet breakfast in the hotel dining room: It is always cold and 

rubbery food anyway. And brown hotels can regularly charge $29 to $39 per head, or even more in 

some places. The food is laid out at 6am, and awful after being on the hotplate for half the morning. 

Try the ubiquitous little café (around the corner from all brown CBD hotels) who will probably sell 

you scrambled eggs, toast & coffee for $10. Your fifty-night traveller saves at least $1,000 each year 

and gets a much better breakfast - fresh, hot and made-to-order….. 

 

3. Don’t pull a 600ml bottle of mineral water from the mini-bar each night: the brown hotels 

regularly charge $6 or even up to $8 per bottle. Grab a bottle of Mount Franklin off the street 

outside for $2 or even $3 – and save over $150 a year….. 



 

That’s a combined saving of almost $2,500 off the travel budget for each fifty-nights-a-year buyer in 

the team – or $50,000 saved for a team of twenty travellers. 

 

Now, add in the THREE other easiest big savings we all usually try and make anyway: 

i. buying the brown hotels off  www.wotif.com 

ii. buying air tickets online as far in advance as you can  www.webjet.com.au 

iii. then use the train not taxis for transfers [in Sydney and Brisbane at least; get the airbus in 

Melbourne]  www.skybus.com.au 

…. and you can halve your annual travel bill; easy. 

 

Who needs corporate travel agents eh?    

 

The Buyer – posted 7th August 2012 

 

#382 - TIME for a higher profile for Procurement 

The Buyer - Thursday, August 23, 2012 

Browsing through an old copy of TIME magazine on the ‘plane the other day, The Buyer turned to a 

double page article, early in the piece, on supply chain management actually. 

 

Not what you usually expect to find on page 14-15 of such an esteemed current affairs periodical. 

The article was called “The future of the value chain” in the issue 23rd July 2012. 

http://www.time.com/time/ 

 

For a minute there, The Buyer was fooled – as the article started to explain the great virtue of 

partnering with logistics firms (a clue on the source of the piece perhaps?). 

 

But it was a paid advertorial for the CSCMP – the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals, 

the peak body for supply chain professionals in the USA of course. Imagine the expense? 

 



Well you don’t have to – The Buyer Googled it. The paid full colour page rate [FCFP] for advertising in 

the international TIME magazine, for a double page spread [ROB], is over $1m USD. Yes over $1m.   

http://www.timemediakit.com/us/rates-specs/global.html  It is now very clear who probably funded 

such hubris. DHL featured very heavily in the advertorial, by the way. 

 

Frankly, CIPSA should pull its finger out … that is, if PROCUREMENT is ever to get a global profile 

through using run-of-magazine off-the-page procurement advertorials in global magazines. 

 

Seriously, surely it is time for a higher profile for procurement – just not at those rates really. Though 

maybe CIPSA could find a corporate sugar-daddy or even some cheaper ways of lifting the profile 

perhaps? 

 

The Buyer – posted 23rd August 2012 

 

#383 - The simple answer to the Procurement skills shortage 

The Buyer - Friday, August 24, 2012 

Hearing yet another plea from CIPSA the other day, about solving the skills shortage in the 

profession, The Buyer couldn’t help but agree. 

The proffered solution “…hire good people and train them” feels like common sense. So why do so 

few commit to the obvious solution it seems? 

  

A clue may rest in the recently researched ladder of early education published by the EIU team in 

The Economist [30th June 2012/page 30] and financed by the Lien Foundation. 

 

It listed Australia as only 28th out of 45 leading countries at early childhood education investment – 

maybe this trend continues through to the adult people investment ladder? 

 

We don’t invest enough in people as an asset, or as an investment. 

  

Today, finding procurement people by poaching them from others for an extra few grand, importing 

people expensively from other countries or stealing people internally from other disciplines are all 



short term and unsustainable fixes. In the long run, even the medium run, just hiring good people 

and training them will always suffice. So why is that so hard? 

  

The business case is so clear – if you hire a person into a medium procurement role at a fairly typical 

$120,000, and put $10,000 extra [just 8% salary] in relevant & specific training for them you are 

leveraging your $120k investment on an average spend of at least $40m per person (see CIPSA AEP 

white-paper October 2011 by ATKs]. A modest 4% saving is $1.6m saved; even if only 1% extra is 

achieved by the trained up purchasing recruit, they save you $400k as a minimum …. Around a 350% 

return then.  

  

Hire good people and train them. What’s the Latin for that….?    

 

#384 - When not to accept assurances from large suppliers 

The Buyer - Monday, August 27, 2012 

Now the Olympics is over (the main Olympics that is, not the Paralympics still to come) we can 

properly address the supply failures in the run up to the games. 

Although, the satirical BBC TV sitcom “twenty-twelve” covers them better. The well-received TV 

mockumentary about the London Olympics organising office and their various dilemmas and gaffs in 

the run up to the games cover many supply-orientated stuff ups. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twenty_Twelve 

 

But the topic of choice today is, of course, the G4S security company’s failure to supply enough 

security guards and, worse, only fessing up two weeks before the event. They were tasked with 

supplying 10,000 of the 23,000 security guards to be trained and deployed for the [now, trouble free] 

games. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-18837524  The press had a field-day two weeks before the 

opening ceremony – for most of July in the end. Mr Google offered 468,000 hits on the story – one 

or two from The Guardian newspaper  http://www.guardian.co.uk/sport/2012/jul/14/london-2012-

olympic-security-g4s The firm were roundly punished, naturally, and are reportedly likely to lose up 

to £50m on the contract. 

 

But the question unasked is this; what was the contract manager and the London Olympics 

procurement team doing to let this creep up on them? Were they perhaps doing what we all get 

trapped into doing with large suppliers from time to time – accepting YES for an answer. At the end 

of the day, if a supplier gives all assurances, what can a buyer do? 

More than they actually did is the answer to that …. 



 

Accepting assurances from large suppliers is fine. Fine, until there is so much at stake you simply 

have to find ways to do more than accept verbal platitudes. Remember, the buyer’s FIRST 

responsibility is always security of supply.    

 

The Buyer – posted 27th August 2012 

 

#385 - How many words in procurement? 

The Buyer - Tuesday, August 28, 2012 

All professions have their jargon. Procurement is no exception if the new CIPSA GLOSSARY of 

modern procurement terms is anything to go by. 

http://www.cips.org/en-AU/products-services/procurement-glossary/ 

Fully 1,400 entries all up. But are there really that many words in the procurement lexicon? The 

work does often stray into fairly generic business terms – for the sake of clarity and completeness 

for sure. 

 

The glossary is a titanic effort in many ways; the largest procurement glossary in the world claim 

CIPSA, and far superior to the previous 14 attempts unearthed in research by prolific author Paul 

Rogers who took months to create this beast. www.paulrogers.pro  One passing consultant in The 

Buyer’s office lauded the effort alone, “but I have only got up to the B’s” he said. 

 

It is just a small shame, feels The Buyer, that as an online glossary, it has no actual super-dooper 

easy-to-use key-word search engine & thesaurus. 

But we’ll take the glossary itself as a great start – thanks guys ….   

 

The Buyer – posted 28th August 2012 

 

#386 - The most important question asked this year… 

The Buyer - Monday, September 03, 2012 

At the CPO AGENDA 100 event this last week - an important question was asked ... 

 



… perhaps the most important question asked this year within the profession. 

 

Is Category Management really working? 

 

.... well, is it, do you think? 

 

Or did we just send every strat sourcing specialist home on a Friday night, and just give them shiny 

new "Category Manager" business cards on Monday morning? 

 

What else did you do to help them succeed? 

 

The Buyer - posted 1st September 2012 

 

#387 - The perfect time for preparing your negotiation? 

The Buyer - Monday, September 17, 2012 

An article in the current issue of Supply Management magazine, the UK journal of CIPS, 

www.supplymanagement.co.uk addresses the often overlooked topic of preparations for successful 

negotiation.  http://www.supplymanagement.com/analysis/features/seven-steps-to-negotiation-

success/   The writer, Sue Preston, lent on research by the procurement negotiation firm NRI [PMMS 

really], to identify the “7 steps to negotiation success” … pages 34-36 SM Sept 2012 volume 19/issue 

9:   

  

The first line of the first of the seven steps caught The Buyer’s attention, “A staggering two-thirds 

[62%] of the people questioned [in the NRI survey] spent less than one hour preparing for a 

negotiation. 68% admitted that better preparation for their last deal would have produced a better 

outcome.” 

  

Less than one hour preparing for a negotiation. Strewth. It is to be hoped it was a very minor 

negotiation. The Buyer went on his first ‘neg course’ way back in 1986. They said then that for every 

ONE hour you spent in a meaningful and detailed negotiation, you should spend TEN hours 

preparing for it. Idealistic? Or essential?   

  



The article’s preamble also makes the point, that objective setting is critical. Too right, and the most 

critical part of preparation perhaps. Often we don’t even prepare solid objectives for the negotiation 

it seems; even for each stage of a major negotiation? What do you want to get out of the first 

meeting? Really? Objective setting is also becoming a lost art in The Buyer’s experience as the 

headlong dash into process takes over. People rushing from one meeting, one negotiation, to the 

next – flat chat with projects to manage, deals to do, categories to fathom. 

  

And there’s the thing – the first casualty of doing MORE for LESS, for ‘squeezing the lemon’ of 

productivity, of loading up buyers with more [and more] is that professionalism suffers. Short-cuts 

become the norm, and real results suffer. Cutting resources becomes self-defeating. An interesting 

topic for so many to consider in the current climate thinks The Buyer. 

  

You can now fight back though; for your next decent negotiation, see if you can pass the test of 

writing down quickly the three clear outcomes you want from this upcoming meeting. And your 

negotiation strategy to achieve these goals? Can you do that? Always, and for every negotiation? No, 

thought not. 

  

The Buyer – posted 17th September 2012 

 

#388 - BREAKING NEWS: Complexity is complex 

The Buyer - Tuesday, September 18, 2012 

The annual revelation of the theme for the CIPSA Annual conference at Crown, Melbourne, in 

October is always thought provoking. This year it is ‘NAVIGATING COMPLEXITY.’ 

 

Complexity is the new black of course. Academics are all over the subject. And the HBR article in 

September 2011 on EMBRACING COMPLEXITY was instructional http://hbr.org/2011/09/embracing-

complexity/ar/1  Also, the book “Complexity & Organisational Reality” by Ralph D Stacey [Routledge] 

is worth a glance and of the now. 

 

Complexity expert, Prof Marin Christopher from Cranfield Uni in the UK, will be giving the CIPSA 

crowd in Brisbane a preview of the topic at their special regional CIPSA business breakfast event on 

4th October – although he is not actually appearing at the annual conference we are told:  

http://www.cipsanews.com.au/html/qldbreakfastevent_oct.cfm 

 



But behind all the fuss there is some serious points to be made, and CIPSA have been banging the 

drum on this topic ahead of the curve, and make some fundamental points about the complexity of 

our supply chains; 

 

We have spent 30 years as a profession taking cost out of the business process through outsourcing, 

and layering in to the supply process more complexity to offer marginal benefits 

Along the way we have layered in more RISK in to the supply chain process, and ultimately you 

cannot outsource risk 

These supply chains are no longer LINEAR things, they are NETWORKS, and complex ones at that 

Source: CIPSA speeches and conferences brochures 2012 

 

The increasing complexity of customer propositions, takes even more complexity on the supply side 

to fulfil them – complexity begets complexity, as it were. 

The subject for the annual CIPSA conference is spot on – how we manage complexity in future could 

be the making [or dare we say, the breaking?] of our profession. 

 

See you at the complex 8th Annual CIPSA conference then – and in the after-party in JJs after the PP 

Awards dinner too …. http://www.cipsaconferences.com.au/html/8thannualhome_1.cfm 

 

The Buyer – posted 18th September 2012 

 

#389 - Is good procurement process now indivisible from good software? 

The Buyer - Friday, September 21, 2012 

In the good old days, tender analysis was done with a pencil and a ruler (and an eraser). Maybe a 

calculator too; for a complex tender.  Spend analysis was done from a print out from the general 

ledger on green wallpaper. And the other print outs from other systems, that added to or just 

contradicted the summations. Or, more likely, spend analysis was done by asking the supplier what 

we had spent with them, and what we had actually bought? 

  

The procurement process was taught to you by on-the-job-training. That is “sit there and wait for 

something to happen son” or the tried and tested learning-from-the-bloke-next-to-you stratagem, 

after being parachuted in to the corporate process behind a desk with a wobbly leg.  Some advanced 

organisations had a “manual” of policies and procedures – which was always out of date. The 



Buyer’s firm even had official authors of the manual, a ‘Control Group’ which had all the answers – 

even if they made them up. 

  

That was then – back in the day. Nowadays, we have systems. Lots of them. ERP systems, P2P 

systems, decision support tools, e procurement programs, web catalogues, contract management 

software, databases, consolidation feeds and even analytics. And, most of all, Excel. 

  

Meanwhile our procurement policies and procedures and process maps are detailed in multicolour 

on your organisation’s intranet. If they are world-class they may even carry the CIPS organisational 

Certification badge – - look for a large framed Certificate in your reception area perhaps. 

http://www.cips.org/en-AU/products-services/Corporate-Certification/ 

  

The cloud introduces a whole new ballpark for the fusion of these systems – pulling together 

systems and procedures into one mass process - and globally accessible through the interweb of 

course …. A world of opportunity, or a risk too far? 

  

The CIPSA mobile APP for their category management wheel is also an example of good process on a 

handy platform for real time access and usage on your multitude of categories typical of your 

average cat manager. Go to the iTunes APP store and type in the search box “CATMAN” to download 

it. http://www.apple.com/au/osx/apps/app-store.html 

  

So, where does all that leave us? Is good procurement process truly now completely indivisible from 

good software? Discuss. 

  

The Buyer – posted 21st September 2012 

 

#390 - Is yours a world class procurement team? 

The Buyer - Monday, September 24, 2012 

Your team might be world-class, just might be, if you can pass the seven tricky tests on this CIPS 

slide …. 

  

If not, there’s little chance you are a world-class outfit I am afraid ….  Sorry 

The Buyer – posted – 24th September 2012 



 

#391 - What Sherrin can learn from Nike 

The Buyer - Tuesday, September 25, 2012 

It almost beggars belief that there is anyone left in the world that has not heard of the NIKE case 

study. http://www.commondreams.org/headlines01/1020-01.htm  - Their terrible experience and 

colossal brand reputational damage from unwittingly using child labour in Cambodia & Vietnam to 

stitch soccer balls way back in the late 1990s. 

 

And now Sherrin have gone and done it too!?!?  The Sherrin CEO Cam Vale was reported in THE AGE 

today confessing that it was true that their sub-contractors were using child labour in India at 12c 

per ball to stitch match-day footies. He withdrew the offending ovals set as gifts for corporate guests 

at Saturday’s AFL grand final, and added that a new local supplier would take over the supply of 

AusKick footies from tomorrow.  http://www.theage.com.au/afl/afl-news/sherrin-gives-childlabour-

balls-the-boot-20120925-26j3f.html 

 

Seriously, how much longer will the excuse “I didn’t know mate… sorry” be at all acceptable to 

anyone for such ignorance of your own supply chain? 

Nike have learnt their lesson well, they give lessons to Apple on SCM [see previous blog #356] 

http://www.pponline.com.au/html/blog_listing.cfm?P=BlogReplies&topicId=12025 and have an 

exemplary end-to-end SCM process to ensure their “transparent” supply chain process. 

http://nikeinc.com/pages/manufacturing 

 

Maybe they could show Sherrin a few moves too? 

 

The Buyer – posted 25th September 2012 

 

#392 - Teamwork is the key to success - for buyers and sellers 

The Buyer - Thursday, October 04, 2012 

Most buyers think salespeople are generally lazy. Our mindset is that we are the salesperson’s only 

client. That we are their world; that the salesperson will do anything for an order from the mighty us. 

They live in anticipation of the merest possibility of a P.O. from our tall brand. We put bread on their 

table. Well, actually, it isn’t the case. Most salespeople are hard working. Most have the boss on 

their back to do more, sell more and gain more. Most run multiple work streams to achieve a single 

success. Most have little support, systems to fulfil and reports to write. Most are truly burdened. 



 

In fact, they too rate buyers – in much the same way buyers rate suppliers. The Kraljic model so 

beloved of buyers, which maps procurement spend to supply risk  [see previous blog #13], is used in 

reverse by sellers both formally and, for sure, informally. They often call it “customer preferencing” 

or “client rating” and they map revenue against potential …. Or more often profitability against 

hassle factor – “you are 10% of my profits and 80% of my hassle” is a phrase tiresome buyers might 

sometimes hear from a stressed out and well-mapped sales rep.  Actually, buyers sometimes call this 

approach “supplier preferencing” – that is supplier’s preferring us, or not, as the case may be. PMMS 

claim some IP in this area www.pmms.com.au  but others freely offer such tools – all of which seem 

variants on a theme based on this core idea. http://acuityconsultants.com/wp/2012/02/how-to-

select-suppliers-to-add-value-beware-the-suppliers-perspective/supplier_preferencing/ 

 

Interestingly, there is of course, a growing industry to support harried sellers too pressed to meet 

potential clients’ needs, knock up a half-decent proposal or even to get their tender in on time. This 

service support sector might even been our own ‘managed services’ concept in reverse? Too busy to 

BUY the indirect stuff – outsource it to a managed services provider. Too busy to SELL to a new 

customer – why not outsource the time-consuming proposal bit? 

 

One buyer-turned-seller is the laconic David Lunn in Perth who now runs just such a firm, Bidwrite, 

that support harried sellers and help them get a tender in that makes sense. They have even posted 

advice for sellers on their website – how to get your bid right. Nine top tender tips to help [mostly 

small] firms improve their chances of success – and make the buyer’s job just a tad easier too. 

http://www.bidwrite.com.au/too-busy-to-tender-some-top-tips-for-small-businesses/  others exist 

like the redoubtable Sue Barrett http://www.barrett.com.au/  or Robyn Haydon at WINNING 

WORDS and a plethora of small one-man-band consultants – a bit like professional CV writers. Try 

www.gumtree.com.au 

But now there is even a new institute for sellers – the sales and account management institute 

www.saami.com.au  who are training salespeople to work better with buyers – to such an extent 

they are even endorsed by CIPSA, who have often spoken of the need for buyers and sellers to work 

closer together as a team against “the common enemy of waste.” And there is the point – if the 

weakest link in supply chains is the links themselves [where buyers and sellers interact], then, there 

is the greatest opportunity to improve the supply line [through teamwork], to achieve a position 

where both benefit – a real WIN/WIN. Buyers and sellers working together – who’d have thought. 

  

The Buyer – posted 4th October 2012 

 

#393 - Alan Jones shows us the limits of strategic procurement 

The Buyer - Wednesday, October 10, 2012 



Alan Jones probably knows little of professional procurement. But he is clearly demonstrating the 

power of brand reputational damage – especially in the age of new media, as now even his own 

radio station 2GB have pulled the last of his 70 sponsors/advertisers off his shock-jock radio show for 

‘protection’ from “cyberbullying” following his crass remarks about the death of the PMs father. 

Whether ‘attacks’ by his critics are justified or not is largely irrelevant. The brand reputational 

damage is devastating in any case. The e crowd see smoke, there must be fire.  

http://www.smartcompany.com.au/media/052112-why-the-company-behind-alan-jones-radio-

show-can-t-afford-another-disaster.html 

  

Last week, Sherrin showed us a similar thing [see previous blog #391]. The power of brand damage; 

following the admission they had been using child labour to stitch footballs for AusKick programmes 

in Australia. They went to extraordinary lengths to minimise the brand damage, and to try and make 

good their mistakes to repair their hitherto saintly brand – hiring parents as workers, recalling 

450,00 footballs, reassuring the AFL, offering reparations to the kids and living hand-in-pocket with 

PR firms all week. 

http://www.theage.com.au/afl/afl-news/sherrin-to-offer-jobs-to-child-stitchers-parents-20120928-

26q6y.html 

http://www.theage.com.au/national/sherrin-recalls-450000-balls-in-needle-scandal-20120926-

26lnu.html 

  

Protecting your brand from the perils of the unseen supply chain demands an up front investment in 

procurement. Enough time, money and effort has to be expended - proactively – to avoid such 

reactive time, money and effort as Sherrin have been expending this last week or so. This strategic 

effort can be directed at professional procurement activities such as; supply market intelligence 

gathering, strategic sourcing processes, supplier appraisals, due diligence activities, contract 

management programmes, field expediting and fair trade CSR initiatives. All time & money well 

spent to minimise the risks to the brand – before the unthinkable happens, rather than afterwards. 

  

However, it has to be said, The Buyer is not sure that any amount of professional procurement 

activity, proactive or otherwise, could have prevented the crass statements from the fading shock 

jock, Alan Jones. 

  

The Buyer – posted 10th October 2012 

 

#394 - Treasurer counts COST AVOIDANCE in dash for budget surplus 

The Buyer - Monday, October 29, 2012 



The surprising accusation in THE AGE today, by columnist David Potts, suggests that the Treasurer, 

Wayne Swan, is actually trying to count COST AVOIDANCE as part of his desperate reach for a budget 

surplus. Most CFOs have twigged that only direct savings count towards the bottom line of a set of 

accounts – that is, monies spent on the P&L that are less than previously spent. The new CIPSA 

glossary explains it all http://www.cips.org/products-services/procurement-glossary/S/ 

 

Of course, everyone in professional procurement knows the problem well – how to get genuine 

savings counted on the bottom line? In practice, usually this challenge  really becomes how to stop 

users spending money saved. They often want to blow it on more volume, bells n whistles and other 

stuff. See previous blog #130. 

BUT, it’s not just about cost, nowadays procurement can count their professional contributions 

across a wider range of criteria, as they are linked to corporate goals. A balanced scorecard a good 

way to “count” what has been achieved against what was truly wanted – measured alignment, if you 

will. Although many organisations still just want to start [and sustain] their procurement journey at 

down-and-dirty basic cost savings. Real ones.   

 

In the old days, The Buyer used to count COST AVOIDANCE - that is costs that were going to be 

incurred before Procurement involvement. Typical examples of cost-avoidance might be “savings” 

achieved through demand management (we don’t need that), charges by supplier we haggled out 

(what’s that charge for?) or for costs incurred through duplication, lack of necessity or just fees 

unchallenged. Even abstinence plays a part in cost avoidance (let’s go without this time). 

 

However, many procurement teams don’t count cost avoidance so readily today. Direct savings 

[paying less than you did for hard deliverables] are the holy grail for most stakeholders in 

procurement – not cost avoidance. Would you trust a CFO that included ‘cost avoidance’ in any set 

of figures? Mr Potts suggests Swanny is giving it a try…. http://www.theage.com.au/money/writing-

on-the-wall-for-super-as-surplus-slips-20121027-28ccu.html 

  

The Buyer – posted 29th October 2012 

 

#395 - The best joke at the annual CIPSA conference 2012 

The Buyer - Thursday, November 01, 2012 

JJs is the bar on the first floor of CROWN TOWERS, and the regular venue of the CIPSA annual PP 

Awards “after-party, http://pponline.com.au/html/awardshome2012.cfm - which is always fertile 

ground to overhear the best joke at the annual CIPSA conference. This year was no exception – see 

previous blogs #84, 200, 214 and 329 …  



  

After the PP awards on 17th October, The Buyer was queuing at the bar and overheard a frustrated 

procurement manager of a large Aussie brand bemoaning that they had not won any of the FOUR PP 

Awards which they had entered. 

“It’s so unfair,” he exclaimed. “We put in excellent entries, worked so hard, did so well,” he 

continued, “I feel sorry for the team, they are deflated, they worked so hard on our bids – it’s not 

right.” He kept going, just an hour or so after the ceremony , “… and the winners’ citations didn’t 

sound better than ours, we should have won” he complained; finally the killer point – 

“I don’t know what to tell the team - we haven’t even got any feedback.” 

  

The lonely voice of a passing salesman piped up, “… now you know how your suppliers often feel.”  

  

The Buyer – posted 1st November 2012 

 

#396 - Sam Walsh and his left field thinking on cost … 

The Buyer - Thursday, November 08, 2012 

The front cover of BOSS magazine recently [OCT 2012 Vol 13] highlights Rio Tinto CEO – Sam Walsh 

FCIPS. Yes, he is a fellow of CIPS, having started his career in procurement at Holden. One of the few 

role models for the profession who have made it to the very top and CEO rank in a major enterprise - 

see also Procurement Professional magazine issue PP39 October 2011 – he was on the front cover 

there too after speaking at the inaugural CIPSA top 100 CPO event in August 2011. 

 

The article in BOSS though […the Friday magazine within the Fin Review http://www.afr.com/boss] is 

all about saving cost through innovation. Interesting that Rio appointed former CPO John McCagh as 

their head of innovation some four or five years ago now; he also features in the article. The 

challenge they have risen to is that of innovating to structurally change their cost base – to keep Rio 

Tinto a low cost miner in a context of rising costs [and mining taxes] …. especially in the Iron Ore 

arena, and especially in the explosive WA region; hence all the stories about driverless trains and 

trucks.  

 

Setting out five years ago to use INNOVATION as a lever to radical cost reductions was a 

masterstroke. Driverless trucks are only one example of the outputs to keep Rio Tinto a “low cost” 

miner with the competitive advantage of a lower cost base allowing them to keep mining profitably 

when others are pulling out and letting the second-phase small miners onto the site. “Squeezing the 

lemon” it was called in The Buyer’s day. 



 

But there is another stark example here. Recently CIPSA have been talking a lot of innovation as a 

prize of SRM. But Rio have shown that innovation can also come from the BUYER’s side. Who’d have 

thought eh, creativity in procurement? 

  

The Buyer – posted 8th November 2012 

 

#397 - The TOP EIGHT reasons salespeople lose business 

The Buyer - Friday, November 09, 2012 

It is only the hardiest of buyers who doesn’t feel sorry on occasion for the hapless sales rep who lost 

the sale. The one that didn’t get the order. The one with no commission, an angry boss and their 

position under threat as a consequence. The realities of the marketplace dictate that salespeople 

who don’t sell don’t eat. And buyers are usually cognoscente of the consequences of their decisions. 

For all those celebrating in the pub on a Friday night, many others are fearing the worst. [see also 

previous blog #395]. 

  

Everyone knows salespeople can make a difference to the BUY-SELL process. The purchase decision 

is rarely just price and spec based. There is often more to it than that. So what are the factors that 

separate the good sales people from the bad? 

  

Handily, HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW’s Steve Martin recently published [HBR 17th September 2012], 

a list of the TOP 8 reasons salespeople lose business following over 1,000 interviews as part of his 

research process: 

 

The TOP EIGHT reasons salespeople lose business: 

 

Incumbent Advantage. The incumbent vendor has a huge sales cycle advantage and the tendency is 

for them to win business by default. Based upon my research, the odds of unseating an incumbent 

vendor is typically about one in five."It's a pain to switch vendors. It's a pain to analyze whether you 

should or not. We naturally prefer working with our existing vendors." —Vice President of 

Purchasing 

Inability to Remove Risk. Customers are never 100 percent sure they are purchasing the right 

product. Regardless of their confident demeanor, on the inside they are experiencing fear, 

uncertainty, and doubt. The ability to remove perceived risk plays a key role in determining who 



wins the deal. "It sorts itself out pretty fast — those who will and won't make it with us. We are a big 

company, so there's always a tendency to go with the big players. Who are your proven big-time 

customers? What resources do you have to get something fixed?" —Chief Operating Officer 

C-Level Executive Access. Because every major purchase involves executive level approval at some 

point, a salesperson's goal is to connect with a busy executive and conduct a meaningful face-to-face 

meeting. However, one of the toughest jobs in all of sales is to penetrate the C-suite, and there is a 

direct correlation of winning to the number interactions the salesperson has with executives during 

the sales cycle. "Every salesperson is trying to get into my office and explain how their wonderful 

products will save me tons of money. Very few do because most don't understand what it takes to 

sit across the table from me." —Chief Executive Officer 

Business Solution Focus. A common interview theme is that both the winning and losing salespeople 

knew their products very well. However, winners were better able to prove their value as a business 

partner who had the expertise to solve the customer's problem. "What's wrong with salespeople is 

they're typically selling a product. I don't need a product unless it solves one of my business 

problems." —President 

Ineffective Messaging. Successful communication is the cornerstone of all sales. Winners have the 

ability to tailor compelling messages that resonate with the various evaluators across the 

organization and up and down the chain of command. "We are a skeptical group, and they lost the 

deal during their presentation. They said they were different and much better than what we have, 

but they didn't provide enough proof. What they said didn't really apply to us." —Chief Financial 

Officer 

Poor Pre-sales Resources. The complex sales process is typically a team-related sales effort that 

involves pre-sales product and consulting experts. Losers were often cited as having inferior quality 

pre-sales resources and equally important, the lack of knowledgeable resources who consistently 

attended each meeting throughout the sales cycle. "The vendor we chose has a group of smart, 

dedicated, customer-oriented people. To a great degree, I don't think their products and services are 

different from their competitors'. They distinguish themselves with their people." —Vice President 

of Supply Chain 

Lack of an Internal Coach. A clear difference between winners and losers is that the winners 

developed an internal "coach" within the account. Coaches are evaluators who provide proprietary 

information about the selection process, status of the competition, and help the salesperson 

determine his course of action. "Anytime we had a question, the sales rep attacked it. He would get 

their people on the phone within a day to answer how we could do something. He listened to what 

we were trying to do and he knew his resources. He earned our trust so we were much more open 

with him." —Chief Information Officer 

Out-of-range Pricing. Time after time, interviewees reported they did not pick the least costly option. 

Savvy evaluators realize there will always be a low bidder. In reality, there is acceptable price range 

that the prospect is willing to pay and this can be anywhere from ten to twenty-five percent higher 

than the lowest proposal (depending upon industry and products being purchased). However, 

solutions priced outside of this boundary will rarely, if ever, be selected. "Price is always important 

but we did not buy the lowest priced solution. There are many other factors including the fit 



between organizations that render pricing to a secondary factor. With that said, I never want to buy 

the highest priced solution." —Vice President of Technology. 

The Buyer – posted 9th November 2012 

 

#398 - BREAKING NEWS: Large companies slow to pay suppliers 

The Buyer - Tuesday, November 13, 2012 

The Buyer fell into conversation with the CEO of an SME sized supplier recently, who accused large 

companies of deliberately not paying small suppliers for up to 90 days. He was very clear in his 

viewpoint, that since the GFC ‘THEY’ had developed a specific strategy to delay payment to conserve 

cash, prop up their balance sheet ratios and to shave a few more dollars into the pot from the 

marginal interest accruing on their account. 

 

The news from the UK then, listed on the Procurement Leaders website, that four leading FTSE 100 

companies have refused to sign up to the new UK Prompt Payment Code is not such a surprise really. 

http://www.procurementleaders.com/news/news/companies-reject-prompt-payment-code Of the 

75 invited to sign the voluntary agreement prompted by the Institute of Credit Management, only 10 

actually signed up. Four refused. 61 hid under the doona and did not respond. 

 

It seems our hapless CEO was correct, large companies seem to be deliberately pursuing a strategy 

to take advantage of small suppliers and delay payment – certainly in the UK. It would never happen 

here of course. 

 

The Buyer - posted 13th November 2012 

 

#399 - The FIVE standard complaints about PROCUREMENT 

The Buyer - Thursday, November 15, 2012 

The procurement profession has indirectly made the headlines a few times lately – the HSU scandal, 

Sherrin’s balls, assorted cost blow-outs in the resources sector and the UK train WEST-line contract 

fiasco. 

 

A casual observer might wonder why GOOD news seems so rare from the Procurement world? 

  



So, as a handy public service, The Buyer offers the FIVE standard complaints about Procurement that 

usually result in a BAD PRESS: 

 

Sour grapes … from spurned vendors 

Overpricing … charged by greedy suppliers  

Crap quality or not-fit-for-purpose … purchased by cheap buyers 

Non-delivery … by the shoddy supply chain 

Didn’t buy locally … at the cost of local jobs 

But, effectively, these FIVE typical whinges are only the reverse scenarios of the FIVE RIGHTS that we 

all learn on the Procurement 101 course – 

That all goods should be delivered at the RIGHT place, at the RIGHT time, to the RIGHT spec, at the 

RIGHT price, from the RIGHT source.   

  

That’s all there is to it of course; and if we stick to doing the five RIGHTS right, then maybe 

Procurement would feature less in the press under negative headlines? 

  

The Buyer – posted 15th November 2012 

 

#400 - The TWO BIG jobs available in Procurement this week 

The Buyer - Monday, November 19, 2012 

Continuing the occasional theme of this blog on “who says jobs in procurement aren’t sexy” … and 

“of course procurement jobs are important stoopid” … 

[See previous blogs #372, 141 and 75 … and even #92, but especially #75 of course; buying for James 

Bond and his ‘Skyfalls’] 

  

…. two substantial procurement roles caught the attention of The Buyer this week. 

Both are responsible for major public procurements, both roles capable of making a real difference 

to many people – both roles in public service.  

  

Executive Director of NSW procurement – within the Department of Finance & Services:  NSW 

Government in Sydney 



… with 175 staff, they are reputedly paying in the region of $250,000 basic – a good salary for a good 

job but probably about $100k below what the job is really worth on the open market alas…. 

http://www.watermarksearch.com.au/contact-watermark-staff/ 

  

Director, Contracting & Procurement – within the Department of Planning, Transport & 

Infrastructure: Government of South Australia in Adelaide 

A chance to make a difference in SA, and with over 30 staff to support expenditure around $1.6bn – 

no clues on salary or grade though other than “excellent package” 

http://www.stillwellmanagement.com.au/recruitment/current-positions 

  

Apply above … 

 

#401 - COST is back on the agenda in the west 

The Buyer - Tuesday, November 20, 2012 

In the west recently, The Buyer overheard a conversation about local procurement for the resources 

sector - in the context of buyers competing for scarce supply lines. 

 

Suppliers, unable to meet everyone’s needs for the myriad of major projects, were listening to 

competing offers from buyers. 

One procurement manager explained that for the longest time in Perth, “we have been buying bad 

value … and know it”. 

Implying that delivery date was everything – for the project – and cost always a secondary issue. 

 

On a previous visit, one year ago, The Buyer had heard from a different senior manager at a 

competing large resources company, “…. We are working on a $20bn project, no one really cares if it 

only costs $18bn – but they certainly care if it misses drill date”. 

How times have changed… 

 

The news this week that the Chevron Gorgon project could be $20bn over budget alarmed everyone. 

http://www.businessday.com.au/business/gas-oil-explorers-hit-out-at-offshore-permit-bid-plan-

20121114-29cmn.html 



But it only really seemed to underscore the blanket coverage in the AFR of the Australian Resources 

Conference they sponsored in Perth last week, which had but a single clear and present message – 

COST. 

http://www.afr.com/p/national/managements_told_to_tighten_lng_T21T1p5szFcer3q1wPhhZJ 

Cost is back on the corporate agenda – even in the resources sector, and even in WA. The high dollar 

not helping anyone’s cost base. 

 

Worley Parsons agree – stating that Perth could be, “the most expensive place of reengineering 

projects in the world”. 

http://www.afr.com/p/national/managements_told_to_tighten_lng_T21T1p5szFcer3q1wPhhZJ 

 

Jennifer Hewett, in her column for the AFR started her article, [page 2 AFR dated 12 November 2012] 

with three little words, “COSTS, COSTS, COSTS”. 

http://www.afr.com/p/national/mining_projects_costed_sUSJnJHpRvdhy6cbcUqoQL 

She expands on the minister’s point [Martin Ferguson MP, Minister for Resources, Energy and 

Tourism] who fears the Australian cost-base will make us uncompetitive as a nation – which won’t 

help anyone’s competitive advantage. 

Cost must be reined in says Ferguson, who added in the AFR on 16th November 2012 that he felt 

“some companies had taken their eye off the ball” on costs, and ”it’s about competitiveness; in 

some people’s minds it’s productivity. It’s one and the same” actually, he concluded. 

As did the article by Graham Hubbard in Procurement Professional  magazine not so long ago in 

PP42 April 2012 http://www.pponline.com.au/html/archiveofbackissues.cfm 

 

So, the slowdown in resources demand, numerous major resources projects now ‘on hold’ and less 

competing demand for vital supply lines has eased pressure on DELIVERY as a central tenant of 

purchasing behaviour these last few months years in  favour of – COST. 

 

COST is back on the agenda. Sharpen your pencils … 

 

The Buyer – posted 20th November 2012 

 

 



#402 - Why does procurement take so long? 

The Buyer - Wednesday, November 21, 2012 

The debate started on the CIPSA LinkedIn site recently by the ubiquitous Paul Rogers asks a question 

so often begged by stakeholders – why does procurement take so long? 

http://www.linkedin.com/groupAnswers?viewQuestionAndAnswers=&discussionID=183870272&gid

=3786316&trk=eml-anet_dig-b_pd-ttl-cn&ut=23CLqyOMiq9Rw1 

 

The debate has many good points and many strands already, as several contributors explain all … 

 

BUT why does it take so long? The debate online covers many possibilities, and even more causes 

and contributors. 

 

But, during the annual CIPSA conference last month, the temporary CIPS President, David Smith 

from England, revealed the standing KPI at his department was to complete “… all procurements 

within 120 days”. 

 

He added that this wasn’t compulsory for everything, some couldn’t be done in such time – such as 

large capital expenditures. He also explained things that took 121 days or a tad more were not the 

issue. 

His point was that it is usually possible to do so. And that if you set out with a GANTT chart scoped to 

120 days at the outset, you stood far more chance of succeeding. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gantt_chart 

 

Most ‘procurements’ within his team are completed within 120 days he claims – and he heads a UK 

public service department, the Dept of Work & Pensions in London … Britain’s largest non-capital 

spend department in their public sector 

http://www.dwp.gov.uk/supplying-dwp/purchasing-in-dwp/   

 

From ‘file opening’ to ‘order’ in 120 days for all normal procurements …. why not try measuring your 

current average as a start point? 

 

The Buyer – posted 21st November 2012 



#403 - BREAKING NEWS: Company saves money through good Procurement 

The Buyer - Monday, December 03, 2012 

The Buyer lamented recently that only BAD news emanates from Procurement [see previous blog 

#399] … that GOOD news from Procurement doesn’t make the press. 

 

Good to see then, that The Buyer is completely wrong, and that some GOOD procurement news did 

make the … well …. er ….. a specialist procurement recruiters website in the UK: 

http://www.castuk.com/recruitment-news/procurement-recruitment-news/procurement-team-

delivers-pound72m-savings-for-brewer-group-

/801495262?goback=%2Egde_2634669_member_189978164 

 

Truthfully, what is important is that a CEO of a major global conglomerate [SAB Miller] is trumpeting 

the fine work on their supply side by their procurement team. That the quantified and real savings 

produced have made a difference and are definable, and worthy of a real mention in dispatches. The 

blog quotes Graham Mackay, executive chair of SABMiller, who said: "Margins have risen [at SAB 

Miller] modestly despite higher input costs, as a result of our cost reduction and procurement 

initiatives supplemented by a positive contribution from the acquisitions and business combinations 

concluded in the second half of last year." Straight from the horse’s mouth - as it were. £72m saved 

is their big number. 

 

Of course, SAB Miller, the proud new owner of a certain FOSTERS brewery in Melbourne, do have 

form in this area – and are true exponents of the art & science of professional procurement. [See 

previous blog #347; which is entirely contrary to the point of a previous blog #233 which is a much 

more prevalent scenario alas, and more usually involves CEO’s boasting about big numbers and 

imminent savings that don’t really happen]. 

 

In fact, SAB Miller got so good at procurement they started their own business in procuring to 

sustainably support SAB Miler worldwide, and, even, apparently, to sell their buying services to 

others though Trinity Procurement GmbH …. http://www.sabmiller.com/index.asp?pageid=2365 

  

The Buyer – posted 3rd December 2012 

 

#404 - Two essential new skills for procurement professionals 

The Buyer - Tuesday, December 04, 2012 



Two speakers at CIPSA events in recent months have taken a stab at defining the essential skill base 

required of modern procurement professionals in future. The healthy lists compared well, and 

included all the usual suspects …. The CIPSA slide below is a useful summary of them, and includes 

the CIPSA make-weights: 

 

 

SOURCE: stolen from CIPSA October 2012 

 

BUT two new entries have crept on to the list, courtesy of two high-profile contributors. 

 

Firstly, from Rio Tinto CEO Sam Walsh FCIPS, guest speaker at the CIPSA CPO 100 event last August. 

He cited a critical new area of knowledge for procurement people – DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE. Under 

cross-examination from the urbane CIPS host, Sam explained that this encapsulated two key aspects 

of awareness he had observed as weaknesses in the buyer’s armoury: 

 

Technical knowledge of what exactly is being bought. It is “no longer acceptable” Sam said, “for 

professional buyer’s to revel in ignorance of what they are buying.” Fobbing off enquiries by 

describing the purchase of a box with flashing lights, or a technical thingy, or a complex spec put 

together by the engineers “is not good enough”. It is essential that buyers’ understand the key 

principles of what they are buying, he argued; how it fits in, how it is to be used and how it delivers 

benefits. This is central to the concept of ‘category management’ of course, he added. 

Business awareness of what the organisation is doing, and its goals. Particularly a much better 

understanding of the other businesses/brands/enterprises within the group. It was not good enough, 

he went on, that professional managers, from whichever discipline, know so little of what is 

happening elsewhere in the team. That if they stick too much to their patch, and lose the context of 

their contribution, their efforts are minimised not maximised. 

Secondly, at the annual CIPSA conference, the new Fonterra CPO in New Zealand, the well travelled 

Andrea Gregory MCIPS, pointed out to the personal skills area for improvement. “The difference 

between the good buyers that work for me, and the great ones – is EQ not IQ.” She explained how 

important business relationships are; more so in markets that are small, volatile and oligopolistic like 

New Zealand – and Australia for that matter. The ability to forge these relationships offered an extra 

layer of success for the organisation she explained, as soft management skills grow in importance 

alongside hard technical skills and knowledge for the profession. So EQ is more important in the long 

run than IQ technically. 

 

So, two new essential skills for buyers in future - domain knowledge and EQ: 



… better sharpen those recruitment specs and get the training people in. 

 

The Buyer – posted 4th December 2012 

 

#405 - Why we need INTERNATIONAL standards in procurement 

The Buyer - Monday, December 10, 2012 

The first speaker at the CIPS New Zealand public sector conference in November [NZ PSPF] 

http://www.cipsaconferences.com.au  was the CEO of the new super ministry formed in the fairly 

recent NZ reshuffle – the Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment (MBIE) – which includes 

PROCUREMENT. Anyway, the CEO of the department, the engaged David Smol opened the event, as 

he has done before. He didn’t speak for long, maybe 20 minutes all up, but he certainly said much 

thinks The Buyer …. who had a free seat at the back. 

  

Mr Smol explained their perspective on public procurement devastatingly well, in so clearly 

supporting and championing the subject he said: “The reason we need [to train procurement people 

to] international standards … is so we [in New Zealand] can compete internationally.”  There you 

have it – quite simple really. There are currently 80 students working towards MCIPS through the NZ 

MBIE programme it was revealed during the day, with more to follow in due course. 

  

The NZ government are investing in procurement to international standards – because they see they 

have little choice. Working to no standard, or some inferior locally contrived standard at a low base 

internationally, will only divorce the New Zealand purchasing community even further from the 

reality of international standards driving global trade. Their proposition of being a first-world 

customer at the end of a long global supply chain is only really valid if they are working at 

international standards. Good on ‘em thinks The Buyer – and good luck. 

  

The Buyer – posted 10th December 2012 

 

#406 - Can LNG become the new Iron Ore, in a high-cost economy like Australia? 

The Buyer - Thursday, December 13, 2012 

After the tsunami that hit Japan in March 2011, and the resultant meltdown at Fukushima, Japan’s 

bolt from nuclear energy suggested boom times for LNG providers to export into Japan to fill the 

void of 54 nuclear power stations hitting the OFF switch. 

 



Doubtless well-known Aussie LNG producers were getting excited at the prospect, as they doubtless 

were in Qatar as well – that other well known LNG producer, and reputedly the largest producer of 

LNG in the world. 

 

For Australia though, the prospect was for ‘LNG as the new Iron Ore’ … with the real potential to 

keep fuelling our two-speed economy into the medium term, even beyond. 

  

But the worries over COSTS in the high-cost production-ville that is modern Australia is threatening 

to spoil the party. The previous blog #401, quoted Resources Minister Martin Ferguson shouting 

worries over the high COST base here in Australia, and demanding “fat and lazy” resource companies 

get their costs under control. He repeated the call in The Australian Monday 19th November, 

insisting that continual cost blow outs on major projects dissuaded investment here. He added that 

the $230bn worth of potential projects in the LNG sector could now be in jeopardy in such a high-

cost environment. Ironically, project cancellations and slow-down’s stand to take the heat out of the 

supply market – especially in the west perhaps. Which may help dilute the inflation of competing 

buyers in the West in itself? 

  

But, how can PROCUREMENT help get costs down in the west, and what will it take? 

  

Three ways spring to mind; 

 

Win the argument that COST matters – and should always be managed seriously by firms seeking 

competitive advantage 

Find ways to stop the perception that buyers are competing for resources – and prepared to pay 

more to trump competitors in the queue for supply  

Solve the skills shortages – not just in procurement, bringing better inputs to bear on red hot 

markets, also the fly in fly out [FIFO] practices that drive costs up so high 

Easier said than done of course… 

Procurement efforts in LNG, iron ore and resources in general are pretty good in Australia – certainly 

compared to other sectors of the Australian economy. In fact, there are pockets of genuine 

excellence in procurement capability around the resources sector – some of the best in the country. 

 



But is that enough? Australia is competing globally – especially in the resources sector. Are we 

world-class? And if we are how do we know? Do we have to wait until the customers [China and, 

perhaps, Japan] tell us, or for the competition [Qatar] to beat us? 

  

Plenty to get on with in the West next year then…. 

  

The Buyer – posted 13th December 2012 

 

#407 - What to give a Buyer at Christmas? 

The Buyer - Thursday, December 20, 2012 

Buyers can be ‘cheap’ on occasion, is the good news - so gifts for Christmas do not have to be grand, 

large or even expensive. 

 

So the catalogue from Social Traders is a welcome option for healthy suggestions, as advertised in 

the recent xmas circular from THE SOURCE, one of CIPSA’s accredited recruitment companies. Click 

here to view 

 

The SOCIAL TRADERS catalogue is designed to enable corporate gift-giving on a more socially 

responsible basis and offers over 200 ‘sustainable’ ideas for healthy & conscionable yuletide giving 

at Christmas. 

 

And there are plenty ideas for under $20 …. Well worth a look then …. 

 

The Buyer – posted 20th December 2012 

 

The Buyer PS: The Buyer will be taking a well earned rest over the festive season, and returns to blog 

again after Australia Day next year …. 

 

#408 - What’s in store for buyers in 2013? 

The Buyer - Friday, February 08, 2013 



Returning after a long summer break to a full desk, but an empty blogger’s notepad, The Buyer 

returns to that old chestnut – what’s in store for the year ahead then? 

 

Previous blogs over the last few years [see blogs #218, 213, 15, 101] have always had an element of 

pre-emptive insight and a passable score on predictions – if only The Buyer’s footy tipping was as 

accurate www.betfair.com.au would be quaking in their boots. 

  

Almost nobody expects 2013 to be a serene year of no scandals, no disasters, nice weather and a 

gentle return to the good times with empowering economic growth and buoyant share markets & 

rising house prices.  

 

So what will happen then? What should we be ready for? How are we to be challenged this year – 

the context of our efforts? 

  

A quick PESTLE analysis may offer some clues: 

  

 

Politically we have an election on 14th September – Julia said “so everyone could plan ahead” with 

some certainty. Good idea. So how will it affect your plans? Typically business hedges in the run up 

to an election. And then turns optimistic immediately after the day. 

Economically, the election also had a bearing. Even with three possible outcomes [ALP 

again/Coalition/hung parliament] change is inevitable. Tax rates, economic policy, budget gaps and 

the dollar will all face changing priorities perhaps?  

Social trends seem driven by two things … the skills shortage and technology. Mobile technology 

especially becoming an integral part of our lives. Lines of people at every meeting point, from bus 

stops to the canteen, plugged into to their mobile devices. It is even socially acceptable to text other 

people during conversations now. 

But clearly the new generations have expectations of being able to use technology to do anything; 

even just reading (e books). This also affects the pattern of their behaviour – like with crowdsourcing 

or collaborative consumption. Non online options for users just might not be sustainable in future? 

Legally, much depends on the new federal government. But change is constant in any case. 

Particularly in Canberra it will be interesting to see if any new government changes the new 

Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines [see the new FEB 2013 issue of PP magazine] or alters the 

PCPs – those pesky procurement connected policies.  



Environmentally, the opposition said they would repeal the Carbon Tax if elected. Presumably the 

incumbent government will not if they are elected. We’ll see. But this tax, and its surrounding 

uncertainty, has to some degree overridden the sustainable procurement agenda – even the socially 

responsible procurement one. Maybe business will loosen up on SRP once the Carbon Tax is out of 

the way; maybe it would have a positive effect even?   

One thing is for certain though – a busy year doing “more for less” beckons again…. 

  

Good luck 

  

The Buyer – posted 8th February 2013 

 

The Buyer - Wednesday, February 27, 2013 

After over four years of providing insights into the wonderful world of procurement, the Buyer will 

be taking a much needed sabbatical to travel the world and chill out.  I am sure many of you would 

like to join me in thanking him for his input over the years. The blog has been a great forum to raise 

issues impacting on the profession, sometimes in controversial ways, but most often just with 

extreme good common sense. 

 

Will this be the last we see of the Buyer? Possibly…….but I suspect not. My instinct tells me that the 

Buyers insatiable appetite for seeking out and revealing the truth will need an outlet somewhere, 

and hopefully sometime in the future, we will be that outlet. 

 

Nigel Wardropper 

Publisher 
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